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General Introduction

This study was undertaken to provide a guide for the restoration of all Citadel
doors and windows. As the Citadel had over 400 of each, as there were major
alterations to appreciable numbers of both between initial construction and
the departure of the imperial garrison (the point at which this study stops),
and as there is every reason to believe that virtually all doors and windows
presently extant were built and installed in 1951-2, the door and window problem
is a fairly formidable one.
The form of the study evolved considerably in the course of the writing,
as will be apparent from even a cursory examination.

I began the door study

with the intention of providing door designs for every single historical opening
in the fort.

In the end, I did so, but came to realize that the effort involved

was barely commensurate with the result.

The window study, which was written

later, was in consequence, a much simpler matter.

In it, I merely provided a

guide to the type of windows which were probably used between 1840 and 1906,
and an indication of which type would be most appropriate in the window openings
around the fort.
It remains to be seen which of these approaches will prove the more helpful
to the restoration design teams.

I suspect that, what in fact will happen is

that this study will provide a starting point for door and window design and,
that after an appreciable number have been designed, built and installed, the
resulting body of practical experience will prove self perpetuating

and that,

ut some point in the future, this study will be used only as an incidental reference work.

When this occurs both approaches .; have used will probably seem

equally valid.
This is not to say that the labour expended on this study has been in vain.
the case of doors in particular, the whole problem of sorting out design probabilities (and there are almost no certainties) had to be done sooner or later,
and in my view it is more valuable to do an overall summary of door design for

In
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the entire fort than to attempt to design doors in each area as the restoration
progresses.

This approach, at least ensures some sort of homogenity of door

design around the fort.
the manuscript.
in minutiae.

The drawback of this approach, however, is evident from

When one concentrates on doors, one quickly becomes bogged down

I therefore recommend that anybody approaching the door section of

this manuscript for the design of a particular door turn directly to the distribution section of the manuscript and, if he or she wishes to find out how the
recommended design was arrived at, do so by following references to the particular door type in the Table of Contents.

3

Door Study

1. Introduction
There were over four hundred door openings in the Citadel as built.
them still exist.
well documented.

Most of

The door (or doors) which hung in them are not particularly
There is enough evidence to suggest types and trends, but in-

sufficient in most cases to actually reconstruct appropriate doors for each
location.

In this study I attempt to remedy this deficiency by providing an

analysis of the available evidence, both site - specific and general.
Although there were over four

hundred door openings, this does not mean

that there was a similar number of different door types.

In fact, one must

assume that a limited number of types were used and that these were distributed
rationally (ie. that there was some correlation between door type and room use).
All general evidence supports these assumptions although some of the site-specific evidence does not.
caution.

As the latter is fragmentary, it must be treated with

The second assumption (that there is a correlation between door type

and room use) does, however, lead to some problems in the case of the Citadel
for the simple reason that most of the rooms are casemates and were either not
designed for any specific use, or were intended for more than one purpose (eg.
casemates of defence and barrack space) and the several purposes were not necessarily complementary.

This problem will be treated later in this paper.

This paper deals entirely in types and physical appearance.

I have not

concerned myself with exact door dimensions (ie. I have not, for example, tried
to set a standard width for stiles for typical four panel doors), nor have I
treated the question of door frames and the attachment of same to masonry in
anything other than a cursory fashion.

These two problems can be resolved by

the teams responsible for the design of each area of the fort using as found
information.

There is not enough evidence to say very much about the latter

problem, the more so as the most important information in each instance will
come from an examination of the as found remains around the door opening and,
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as most openings presently have doors and frames, these examinations are presently impossible.

Detailed recommendations for each door frame, therefore,

will have to be made as each door is designed.

I do not anticipate that this,

in most cases, will pose serious problems.
As this paper deals entirely with types and physical appearances, the
bulk of it has been given over to the formulation of a few general rules regarding the relationship of door type to room use and the use of these rules,
in conjunction with the fragmentary Citadel evidence, to develop a small number of door types appropriate for the Citadel and to suggest the most likely
distribution of these types.

The general rules are developed in Section 2:

the Citadel evidence is reviewed in Section 3; the synthesis of the evidence
provided in these two sections is worked out in Section 4; and the conclusions
are detailed in Sections 5 and 6.
the types recommended.

The Plates in Section 5 provide a guide to

This system has not been rigidly adhered to, there

being a number of instances where, owing to specialized room use or extant
doors, no elaborate investigation of door types is necessary.

These are

briefly mentioned in Section 3 and treated in Section 4.

1-2. Chronology
As it is important that the reader understand the chronology of the British
period in order to appreciate the significance of some of the evidence, the
following has been provided as a guide.
1829-31 the trunk of the Cavalier, the original West Ravelin and
casemates 3,4,9,10,11,12,51,52,57 and 58 all built and casemates
22 and 2 3 begun.
1831 Redan first proposed.
1834-8 revised estimate incorporating Redan and additional casemates
proposed and accepted.
1838-48 remaining casemates, both magazines, Cavalier additions and
2
casemates proposed in 1834 all built.
1846-8 retaining walls of casemates 9,10,11,12,57 and 58 and the
West Ravelin all built.
1863 expense magazines added on north and south fronts.

4

1873-9 alterations to parade windows and doors to admit more light

5

to casemates.

5

1876-7 third floor added to Cavalier.
1878-9 alterations to casemates and construction of casemates 53
and 56 in consequence of re-armament.
1889 Cavalier roof and third storey burned.
9
1898-9 alterations to Cavalier.
1901-2 North Magazine converted to Canteen.

2.

8

10

General Rules

2-1. Door Types
There are basically three types of doors: ledged doors, framed panel doors,
and framed doors without panels.

I consistently refer to the third category

as framed and sheeted doors throughout this report.
Within each category, there is room for considerable variation.
thing, doors may be single or double.

Each type, in addition, can have its

basic component parts arranged in an almost infinite number of ways.
ards of finish also vary considerably.

For one

Stand-

A schedule of contract prices for

doors required by the military in 1852 listed some of the most important
military variations in each type:
Ledged doors
rough edges shot
wrought and rough edges shot
wrought and ploughed and tongued or rebated rough edges shot
ploughed and tongued
Any of the above, braced.
Framed panel doors
one or two panel framed square and flat
one or two panel framed square and flat, moulded on one side
four or six panel framed square and flat
four or six panel framed square and flat, moulded on one side
four or six panel framed bead and flush or bead and butt, on one
side
four or six panel framed bead and flush or bead and butt on both
sides

6

Framed [and sheeted]
doors and gates framed square and braced and filled in, the bottom,
middle and frieze rails and braces to be two thirds the thickness
of the other rails: the sheeting to be tongued into the top rails
[sic] flush with the face, wrought and beaded both sides.
The same schedule listed the common thicknesses for each type as follows:
ledged - 1 inch, 1 1/2 inch, 2 inch
one and two panel - 1 inch
four and six panel - 1 1/2 inch, 2 inch
framed and sheeted - 2 inch, 3 inch.
As it happens most of our doors belong to one of these three types.

The prob-

lem is in deciding which variation of which type belongs on which opening.
As an aid to the solution of this problem, I put together a catalogue
of doors.

An abbreviated copy of this is included in Appendix I.

For the

most part, I confined myself to three main sources: Citadel doors, doors
known from door plans (of which more in Section 2-2), doors shown in either
photographs or elevations of Military works, both in Halifax and elsewhere.
In arranging the doors in the catalogue by type.
use 11 basic categories.

I found it convenient to

Eight of these are simply sub-divisions of the

basic three types outlined above, viz: two panel (category 1 ) , four panel
(category 2 ) , six and nine panel (category 3 ) , single ledged (category 4 ) ,
single framed and sheeted (category 5 ) , double panel (category 7 ) , double
ledged (category 8 ) , and double framed and sheeted (category 9 ) . Two of
the remaining three categories are for single (category 10) and double (category 11) doors containing significant amounts of glass.
variations on panel doors or framed and sheeted doors.
(6) is for prison cell doors.

These usually are
The remaining category

Most of these are, in fact, panel doors, but

it seemed unnecessarily confusing to divide them over several categories.
There are only around 100 doors in the catalogue.

This, obviously, is

not enough to form hard and fast rules about the relationship between door
type and door use, but it does provide a few clues on the subject.

The per-

centages of doors falling in each of the basic types for each door use is
given in table 1.

This table is further discussed in the following sections.
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2-2.

Barrack Doors

Barrack doors, like residence doors, are of two sorts: those leading to the
outdoors and those between rooms.
than ordinary soldiers.

Officers rated a higher quality of doors

Barrack doors, therefore, can be divided into four

main use categories:
soldiers' exterior
soldiers' interior
officers' exterior
officers' interior
While it would be misleading to speak of a "standard barrack layout",
British army barracks did tend to be built in long narrow ranges, each subdivided into a number of independent compartments.
comparatively rare: an external

Lateral corridors were

verandah is the most common means of commun-

ication between the compartments.

Typically, each compartment consisted of

a corridor running across the range, and several barrack rooms opening on to
it.

The most common use for barrack interior doors, therefore, was access

to the internal corridor.

The most common use for barrack exterior doors,

was access from the corridor to the verandah.
12
by transoms over the exterior doors.

Corridors were commonly lit

The percentages of door type for each of the four main barracks uses
are given in Table 1.

These indicate, not surprisingly, that the majority

of all officers' doors, both interior and exterior, were panel doors.

The

results for soldiers' doors are more ambiguous: a bare majority of the
exterior ones found in the course of putting together the catalogue were
framed and sheeted, as were 60% of the interior doors found.

In the last

category, however, it should be noted that only 5 doors are noted in the
catalogue (See Appendix I ) .
If we were to rely solely on the catalogue, therefore, we would be hard
put to arrive at any conclusions regarding barrack doors.

We have, fortunately,

two specific sources of information on the subject which are of inestimable
use.

The first of these is a set of door patterns drawn in 1851-2 as part

of the contract documents for the construction of Wellington Barracks in
13
Halifax.
The second of these is a pattern book issued by the War Office
14
in 1901.
The door patterns in the latter include brief written descriptions
of each type.

In the case of the Wellington Barracks doors, the written con-

8

tract specifications have survived, and these include descriptions of all
doors for which plans have been located, as well as those for which no drawing has been found.

In all, there are 15 door plans: 8 from Wellington

Barracks and 7 from the pattern book.
All 15 plans have been included in the illustration section of this report.
tion.

In each case, the written description is included in the figure cap16

The order is as follows:

1852 Plans
Soldiers' Exterior Door (Fig. 2)
Cell Door

(Fig. 3)

Soldiers' Interior Door (Fig. 4)
Officers' Servants' Door (Fig. 5)
Officers' Interior Door (Fig. 6)
Officers' Wine Cellar Door (Fig. 7)
Field Officers' Porch Door (Fig. 8)
Field Officers' Inside Porch Door (Fig. 9)
1901 Plans
Officers' Exterior Door (Fig. 10)
Officers' Exterior Door (Fig. 11)
Officers' Interior Door (Fig. 12)
Officers' Interior Door (Fig. 13)
Soldiers' Exterior Door (Fig. 14)
Soldiers' Interior Door (Fig. 15)
Cell Door

(Fig. 16).

17

What strikes one first in comparing the two sets in how little things
had changed in fifty years.

Compare, for instance, the two soldiers' interior

doors (Figures 4 and 15). The description of the former is virtually identical to that of the latter, the only differences being in the stop chamfering
on the frame members of the 1901 door and the fact that the bottom rail on
that door was a full frame member (ie. 2" wide).

Comparison of officers'

interior doors (Figures 6, 12 and 13); of cell doors (Figures 3 and 16); of
the 1852 Field Officers' Inside Porch Door (which also served as officers' external doors) and the less fancy of the 1901 model officers' external doors
(Figure 9 and 10); and of the 1852 Field Officers' Outside porch door with
the more elaborate of the 1901 model officers' external door (Figure 8 and 11),

9

all reveal striking similarities.

The only instance of major differences in

physical appearance is between the 1852 soldiers' external door and the 1901
model of the same (Figures 2 and 14). Even here one must also note the similarities.

Both are framed and sheeted doors, both have four rails and in

neither does any but the top rail run the full width of the door.

The 1901

door is essentially a doubled and slightly more sophisticated version of the
1852 door.
There are two important points to note concerning these doors.
there is general division of type by rank: officers
the men rate framed and sheeted ones.

First,

get panel doors while

Second, there is the important similar-

ity between the exterior doors for both: all officers' and soldiers' exterior
doors in both sets have transoms (Figs. 2,8,9,10,11,14). The first point
confirms the trend suggested by the type percentages in Table 1.

The second

is hardly surprising given the most common location of exterior barrack
doors.

In many barracks, the transoms over the exterior doors would have

provided the only natural light in the passages.
Finally, it is worth noticing that even the fanciest exterior doors (Figs.
9 and 11) do not have side lights.

Instead, part of the door itself is

glazed, suggesting that this was the most common means of altering a barrack
door to admit more light.

2-3.

Store Room Doors

There are, unfortunately, no sources comparable to either the Wellington Barracks specifications or the 1901 Pattern Book for this subject.

We shall

have to rely on tentative conclusions drawn from the catalogue percentages
of types (Table 1 ) . These show that the vast majority of store room doors
were either ledged or framed and sheeted.

There are too few samples to

allow us to arrive at any firm conclusions as to which locations rated ledged
and which framed and sheeted.

The latter seem more common in free standing

buildings and the former on rooms built into other structures (eg. in batteries) , but there are enough exceptions to both cases to make it impossible
to suggest that this was invariably the case (See Appendix I ) .
It is interesting to note that the single panel door in this category
in the catalogue is the officers' wine cellar door from Wellington Barracks

10

(Fig. 7 ) . Panel doors on store rooms were probably quite rare.

This does,

however, suggest that virtually all doors on rooms used by officers

were

panel doors.

2-4.

Munition Storage Doors

Again, there are no sources comparable to the Wellington Barracks specifications or the 1901 pattern book.

Again, the catalogue percentages suggest

that the vast majority of the doors used for munition storage rooms were
either ledged or framed and sheeted.

Again, the sample is too small to

allow us to develop hard and fast rules about which type of munition storage building rated which type of door.

A look at the detailed breakdown of

door types in Appendix I suggests that free standing munition storage buildings and main entrances to subterranean magazines rated framed and sheeted
doors, while subterranean munition storage rooms and those buried in battery
traverses got ledged ones, but, even in our small sample, there are exceptions to this general rule.
The two panel doors included in the sample require some explanation.
One is a simple two panel door and the other is the six panel main magazine
door from the Citadel South Magazine.
both elevations of the door.

In neither case can we be certain of

One side of the South Magazine door is copper

clad: only one side of the two panel door is shown on the plan.

Both doors

are unusual, the former being quite small and the latter being very large
(one would have expected a double door on the opening).

The existance of

these two specimens in our small sample ought to serve as a warning that,
despite general trends, military doors could be quite idiocyncratic.

2-5.

Miscellaneous Doors

2-5-1. Privy Doors
Most privy exterior doors and privy stall doors were ledged (See Table 1 ) .
Exterior doors were occasionally framed and sheeted.
There is evidence that, in privies as in everything else, officers rated
higher quality doors than the men.

At Wellington Barracks, the officers'

and officers' servants' privy doors were of:

11

2 inch spruce deal, wrought, framed and filled in with three
quarter inch battens, with rebated joints prepared to receive
18
one pane of glass, 12 x 9 inches.
19
The men got standard ledged doors of 1 1/2 inch deal.

2-5-2.

Storm Doors

Both storm doors discovered while researching the catalogue were simple ledged
doors (See Appendix I).

It seems likely that most storm doors were of this

type.

2-5-3. Canteen Doors
Only two canteen buildings turned up in the course of researching the catalogue - one at the Citadel and the other at Wellington Barracks. At the
former, only framed and sheeted doors are known to have been used, although
other types may also have been. At the latter, a mixture of panel and
framed and sheeted doors was employed, depending on the nature of the opening (See Appendix I).

As the Wellington evidence is more complete than

the Citadel evidence, it seems likely that interior canteen doors were
panel doors, while exterior ones were framed and sheeted.

2-5-4.

Gates and Sallyports

Again, the sample in the catalogue is inconclusive.

Nearly equal numbers of

ledged and panel doors were discovered in researching the catalogue.

3. Citadel Evidence
3-1.

Introduction

This section is intended only as a superficial survey of the available Citadel
door evidence, concentrating on physical door type and use. A more detailed
discussion of the Citadel doors by area is provided in Section 4 below.
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3-2.

The Construction Phase, 1828-1856

Most of the door evidence in the construction phase comes from the written
estimates.

These, in turn, can be divided into two types: those which re-

veal next to nothing about door types and those written by Lt. Col. Calder
20
(CRE, 1842-8). The former includes estimates by Nicolls (1825 and 1828),
Boteler (1832), Peake (1833)

1

and Jones (1833-6). 22

A brief discussion of the inter-relationships of Boteler 1 s, Peake's,
and Jones' estimates will be found in section 4-3 below.

Suffice to say for

our present purposes, the doors provided for in these estimates are usually
described in the most general way.

The most common sort of door provided
23
in these estimates is one of 3-inch oak plank.
This specification creates

problems for two reasons.

In the first place, it is not immediately obvious

just what sort of door was meant.

If it was really the intention to use 3-

inch plank in all parts of the door, then a panel door seems the only
possible solution.

One ought to note, however, that the 1852 contract sched-

ule lists only framed and sheeted doors in 3-inch thicknesses (above, 2-1).
A framed and sheeted door in this width would, of course, use battens of a
much lesser thickness - say 1 1/2".

This is impossible, as most specifica-

tions explicitly call for 3-inch plank.

In any case, there is little likely-

hood that any of these doors were ever built, as all evidence points to only
small quantities of oak being ordered for Halifax (See Appendix II), and as
most of the Citadel doors were actually built by Calder, who specified pine
throughout his estimates (See next section).

3-2-1.

Calder's Estimates

24
There are two main Calder estimates (1843 and 1846). " There also are several surviving Citadel items from Ordnance annual estimates drawn up by
25
Calder.
These collectively give us a clear picture of Calder's intentions
as to door design.
In his 1843, estimate, Calder provided for at least two if not three
or four different kinds of door as follows:
Casemates 5-8, 13-16, 24-30 - 2 inch framed 4 panel doors.
Casemates 6A, 15A and Magazine porches - 2 inch framed butt
and bead flush on both sides.
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Casemates 0 and 33 and Redan cellars - 1 1/2 inch pine ledged
doors.
Cells over Cavalier cookhouse - double doors, each 2-inch pine
framed flush on both sides, are covered on inside with sheet
iron.
Rooms over south Cavalier cookhouse - pine doors, unspecified type.

26

Of these, possibly all but the ledged doors were to be 4 panel pine with flush
panels, but the estimate is so loosely drawn up as to make it impossible to
tell.
When one turns to Calder's later estimates, however, a different picture
emerges.

In these, Calder provided detailed specifications for the implemen-

tation of some of the items in the 1843 estimate, as well as detailed estimates for supplementary services in 1846. These cover the doors for C24-C30,
27
28
CO, C33,
the West Ravelin, C9-C12,
C5-8, C13, C14, the Redan cellars,
the cells over the North Cavalier cookhouse and the rooms over the south
29
Cavalier cookhouse.
All of these, except the last two, call for a framed
door with a herring-bone back.
from estimate to estimate.

The written description of this door varies

The following (for C24-30) is typical: "2 inch

wrought and framed doors, 6'0 x 3'0 filled in front with inch wrought and
30
rebated sheeting and herring boned back."
The only major variation on
this description is the one for the West Ravelin doors which describes them!
31
as "wrought, framed and braced".
In addition to the written descriptions, the plans attached to the 1846
32
estimate include elevations of the exterior of the West Ravelin Doors
and
33
the doors for casemates 9-12.

The latter is reproduced in Fig. 17.

In

both these elevations, a typical framed and sheeted door is shown.
If one accepts the two elevations in the 1846 estimate as evidence that
Calder's herring boned door was a variation on a framed and sheeted door,
(and I think we ought t o ) , then we are faced with the problem of deciding
just what the inside of this door ought to look like.
estimates are not very useful.

For this, the

If one were to accept the evidence of these

alone, and if one were to conclude that Calder's herring bone door was somehow related to the 4 panel door he earlier proposed for some of the same locations, then one could conclude that the interior of the Calder herring bone
was framed in four panels, each filled in with sheeting laid in a herring
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bone pattern.

There are, however, other possible solutions to the problem;

a fairly large number of them in fact.

These are treated at length in be-

low, Section 4-1.
The other two doors proposed in Calder's detailed estimates are more
straightforward.

The cell doors were to be:

2 inch 3 paneled doors bead & flush 6'..2" x 2'..6"...
The doors are to be lined with sheet iron secured around the
margins with wrought Iron 1" 1/2 wide and 3/16 T - thick, and
rivetted to similar margin on the outside of the doors...
34
These doors were to be filled with inspection plates.
The inside doors
for the rooms over the South cookhouse were to be "2 inch 6 panel moulded
35
and square!'.
The former are a fairly common type of all door (Compare
Appendix I, Section 6 ) . The latter, surprisingly, are officers' doors: the
space was, in fact, appropriated for senior N.C.O.s.

As the same estimate

also calls for officers' grates for these rooms, the provision of officers'
doors is not too surprising.

This is, in fact, the only documentary refer-

ence to six-panel doors at the Citadel.

3-3.

The Later 19th Century

The Citadel-specific evidence from the later nineteenth century provides information on only five sorts of Citadel door: the Sallyport outer gates, the
ramparts splinterproof magazine doors, the gun emplacement recess doors, casemate doors and the North magazine area wall doors.

The poverty of information

from this period is mostly the result of no written evidence being available
for most of the period.

3-3-1.

Sallyport Gates

In the Ordnance Annual Estimate for 1858-9 provision was made for the doors
for the ditch end of the sallyports.
London, only one was approved.
the following year.

Owing to an administrative error in

The remaining five had to be resubmitted in

The Annual Estimate for 1859-60 has survived and with

it a sketch of the doors.

The text, however, merely refers back to the

estimate for the previous year and this has not survived.

We therefore have
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no specifications for the wood sizes, etc. for these doors.

36

The sketch (See Figure 18) is of some assistance, although only measured dimensions given on it are to be trusted.

It shows a heavy double door,

iron plated on the outside, each half consisting of a two panel door with a
heavy frame and an embrasure in the top panel.
are approximately 4'2" by 6'8".

The dimensions of each half

No clue is given as to the construction of

the door or to the wood required although, since the bar is noted as being
oak, it is possible that the door itself was too.

3-3-2.

Splinterproof Magazine Doors

Splinterproof magazines were provided for the north and south ramparts in
the Fortification Annual Estimate for 1861-2, although they were not actually
built for some time afterwards.

The estimate did not, however, provide

any detail about the structure of the magazines.

It was noted in the explan-

atory section of the estimate that:
These magazines are proposed to be exactly similar to that authorized under Item 8 of the Fortification Annual Estimate for 1860-1
37
for the General Battery of this place.
It is thus the text of the Grand Battery estimate to which we must refer for
information about the Citadel expense magazines.

Fortunately this is supple-

mented by a plan of the proposed Citadel splinter proof magazine drawn (be38
fore they were actually built) in 1862.
The original design of the Grand Battery magazine, in fact, differed
considerably from that for the Citadel copies in a number of important respects, notably in the porch and door layout.

In the original plan of the

Grand Battery model, the magazine proper was approached through a porch off
which there were, in addition to the door leading to the magazine proper, no
fewer than four doors.

Two adjacent doors in the wall opposite the main

door to the magazine led to the terreplein of the battery, while a small
door in each end of the porch led to the enclosed area which surrounded the
39
magazine and provided air circulation.
The magazine thus required no fewer
than five doors and the portions of the estimate dealing with them read as
follows:
The door frames to be of oak 5" x 4" to Magazine and 4 1/2" x
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3" to ends of porch [ie. to small doors leading to area], wrought,
framed, rebated and chamfered, the latter to have copper or gun
metal tenons to the floor, the entrance doors [ie. the two leading to the terreplein] to be of 2 1/2" oak the two thicknesses
of 1 1/4" each wrought grooved and put together with copper nails,
and hung in stone reveals with 24 inch hook and eye hinges, and
fastened, one with 12" copper rim dead shot lock, and the other
with two strong 9 inch upper running bolts - 2 1/2 inch pine
door to magazine and 2" pine to ends of porch, four panel bead
and butt and hung with 16" and 10" HL hinges respectively, the
former fastened with 12" lock and the latter with 9" bolts as
before described, the outer face and edges of the entrance doors
to be covered with sheet copper 16 oz. to the foot superficial,
40
properly secured with 3/4" copper nails....
The actual itemized estimate adds little to this except for the explicit
41
stricture that all hinges, locks, etc. were to be of copper.
This rather elaborate arrangement was possibly altered in the design
stage.

A note appended to the draught estimate

stated that the proposed

design was "unnecessarily costly" and that "more simple construction" would
be more acceptable.

The note is ambiguous, but it appears to indicate that

London recommended that the porch design be simplified.

In the Citadel

magazine design, there were only two doors and the area has shrunk to a
.., .
42
ventilation passage.
Unfortunately, the alterations almost certainly also included a change
of door design.

The 1862 plan of the Citadel splinter proofs includes an

outside elevation of the outer porch door and an inside elevation of the
magazine door.

The former is shown as vertical plank sheeting without a

visible frame and the latter as a framed and braced door (See Figure 19).
The former is quite compatible with the Grand Battery specifications: the
latter is not.

3-3-3.

This cannot be a rear view of a panel door.

Casemate Doors

Photographs of the interior of the fort provide us with glimpses of some of
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the casemate doors between the years 1872 and 1910.

The evidence from this

source is somewhat confusing, and there is not enough of it to allow us to
draw final conclusions.

The photographic evidence does, however, give us a

few ideas about general trends.
The earliest photograph to show a door was probably taken in the autumn
of 1872 and shows Major General Doyle and a group of officers in front of the
43
door leading to E block (C46).
This photograph raises a great many problems
about the original size of the upper redan door openings (for a discussion
See below, section 4-4). For the moment, we are concerned only with the door.
Only a portion of this is visible, and any identification of type is open to
question, but it seems to be a double framed and sheeted door (Fig. 20). As
this is a decidedly plain door for the location (the main entrance to the mess),
this may have been an outer porch or storm door.
A series of photographs taken in 1879 show a number of casemate doors,
44
few of them with sufficient clarity to allow a positive identification.
These photographs show doors on two casemates (C27 and C35) which seem to
have windows in them.

In one of these, there is only the suggestion of a

window (Fig. 21): in the other, the photograph is somewhat clearer, and the
window seems to have 4 lights (Fig. 22). In addition to these, one of the
photographs shows an exterior porch covering the door opening to C46.

This

is filled with a four panel door with transom (Fig. 23).
A photograph taken around 1885 shows the door with the four light window
45
on two casemates (C15 and C18; see Fig. 24).
Another, taken around 1902,
shows the same door type on CI, and this is our clearest historical photo46
graph of the type (Fig. 25).
The 1902 photograph, in addition, shows a
solid door on C2, but the quality of the pictures does not allow a positive
identification of the door type.
A 1904 photograph of D block is mostly useful for window information
47
(Fig. 26).
It does, however, show the door frame in the C44 entrance door.
It shows the door end on. While this is not particularly useful for structural
information on the door, the fact that a door is shown on only one side of
the frame indicates that, on C44 at least, the main entrance door was a single
one.
Finally, a photograph taken around 1910 (Fig. 27)
4 doors in the left side of the redan.

48

shows no fewer than

Those on C34 and C35 are solid.

A
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double six panel door with glazed frieze panels is shown on C38. A door with
a large light bordered by thin rectangular panes

of glass is shown on C40.

The latter two are, of course, both redan officers' quarters doors. As the C38
door is on the outer side of the door check and the C40 door is recessed, there
might be outer (or porch) and inner doors.
The twelve doors observed in photographs are listed for quick reference
in Table 2.

3-3-4.

Recess Doors

The gun emplacements built for the Citadel's initial armament did not have any
munition recesses at the guns.

Recesses probably first made their appearance

at the time of the first rearmament in the early 1860s.

One writer has sur49
mised that the Armstrong emplacements, for example, had recesses.
After
the major conversion to rifled ordnance in the late 1870s, all emplacements
for rifled guns had two recesses, one on either side. At least a few of
50
these were adopted from emplacements built in the earlier re-armament.
A number of nineteenth century photographs show the doors for these
recesses.

In general, double ledged doors seem to have been used on all of

them, the only major differences being in the door jambs:.some had jambs and
others did not. From photographic evidence, it seems probable that no jambs
were used where the recess was constructed entirely of granite and jambs
were provided where the recess was brick-lined.

An example of the latter is

shown in Fig. 28 and of the former in Fig. 29.

3-3-5.

North Magazine Area Doors

Two photographs attached to an 1882 record plan of the Citadel main magazines
52
show the North Magazine area doors.
The south door is shown on both photographs: the north on one only. Only the exterior of each is shown. The former is clearly a ledged door: the latter is probably a double four panel
with flush panels.
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3-4.

The Earliest Reproductions, 1951-2.

There were few doors still hung and in reasonably good condition when the Citadel became a Park in 1951.

A set of photographs taken in 1950 as part of a

submission to the Massey commission shows how completely run down and vandal53
ized the interior of the fort was at that time.
Most casemate doors shown
are badly damaged.

Many openings have no doors at all.

In the whole of the

Northeast Salient and the Redan, there appear to have been only four intact
doors.

Two of these are shown in Figure 30: a solid door on C19 and what
54
appears to be a door with a four light window in C20.
Another photo shows a
porch built in front of the door to C38 with a more or less intact door on
55
that.
Finally, a photograph of the right face of the Redan shows an intact
door on C48 (See Figure 31). This may be a 6 panel single door with glazed
frieze panel but, as the door is viewed at an oblique angle, it is difficult
56
to be certain.
These photographs make it easy to believe the statement in
the written submission to the Commission that "complete replacement of sash
and doors would be necessary in any portion [of the Citadel] to be restored."

57

The extent of the problem can be seen from a report submitted by the
engineer supervising the restoration of the fort shortly after the Defence
Department turned it over in 1951.

This contained a detailed estimate of

the costs of restoration, which included items for the construction and installation of a door and frame and five windows and frames in an unspecified
location (possibly the windows in C48 and C48B and the upper door) and a blanket
estimate for:
Windows and Frames
154 at 25.00

3850.00

Doors and Frames
85 at 125.00

10725.00

Install sashes and frames

3080.00

doors and frames

3400.00

A note appended to these last items stated:
Doors in above item are very heavy doors, some bound with iron
peepholes for rifle-fire.
58
hence high unit price.

These doors would be costly to rebuild

A plan prepared to go with this estimate shows where all 154 windows and 85
59
doors went (see Table 3 ) .
The legend for this reads "Doors to be replaced
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or repaired" but, as the estimate clearly provides for the replacement of all
85, it is unlikely that any old doors were recycled.

The doors so labelled

include every exterior casemate door except those for C48, C49, C6A, Cll, C12,
C13, C14, C57 and C58.

Of these the C49 door, although shown on the plan,

did not exist, the C57 and C58 doors were buried, and Cll-14 we know, from
the photographs, were in poor condition.

It seems probable, therefore, that

all exterior casemate doors were replaced in the early 1950s.

In addition

the plan provides doors for many of the Redan interior door openings and for
both ends of all six sallyports.

No doors were provided for the Magazine,

the Cavalier, or any of the ravelins.

We know that the Cavalier was entirely

decrepit in 1951, so the omission merely means it was being left to later.
The ravelins were probably in a similar state; the extant ravelin doors are
clearly modern.
It seems likely, therefore, that almost every door in the fort was replaced in the early 1950s: Gurney's report, however, suggests that, in at
least some instances, an attempt was made to copy as found doors.
he refers to are clearly the ditch doors for the sallyports.)

(The ones

Mr. R. Lannigan,

who was working here in 1951, recalls that all doors made on site were copied
60
from doors found when the fort was taken over.
The general appearance of
the doors which were built (most of the extant Citadel doors) certainly supports this.
There were four main door types built in 1951-2: a 6 panel door with glazed frieze panels (Fig. 32); a 4 panel door with panels flush on both sides
(Fig. 33); a door with a large 4-light window (Fig. 34); and a double 4 panel
door with apertures for loopholes to serve as sallyport ditch gates (Fig. 35).
The first three of these were used on the upper and lower redan entrance doors,
the cavalier entrance doors and the single storey casemate entrance doors
respectively.

These three types, therefore, did for most Citadel exterior

doors.
Of these four types, two closely resemble doors which have already turned
up in this survey of evidence.

Compare, for example, the reproduction sally-

port gates (Fig. 35), with the drawing of the original (Fig. 18). The four
light door (Fig. 34) closely resembles doors observed in a number of photographs (e.g. Figs. 21,22,24 and 25). We can, I think, safely conclude that
these were accurate copies.
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The other two present problems.

The only door in the evidence which

resembles the four panel flush door (Fig. 33) is the first version of Col.
Calder's all purpose door (See Section, 3-2-1).
any of these were built.

There is no evidence that

There is equally no reason to suppose that there

were not some specimens of this type in use at the Citadel.
As for the six panel door (Fig. 32), this resembles the door shown in
one of the 1950 photos (Fig. 31). It also seems to be a single version of
the double door shown on the C38 opening in the 1910 photograph (Fig. 27).
There is no evidence just how far back this particular type was in use, but,
as we shall see, chances are that this is an accurate copy of one Citadel
door type used in the nineteenth century (See Section 4-4).

3-5

Extant Original (?) Doors, 1980

As we have seen in the preceeding section, most Citadel doors were in poor
condition by 1950.

There were, however, a few doors, most of them interior,

which were still salvagable.

Some of these were repaired or, in at least

one instance, substantially altered.

At the time of writing (1980), there

are seven types still in use which probably date from rhe early 20th century
or earlier.

3-5-1

These are discussed in this section.

South Magazine Main Doors

Although the main magazine doors were originally provided by Jones, they were
actually built by Calder.

The extant doors on the South Magazine are probably

the original doors and were probably built in the mid-1840s.

As one side is

copper clad, we cannot be certain of all construction details.

The exposed

side is framed in six panels and filled in with sheeting laid flush in a
herring bone pattern (Fig. 36).

3-5-2

C49/50 Door

There are two door openings between C49 and C50.

The door in question pre-

sently hangs on the one nearest the west end of the casemate.

Neither of

these openings was constructed at the same time as the two casemates as
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neither shows up on an 1849 ground plan.

By 1854, however, C49 had been
62
appropriated as a guard room and C50 as a lock up,
suggesting that at least

one of the openings had been made by that time.
1891 ground plan.

Both openings show up on an

The door could, therefore, date from any time from the

middle of the nineteenth century onwards, assuming that it was built for the
opening in which it was found.
As found, the door was framed and sheeted (with a visible bottom rail)
on the C49 side. The C50 side was divided into two panels, each filled in
with sheeting laid diagonally to form a herring bone pattern.

The strap

hinges are stamped with a broad arrow and are clearly original, but there are
several things about the door itself which arouse suspicion, most notably
the fact that the visible tenon for the middle rail is considerably below the
position of the extant middle rail visible on the C50 side of the door. In
addition, the door gives every indication of having been drastically modified,
as the top rail and stiles have been planed down on the C50 side except for
a moulding around the panels. The door is actually thicker through the panels
than through the main frame.
When the door was taken down and examined, a number of interesting facts
came to light. Of the visible parts of the door, only the two stiles and
the top rail turned out to be part of a period door: the sheeting and the
visible middle rail and bottom rail had all been added by Parks Canada, probably in the early 1950s. Underneath the sheeting, however, an original middle
rail was discovered corresponding to the location of the tenons on the stiles.
This, interestingly, was only about half the thickness of the stiles and was
not set flush with either of their edges. The Parks Canada bottom rail turned
out to be nailed over an original bottom rail similarily set. There were
no signs of either a middle stile or braces but there were signs that both
bottom and middle rails had been covered with vertical sheeting.

It is poss-

ible, therefore, that the door was originally sheeted on both sides and was
hollow.

3-5-3

C50 Cell Doors

Although C50 was designated a lock up as far back as 1854 and although cells
64
were first mentioned in 1856, the two cells presently extant were not constructed until much later. The 1891 plan, for instance, shows cells arranged
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along the south pier wall of the casemate.

The Statistical and Sanitary

Report for 1900 reported that the cells had been enlarged,
ably at that time that the extant cells were built.

and it was prob-

Both of these presently

have a door and, in both cases, there is every likelihood that the doors are
original (Fig. 37). The Park may have made a few alterations here and there.
(The hinges, for example, are modern.)

3-5-4

Counterscarp Doors

There are presently ten entrances to the counterscarp.

Nine of these are

definitely original: those at opposite ends of each of the casemates of
reverse fire and the one opposite Sallyport 1.

The remaining one, which is

opposite the left face of the West Ravelin, was almost certainly formed,
long after the original construction of the gallery, by enlarging a loophole.
It cannot, however, be precisely dated.
There is no documentary evidence as to the type of door intended for the
nine original openings.

I assume that the iron grille, presently extant on

several of them, dates from the nineteenth century.
were the only doors the counterscarp has ever had.

I suspect that these
The best surviving

specimen is located on the door on the left side of the casemate of reverse
fire opposite the Northeast Salient.
At the time of the as found recording of the counterscarp and gallery
(1975), an iron grille was found in the gallery near the opening opposite
the left side of the west ravelin.
the other counterscarp grilles.

This was considerably more simple than
The present location of this grille has

not been determined.
For more information on this subject, see my Counterscarp Study.

3-5-5

68

C51/2 Door

This iron grille is similar to the more simple of the counterscarp grille types
described in the preceeding section.

It cannot be precisely dated, but it

was probably installed some time after the casemates were first used as a
69
military prison in 1856.
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3-5-6

Canteen Doors
70

The North Magazine was converted into a canteen in 1901-2.

There are sev-

eral doors on the building, all identical, which were almost certainly built
at the time of the conversion.

These presently hang on all types of locations -

room doors, exterior doors and store room doors, suggesting that the one
type did for most openings in the building.
One of these doors is shown in Figure 38.

The exterior elevation of this

door is of the standard framed and sheeted sort.

The interior is interesting

for its inverted "V" braces (the only such braces discovered in the course
of this study) and the stop chamfering of the frame members.

3-5-7

C49 Expense Magazine Doors

Each of the twenty casemates of defence either has or originally had a small
cavity in one pier wall near the embrasures.

The purpose of the these cava-

ties is open to some debate but the most convincing explanation is that they
71
were small expense magazines.
The C49 example has a surviving door and
frame (see Figure 39). The door is a simple one panel type.

The original

hinge and fittings were most likely copper.

3-6-

General Evolution of Citadel Doors

Although the Citadel evidence is fragmentary, one can draw a few general
conclusions about the evolution of the exterior casemate doors from it.
To begin with, it is perfectly clear that Col. Calder intended to one
all-purpose door type for virtually all exterior doors.

There are three

possible exceptions to this: the officers' quarters exterior doors, the
officers' servants' exterior doors (both in the redan) and the cavalier
exterior doors.

All of these were estimated for by Calder's predecessors,

although Calder probably built most of them.

As officers' rated better

quality doors than the men, there is a good chance that the Calder all purpose door was not intended for use in the upper redan.

The fact that

Calder's one estimate for interior doors (for the NCOs quarters over the
south Cavalier cookhouse) calls for officer quality doors provides us with
the barest hing that this may have been the case.
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Calder doors were almost certainly built and hung in at least all the
places for which Calder provided them.

By the late 1870s, however, at

least some of them had been replaced by another type: probably the 4-light
variety which turns up in photographs with increasing frequency as the years
pass.

The fact that this process of replacement seems to have started in

the 1870s suggest that it was part of the alterations to the dwelling casemates to let in more light.

If this is the case, then one can expect that

most of the Calder doors were replaced within a comparatively short time
(1873-9), and that after this period, as before it, there was a standard
casemate door.

The major difference being that, after 1879, that standard

door would have been used on dwelling casemates only.

When one matches up

the fragmentary available information with casemate use (Table 4 ) , one sees
that there was a correlation of the use of a door with a 4-light window
with the use of the casemate for dwelling purposes.(the exception is the
use of a window in the C2 door when that casemate was an RA Store.
Stores, however, require lots of light, as work is done in them.)

RA
Of par-

ticular interest in Table 4 is the fact that the door type in casemate 35
changed at around the same time that the use of the casemate changed.
Beyond these few conclusions about the casemate exterior doors, the
Citadel door evidence is not sufficient to provide us with any reliable
information about Citadel door evolution.

There is enough evidence to

suggest that the redan exterior doors, for example, were different from
the other casemate exterior doors, but there is not enough to enable us
to decide which of the several types known to have been used was the most
important, or in which order the types were built.

3-6-1

Citadel Doors and General Rules

There is, however, enough Citadel door evidence available to enable us to
come to a few conclusions about the extent to which the Citadel doors
followed the general rules for military door type and use put

forward in

Section 2.

3-6-1-1

Barrack Doors

Despite all the differences between the Citadel and the normal British army
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nineteenth century barracks, the Citadel door types used on the soldiers'
barrack

casemates had much in common with the types generally used in such

places.

These, it will be remembered, were commonly framed and sheeted

(see Section 2-2 above).

The Calder all-purpose door was also a typical

framed and sheeted door on the outside, whatever its inside elevation may
or may not have looked like.

The four light door, on the surface, seems

to be a radically different type at first glance, but a closer examination
reveals some similarities.

Note, for example, the fact that the battens

filling in the bottom panel of the door are put together in the same way
as the bottom sheeting in a framed and sheeted door, the principal difference being the thickness.

In fact, these doors resemble a standard framed

and sheeted door from which the sheeting, middle rail, bottom rail and
braces have been removed and a window, full width middle and bottom rails
and full width sheeting substituted.

The use of a window in these doors

is also not that much of a deviation from the standard.
exterior doors had transoms.

Most soldiers'

Transoms are not possible in most Citadel

casemates owing to the locations of the door relative to the casemate arch.
As we have seen, windows in doors were commonly used in military doors in
preference to side lights (Section 2-2).
The relationship between observed Citadel officers' exteriors doors
and the commonly used types is also quite close.
structed

Assuming that the recon-

6 panel door with a glazed frieze panel is typical of a type

used at the Citadel at least in the later nineteenth century, the resemblence between it and the officers' exterior doors in both the Wellington
Barracks set (Fig. 9) and the 1901 set (Fig. 10) is worthy of note.

The

substitution of a glazed panel for a solid one is probably also the result
of the impossibility of building transoms.

The fact that both the Welling-

ton and the 1901 doors are double doors and that the only observed historical door of this type was also double (Fig. 27) may also be significant.
Perhaps both single and double specimens of the same type were at one time
or another built and installed.
The other officers' door observed in the 1910 photograph (Fig. 27) seems,
at first glance to be very different from any other officers' door.

This

is a debatable point - especially as so little of the door is visible.
Note, however, the similarity between the arrangement of the glass in the
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window in this door and in the transom of the standard officers' exterior
door from the 1901 set.
One can, I think, conclude that the Citadel exterior barracks doors
have some relation to the general types of exterior barracks door discussed
in Section 2-2.

About the interior doors one can say nothing, as we have

no reliable evidence about any of them.

This tenuous relationship between

types of exterior door should, however, give us some confidence in recommending general types which would be appropriate.

3-6-1-2

Store Rooms

Calder's all purpose door was intended for use on store rooms as well as
barrack casemates.

As it was a framed and sheeted door (at least super-

ficially) it was entirely appropriate for such use.
The only other observed Citadel store room doors are those few which
turned up in photographs (see Table 4 ) . As most of these were solid doors,
and as no panels can be seen in any of them, it is reasonable to assume that
these also were either ledged or framed and sheeted and hence appropriate
for store room use.

3-6-1.-3

Munition Storage

Fourteen Citadel munition storage rooms turned up in the evidence:
3 porch doors for each main magazine
2 main doors for each main magazine
1 porch door for each splinterproof
1 main door for each splinterproof
Of these, the porch doors were ordered by Calder as four panel doors (Section 3-2-1) but may well have been built as Calder all purpose doors.

The

main doors to the South Magazine are still extant (Fig. 36) and appear to
be 6 panel doors.

The splinterproof porch doors were ledged and the main

splinterproof doors were, on the basis of the interior elevations, probably
framed and sheeted (Fig. 19). All this contrasts with the general conclusion put forward in Section 2-4, which suggest that most munition storage
doors were either ledged or framed and sheeted.

One can, of course, make
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a case that the later Calder doors were a species of framed and sheeted door:
always assuming that these were, in fact, the type ultimately installed.

It

would be more reasonable, however, to note that, as far as the Citadel main
magazines are concerned, the door types employed followed general practice
elsewhere at the fort.
This is not, however, any help in deciding what sort of doors would be
appropriate for the various auxiliary munition storage areas built in the
fort in the later nineteenth century.

Did these also follow general Citadel

practice (whatever that might have been) at the time of their construction?
Or were they typical magazine doors of the era?

The only clue we have is

in the splinterproof doors, and these seem to follow the second course
rather than the first.

Certainly the ledged and framed and sheeted doors

commonly found in munition storage areas would be more appropriate for use
in such places than the 4 light casemate doors which seem to have been the
most common type in use at the Citadel in the later part of the century.

3-6-1-4

Cells

The two known Citadel cell doors very closely resemble each other.

Compare

the verbal description of Calders' proposed cell doors in section 3-2-1 with
the door shown in Fig. 37.
three panels.

Note, for instance, that both are framed in

As Calder's door was proposed in 1846 and as the door in Fig.

37 was (probably) built around 1901, the similarities suggest that Citadel
cell door design did not change much over the years.
When one compares the Citadel cell doors with these discovered elsewhere
(see Appendix II, Category 6 ) , it is quickly apparent that they were typical
specimens of the type.

3-6-2

Summary

It should be perfectly obvious from the above that there are a large number
of Citadel doors for which there is no evidence whatever.

It should be

equally obvious that the general rules developed in Section 2, although helpful, cannot provide the entire solution to the problem of arriving at designs
for these unknown doors, as the correspondence between Citadel door practice
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and the general rules is rather nebulous.

The information in this chapter

and the one preceeding is, however, all we have to go on, and there is enough
of it,

I think, that we can make some reasonable assumptions.

In the following chapter, I will use these assumptions to attempt to resolve the door problems for all parts of the Citadel.

In some areas, this

will involve a more detailed examination of the evidence than has been offered
up till now - mostly, unfortunately, to explain its unreliability.

4.

Specific Areas

4-1 The Calder Ail-Purpose Door
Before proceeding to a discussion of the door requirements of the various
parts of the Citadel, it is necessary to attempt a solution to the problem
of the ubiquitous Calder herringbone.

This, it will be remembered (Section

3-2-1), had a typical framed and sheeted front (Fig. 17) and a "herring bone
back".

The problem is in deciding what the back looked like.

There are two

possible solutions, and a number of variations on each.
The first solution has already been mentioned in Section 3-2-1.

As the

original Calder all-purpose door was a four-panel door, and as the herringbone
was first provided in a detailed estimate for a part of the fort (Casemates
24-30) for which the four-panel door had been provided in the preliminary
estimate, it is not unreasonable to assume that there was some relationship
between the two types.

This being the case, the rear elevation of the

herringbone version of the door would have been framed in four panels and
the panels filled in with inch sheeting laid in a herringbone pattern.

Struc-

turally this door would have consisted of the following:
a top rail and two stiles running the full width of the door.
middle and bottom rail and middle stile half width of the
door (rear only).
two layers of sheeting, the front laid vertically, the back
diagonally.
Variations on this basic pattern would include:
elimination of the middle rail.
elimination of the middle stile.
In additon to these, a number of variations on the arrangement of the rear
sheeting would be possible.
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The second solution was suggested by Mr. Donald Fletcher, present con-'.
72
struction supervisor for the Borough of Greenwich in Great Britain.
Mr.
Fletcher has had a great deal of experience with military buildings, including demolition work on nineteenth century barracks at Woolwich.

In his solu-

tion, which is based on observation of a number of similar barrack doors at
Woolwich, the sheeting in the rear of the door is laid in a diamond pattern
radiating outward from a square centrepiece set at a 45° angle to the two
centre lines of the door.

This forms a herring bone along both centre lines.

In this solution, the door consists of the following:
A top rail and two stiles running the full length of the door.
Two layers of sheeting, each half the width of the door.

4-2

Munition Storage

4-2-1 Main Magazine and Area
There are four door locations under this heading: the main magazine doors, the
main magazine porch doors, the magazine area doors, and the shifting room
doors.

There are two of the first, three of the second, two of the third and

one of the fourth for each of the main magazines.
The main magazine doors in the south magazine are still extant and have
been previously described (Section 3-5-1).
The porch doors for both magazines were estimated for as Calder four
73
panel doors.
As Calder four panel doors elsewhere were generally built as
Calder all-purpose (herringbone) doors, chances are that these were also.
The area doors were estimated for by Colonel Jones in 3-inch oak plank.
Chances are, these were never built.

Our best evidence for the area wall

doors is in the 1882 photographs previously discussed (Section 3-3-5) which
shows how different types of door on the north magazine area wall, viz:
a double four panel door on the north entrance.
a single ledged door on the south entrance.
Either or both of these would be acceptable on the south area openings.
both are employed, the arrangement should be the mirror
ie:
single ledged on north entrance.
double four panel on the south.

If

image of the north,
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There is the problem of deciding what the rear elevation of each of these
ought to be.

The double four panel may simply have single piece full width

panels flush on both sides.
side only.

Alternatively the panels may be flush on one

As the panels are so narrow, any more complicated treatment seems

to me to be unlikely.

The ledged door presents a few more problems.

The

configuration of the rear of this door is to a certain extent dictated by the
known position of the strap hinges (which are shown on both photographs.
Their position is also confirmed by the as found remains).

The top of these

is inconveniently low on the door: any top rail behind it would either have
to be very wide or some distance below the top of the door.

Another consid-

eration with these doors is that, owing to their size and location, they
almost certainly would have been strongly built.

These two considerations,

I think, excludes any of the conventional ledged door solutions from consideration (eg. any combination of ledges and braces).

Looking for alternatives

in the catalogue selection of ledged doors (Appendix II, Categories 4 and 8 ) ,
I conclude that a second layer of sheeting, either framed or unframed, would
be most appropriate for the rear of these doors, as this would provide both
strength and flexibility with regard to hinge arrangements.
The shifting room, like the porches, were initially provided with Calder
75
four panel doors.
These also were probably actually built as Calder herringbones .

4-2-1-1

Door Summary

Calder four panel door (optional).
Calder all purpose herringbone (optional).
Main magazine six-panel herringbone.
Double four panel, panels flush on one (& possibly both) sides (optional).
Single ledged with second layer of sheeting on rear (optional).

4-2-2

Splinterproofs

This section includes two doors for each splinterproof: main door and a porch
door.

The evidence has already been outlined in Section 3-3-2 and Fig. 19

shows the exterior elevation of the latter and the interior elevation of the
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former.

The main problem here is in deciding the unseen elevation of each.

The main clue to this problem is, I think, the suspiciously thin top
rail shown in the inside elevation of the main door.

This suggests to me

that, appearances to the contrary, this was not a framed and sheeted door but
a ledged one with a rear frame, ledges and braces.

The stiles may or may

not run the full width of this door, but the rails, of course, do not.
If one accepts this as a solution to the main door problem, then it seems
logical to conclude that the porch door (which is known from the illustration,
to be a ledged door anyway) was identical.

This ignores the specifications

for the porch door for the supposedly identical Grand Battery Magazine (Section 3-3-2).

But, as we have also ignored the main door specification in

the same estimate, and as the porch door in the estimate is of slightly
higher quality than the main door I have recommended here, I think this is
a reasonable conclusion.

4-2-2-1

Door Summary

Ledged door with framed and braced back.

4-2-3

1879 Conversions

4-2-3-1 Casemates
In this section we are dealing with the casemates either built or altered to
take ammunition in the late 1870s, specifically numbers 0, 1, 30, 32, 33, 53
and 56.

In these cases the only evidence available is the as found remains.

This enables us to decide on the number of doors involved, on the direction
of door swing, and, in most instances, whether or not single or double doors
are required.
Before beginning it is necessary to once again say a few words about
checks.

Some of the door openings in these casemates have double checks and

others have two checks.

By the latter, I mean checks facing in opposite direc-

tions on either side of a door opening (ie. where, with double checks, both
doors open in the same direction, with two checks the doors open in opposite
directions).

I begin by noting this distinction to avoid confusion later.

The as found evidence concerning door openings and checks is as follows:
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C30 (Shell Store): entrance door off sallyport 6. Opening has
two checks (each approximately 4 1/4" x 6 1/4") and is approximately 3'6" x 6'4".
C32 (Artillery Store No. 1 and entrance to C33): The parade door
has a double check, but this probably dates from the initial construction of this casemate as a casemate of defence.

(C31 next

door also has a double check and also was a casemate of defence.)
This door opening was probably not altered when the casemate
was converted.
C33 (Expense Magazine No. 1 ) : originally access to C33 was through
a door leading to the parade.
of conversion.

This was blocked jjp in the course

At present, access is through an opening in the

north pier wall.

The C32/3 door opening has two checks (aver77
age dimensions 6" x 4") and is approximately 3'7" x 6'5".
The casemate was divided into two unequal parts by a

brick partition in the course of the conversion, the area
behind the partition being the expense magazine proper.

The

door opening to this is adjacent to the south pier wall of the
casemate.

This has a check on the expense magazine side on

the north side only (approximate dimensions 4 3/4" x 4 1/4").
78
The opening itself is 3'4 5/8" x 6'10".
CO (Expense Magazine No. 2 ) : this was reconstructed in a similar manner to C33.

In the course of reconstructing the retain-

ing wall in the early 1970s, Parks Canada re-opened the parade
door.

The rest of the 1870s alterations were left intact.

Dis-

regarding the parade door, the door openings in CO are substantially the same as those in C33.

The door opening to the

expense magazine measures 6'10" x 3'5" and has a check on the
magazine side on both sides of the opening (dimensions 6" x 4").
The CO/1 door opening has two checks (no reliable dimensions as there are extant frames in both) and is 6'2" x 3'5".
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CI (Artillery Store No. 2 ) : the main door to this is similar to
that in C32.
C53 (No. 1 Cartridge Store): casemate and adjacent lamp passage
both open off sallyport 3.

The C53 door opening proper has two

checks (no dimensions owing to extant frame) and is 3'7 1/2" x
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6'3/4".

The lamp passage opening has two checks in sequence,

one at the junction of the passage and the sallyport and the
other in the sides and roof of the passage a few feet along
80
it. The passage dimensions are 2'6 3/4" x 6' 1 1/2".
C56 (No. 2 Cartridge Store): This is virtually identical to
C53.

The C56 door opening is 3'6 1/2" x 6' 1/2" and the lamp

passage is 2' 6 1/4" x 6' 1/2". 81
From the above information it will be seen that the munition storage area had
nine door openings requiring sixteen doors, disregarding the parade doors on
C32 and CI.

The accompanying table (see Table 5) summarizes the as found

opening dimensions.

From this it will be seen that the openings came in

three basic sizes: 3'6" + x 6'2" +; 3'6" + 6'10" + ,- and 2*6" + 6'1" +.
This probably indicates the use of at least three different door types.
At least some of these would have been double doors, they being quite
common in munition storage (Sec. 2-4 and Appendix I ) . This possibility can
be ruled out immediately in the following cases:
C5 3 inner door: the arrangement of the racks (as shown by the
as found holes in the arch) makes the use of double doors awkward and hence unlikely.
C56 inner door: ditto.
C33 Cartridge Store door: ditto.
CO Cartridge Store door: ditto.
wood door frame

In this instance the extant

may be original and shows signs of hinges on

the north side only.
C56 lamp passage doors (both): here the extant remains include
the original wood door frame in the inner check which shows
signs of hinges on one side only while a lock keeper is built
into the brick wall opposite.

In the outer check, only part of

the original frame survives, but there is also a keeper built
into one wall.
C53 lamp passage doors (both): This, at the time of writing, was
partially blocked.

The inner check was hidden.

brick surrounding the outer check was damaged.

Some of the
A lock keeper

may have been built into the wall, but it is impossible to be
certain.
age.

I assume that this is identical to the C56 lamp pass-
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CO/1 doors: the extant frames, one of which is probably original,
suggest both doors were single and swing outward.
C32/3 doors: these are assumed to be similar to the CO/1 doors.
The evidence for the remaining doors is as follows:
C30/sallyport 6: here there are two extant frames, both possibly
original.

On the outer frame, the check is on the inside with

evidence of hinges on both sides.

On this side of the opening,

therefore, there was once a double door opening inward.

Two

holes, one on each side of the opening, suggest there once were
hooks to hold the double door open.

The inner frame has a check

on the inner (ie. C30) side with evidence of hinges on both
sides of it.

Here, therefore, was once a double door opening

into the casemate.
C56 outer door: this presently has a wood frame which may be
original.

The frame has a check on the inside with evidence

of hinges on both sides.

This opening probably had a double

door opening inward.
C53 outer door: the frame now in place is modern.

This was prob-

ably like the C56 outer door originally.
Of the sixteen doors, therefore, four were probably double and the rest single.
A summary of door type and door swing information for these doors is provided
in Table 6.
There remains the problem of deciding on the appropriate door type for
these locations.

To do this, one must make at least one arbitrary assumption.

The assumption I make in this case is that only three different types of doors
are involved, thus:
1. one double door type for the four sets of double doors.
2. one single door type for all single doors except
3. the four lamp passage doors.
I divided them this way because all single and double doors in categories 1
and 2 have something to do with access to munition areas, while the single
doors in category 3 involve access to the lamp recesses only and, in any
case, are a full foot narrower than any of the others.

I realize perfectly

well that there are other equally viable (and equally arbitrary) ways of
categorizing the possible door types.
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There are a number of types of double secondary munition storage doors
in the catalogue (see Appendix II). All are either ledged or framed and
sheeted.

Most of the latter are exterior doors while, of three double ledged

types, two are interior doors (see Appendix II, Category 8, nos. 3 and 4 ) .
Both of these are formed of two layers of wood, the front vertical and the
back diagonal.

These would do admirably in our double door openings, all

of which are interior.
I have earlier noted that there seems to have been a consistency in door
style among Citadel doors built at the same time.

I think that it would be

reasonable to observe a consistency in style with these doors.

If we accept

that the double doors were ledged, then the rest should be ledged also.
There is some difficulty as to the rear elevation of single ledged
doors for munition storage.

Rear elevations are not available for the

two in the catalogue (Appendix II, category 4, nos. 1 and 2 ) . One possible
solution is the framed and braced back already recommended for the splinterproofs (Sec. 4-2-2).

As, however, the double doors recommended for these

casemates are formed of two layers of sheeting, it might be appropriate to
construct these in the same fashion.

There is nothing quite like this in

the catalogue (although category 4 no. 3 in Appendix II is close), but the
porch doors for the Grand Battery expense magazine were of this type (Sec.
3-3-2).
If a door formed of two layers of sheeting is approved for these locations, there are several possible variations for the rear elevation.
sheeting should be diagonal.

It may be either framed or unframed.

former, it may be framed in one large panel or in two.

The
If the

I personally favour

framing the sheeting in one panel.
Finally, there are the four lamp passage doors.
have turned up in the course of my research.

No lamp passage door

As I am recommending ledged

doors everywhere else in these casemates, I will do so for these also.

As

these doors are small and as there is no need for them to be particularly
strong, simple ledged doors with, say, three ledges and two braces would be
sufficient.
A note on the hardware for these doors: according to Lewis' Permanent
Fortification for English Engineers, cartridge stores and expense magazines
82
required copper or brass fittings while shell stores did not.
As Lewis
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text book was based on lectures delivered the year after our munition altera83
tions were completed,
his rules probably applied to our shell and cartridge
stores and expense magazines.

4-2-3-1-1

Door Summary

Double ledged doors, formed of two thicknesses of wood, the rear
thickness laid diagonally to form a herring bone along the meeting point of the doors.
Single ledged door with a framed and braced back (optional).
Single ledged door with the back framed in one panel and filled
in with diagonal sheeting (optional).
Single ledged door with three ledges and two braces.

4-2-3-2

Emplacement Recesses

These, it will be remembered, appear in photographs as simple double ledged
doors (Sec. 3-3-4 and Figs. 28 and 29).

I have not found any specifications

for exactly comparable recesses; in fact, the only recess door specification
I have found are for much larger doors and for an earlier period (ca. 1860).
These call for doors of "1 1/2" deal, wrot., ploughed, tongued, ledged,
84
braced."

This description is not incompatible with the doors observed in

the photograph.
As found remains at the granite recesses (where, it will be remembered,
there is no space for door jambs), suggest that the fitments for the recess
doors were copper.

According to Lewis, only cartridge recesses required

copper locks and hinges: there was no point in suppressing iron in shell
recesses as the shells were themselves iron.

Conceivably, then, all our

recesses were used for storing cartridges, tubes, and fuzes.

4-2-3-2-1

Door Summary

Double ledged doors, with two ledges and a brace.
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4-2-4

Casemate of Defence Expense Magazines

The extant specimen of these in C49 (Sec. 3-5-7 and Fig. 39) should serve as
the model for however many are finally required.

4-2-4-1

Door Summary

One panel framed door, panel flush on both sides.

4-3

Cavalier

The almost total lack of documentary evidence on the Cavalier doors poses the
most vexing of all door problems, partly because of the number of doors involved and partly because some of them must have been quite odd indeed.
little information there is on these doors poses problems.
ences to the subject in estimates are totally mystifying.

What

The only referThanks to the ver-

andah, the door openings are always either in deep shadow or totally invisible in photographs.

The Cavalier has probably been altered more frequently

than any other part of the fortress and was, in the last phases of the
military occupation of the Citadel, allowed to deteriorate into a ruin.

This

in turn ensured that it received more than its share of attention in the early
years of the Park and, the early restoration work, coupled with the present
use of most of the Cavalier casemates as museum and office space, has meant
that the openings are generally now inavailable for examination and, even
with those which one can look at, one can never be confident that what one is
seeing has any bearing on the original opening.
A few words about the early history of the Cavalier are necessary to put
the problem with the mystifying estimate drawn up by Jones in 1834-6 in context.

The building was originally designed by Nicolls in 1825 as a casemated

barracks for 320 men and a platform for seven guns.

This was to consist of

seven two storey casemates, each entered through a door in the east wall opening on to a two storey verandah and all interconnected by door openings in
the west end of the intervening pier walls.
lead to the terreplein from CC2A and CC6A.

Staircases through the west wall
There was no inside communication

between storeys, but there were two staircases on the verandah.

Finally the

door openings between the rooms are shown in plan as having two checks - one
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on each side: the exterior doors and windows are all shown as having only one
check.
Before work began on the Cavalier a supplementary estimate for it was
87
submitted in 1828.
This estimate no longer exists, but it was probably at
this time that changes were made in the layout of the Cavalier casemates and
88
the final design adopted.

The building as constructed in 1830-1

siderably different from the one designed by Nicolls.

was con-

It is difficult to be

certain just exactly what the as built Cavalier looked like as there are no
surviving accurate plans of the whole of it drawn in the 1830s.

However it

would seem that, as built, the Cavalier was arranged as follows:
Ground Floor: 7 casemates with two interconnecting doors between each and exterior doors in CC1, CC4, and CC7. Most, if
not all, openings had double checks (ie. two successive checks
89
in the masonry on either side of the opening).
Second Floor: 7 upper casemates, with one interconnecting door
between each; exterior doors in CC1A, CC4A, and CC7A and access
to the terreplein through the south side wall of the building
with interior door in CC1A.
90
double checks.

Most, if not all, openings had

The available evidence suggests that the end walls were pierced with loopholes
on both sides and access to them was through small arched niches set into the
91
wall.
These are interesting, if only because their existence suggests that
Nicolls intended the building to be self-defensible.

This makes the purpose

of the double checks all the more difficult to determine.

If, for instance,

wooden doors and shutters were intended for all the inner checks, one wonders
how the defenders of the Cavalier were expected to fire at an attacking
enemy.
Nicolls later stated that, at the time of his departure in 1831, materials
for the "floors, doors, and Gallery" of the Cavalier had been provided and
were in "great part" prepared.

Jones admitted in 1836 that

The floors etc. are laid of the upper storey of the Cavalier,
and the rooms are inhabited by married soldiers, when not wanted for other purposes, so as to keep them as much aired as
possible, without any great expence.
92
for workshops and stores.

The lower floor is used
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Thus at least some of the doors prepared by Nicolls were in fact hung.

De-

spite this, none of the supplementary estimates for the Cavalier drawn up
between 1832 and 1836 seems to have taken account of this fact.
The first of these were drawn up in 1832-3 by Colonel Boteler and,
later, Captain Peake.

The latter's are more important for our purposes as,

in all three of his main estimates for completing the fort, there are identical items for completing the Cavalier.

In each case 435 feet (presum-

ably square feet) of unspecified timber was provided for inside and outside
doors and a further 420 feet for door frames.

It is clear from the text

that Peake intended no fundamental alterations to the building as he found
. 93
it.

In the following year Rice Jones drew up the first version of his revised estimate for completing the Citadel and it is with this estimate that
our problems begin.

Jones proposed the addition of casemates to each end

of the Cavalier to provide cookhouses for troops and, in his words, to give
94
the building "the additional support it plainly requires."
His initial
conception resembled a stone lean-to more than a casemate.
was to be added to each end of the building.

An arched wall

The crown of this arch was to

butt the existing pier walls at approximately the same level as the spring
of the casemate arch on the opposite side.
appropriately enough, a flying buttress.

The arrangement resembled,

A new end wall, parallel to the

old one and sharing a footing with the new arch, was to rise to the level
of the terreplein of the Cavalier.

The triangular space between the crown

of the new arch and the new end wall was to be filled in with rubble to form
a level floor for the proposed rooms over each of the new "casemates."
Jones proposed to use them to house the men who operated the telegraph.
Jones' proposal was unorthodox.
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It did not find favour in London.

Major General Pilkington, the Inspector General of Fortifications took one
look at it and requested that the arches be "turned longitudinally."

In fact,

he wanted the single flying buttress arrangement to be replaced by a pair
of small conventional casemates, set at right angles to the existing seven,
at each end of the Cavalier.
x

His superior, the Master General of the Ordn-

9 6

ance, concurred.
A sketch of Pilkington's proposal is appended to the extant copy of the
1834 version of Jones' estimate.

This shows a plan, a part section and a
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part elevation of Pilkington's proposal.

This shows two small two storey

casemates, each 15' x 10'6" (exterior dimensions).

The bottom storey of

each has direct access to the outside through doors in the end wall and
they are interconnected by a door through the intervening pier.

The upper

storey of each is low - the distance between the floor level and the spring
of the arch must be less than five feet - and no doors are shown through
either of the outer pier walls or the party wall.

This last leaves on won-

dering just how Pilkington intended access to the space; neither of the
alternatives - a staircase to the lower storey or door through the old end
wall of the Cavalier - seems particularly appropriate.
97
probable.)

(The latter is more

The fact that Pilkington's sketch is attached to our copy of Jones'
first estimate is one of the sources of confusion.

The door provisions of

this copy of the estimate are as follows:
"Twenty-eight Doors & Frames - this is the section of the
estimate dealing with the completion of the old building.
"Ten four panel doors and Frames".
"Eight common doors and Frames" - there is a later section of
the estimate dealing with the proposed addition, but not in the
main descriptive text and apparently added as an after thought.
"435 [feet] inside and outside doors"
"420 [?] [feet] door frames"
"180 Sup.

feet 4 panel frame doors"

"160 - " - doors and frames" - these last four in the itemized
accounts.
In addition Jones provided for ten window sashes and frames for his
98
additions.

Most striking here is the verbatim repetition of Peake's 1833

door quantities.

If one were to attempt to match the descriptions with the

items, then the most likely solution would be as follows:
28 doors - 435 feet + 420 feet of frame.
10 four panel - 180 square feet.
8 common - 160 square feet.
This assumes, of course, that there is a correlation.
To start with the repetition of Peake's figures: this is a convenience
from our point of view.

Assuming that Jones was able to count and that the

28 doors and frames in the descriptive part of the estimate were indeed the
435 feet of inside and outside doors, then 28 doors were required to fill all
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openings in the trunk of the Cavalier as built.

My earlier description of

what I think it looked like includes 26 openings, allowing a door for either
end of the terreplein staircase, as follows:
exterior doors (3 per floor)

6

interior doors (12 lower)
(6 upper)
terreplein access

18
2

There are several possible explanations for the missing two doors, the mostlikely one being proposed or actual partitions dividing one or more of the
casemates.
The other 18 doors, however, cannot be accounted for.

Assuming that all

belong in the proposed additions, a reasonable enough assumption given the
above, one immediately has to ask what version of the addition did they belong to?

The inclusion of Pilkington's sketch in this version of the esti-

mate muddies the issue completely as one is left with the possibility that
this was a partially revised copy.

As, moreover, Pilkington's version would

seem to have more doors than Jones', such a large number would belong better
with it.

As we have floor plans of the proposed upper storeys of the addi-

tion with neither version, the question cannot be answered.
When Jones revised his estimate in 1835-6, he provided for Cavalier
additions of yet another design, but based on Pilkington's ideas.

In his

ultimate conception, the cookhouses were placed in paired one storey casemates at either end of the Cavalier, set like Pilkington's, at right angles
to the main building.

The rooms over were on top of the casemate arches.

Access to the latter is not shown on any plan, but it must have been from
the Cavalier verandah (as the floors of the proposed rooms were now at more
or less the same level as the spring of the arches in the main part of the
Cavalier).

The estimate accompanying this new version, however, is identi99
cal in its door and window provisions to those in the 1834 version.
This
is particularly interesting as we can be absolutely certain that, by 1836,
at least some Cavalier doors already existed (see above).
This last can only be accounted for by assuming that either Jones or
his clerks or both were just plain sloppy.

While it is reasonable to assume

that the number of doors in the old part of the Cavalier had not changed
in the interim, it is obvious that neither the door nor the window provisions
of the 1836 version of the estimate bear much relation to the actual number
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required for the new design.
provisions.

The most obvious discrepancy is in the window

Jones was still allowing for ten sashes and frames.

His plan

and sections of the additions show five windows in each pair of cookhouse
casemates plus at least one in the room or rooms over.

There were, therefore,

at least twelve windows intended, and the actual total was probably more
like sixteen.
Jones' practice of carrying over items from his predecessor's estimates
and from his own early estimate is a source of endless difficulty to .the
historian, as this example demonstrates.
his items compared with actual needs.

One is bound to ask how far any of

In the case of the Cavalier additions

the only thing one can be certain of from the estimate is that four panel and
common doors were both intended.

There is not even enough information to

decide which type was intended for interior and which for exterior use.
Jones' Cavalier estimate is, therefore, useless for our purposes.

I

have gone into it at such length because the text of the 1836 version has
100
been published in my earlier structural history of the Citadel,
and I
felt that the 46 doors provided for in it deserved an explanation if only to
forestall questions about them.

I felt also that, as the Cavalier was, for

our purpose, one of the most obscure areas in the Citadel, any evidence concerning doors deserved a proper analysis.

The fact that the only useful

bit of information was a rough guide to the number of doors required for the
original seven casemates does not, I think, invalidate its usefulness.
The Cavalier finally finished was a marriage of basic Nicolls with Jones'
cooking casemates and Calder's additions.

These last involved the substitu-

tion of six solitary cells for Jones' proposed rooms over the north pair of
cooking casemates and the provisions of a Director of Signals' quarters over
the south end.

The doors for these have already figured in this report

(Sec. 3-2-1).
The Cavalier was finished by the time Calder left in 1848.

Thereafter

there was much tinkering with the waterproofing and the roof of the building
generally, but nothing involving door changes seems to have happened until
the 1870s.

In 1876-7 a third storey was built on top of the terreplein.

This included the construction of four barrack rooms and the re-arrangement
of roof access.

Staircases at either end of the new storey led to the rooms

over the cooking casemates.

The south rooms were otherwise unaltered but, in
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the north rooms, the cells were removed altogether and quarters for a Class A
sergeant built.
101
this time.

The old staircase leading up from CC1A was blocked up at

In 1879-80, CC4 was divided into a combined bread and meat store in the
front and an ablution room in the rear; a large door opening was cut through
the rear wall.
• 4n A
intended.

The width (41) of the opening suggests that a double door was

1 0 2

In 1889 the third storey caught fire and was totally destroyed.
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The

barrack rooms were not included in the reconstruction and the third storey
104
was used as an attic for the remainder of the British period.
The later door alterations in the remainder of the building consisted
largely of opening new exterior doors in the casemates and blocking up some
of the original interior ones.
and CC10.

By 1891 exterior doors had appeared in CC3

By 1908 exterior doors had been provided for CC2, CC5, CC6,

CC2A, CC3A, CC5A and CC6A.and new interior doors had been cut between CC10
106
and CC1 and CC11 and CC7.
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The exterior door in CC12 had appeared by 1922.

It would be tedious and unnecessary to go into all the known blockups and
reopenings of the interior doors.

Suffice to say that the provision of

exterior access to all the casemates made most of them unnecessary and, by
1908, most were blocked.

By 1908, in addition, all•exterior doors in the

two storey casemates except for those in CC3 and CC4 were provided with interior porches, formed by erecting a partition dividing the door openings from
the interior of the casemates with an inner door set at right angles to the
108
outer one.
There remains the problem of recommending door types for all these
openings.

Here one has an almost completely free rein as the only reliable

evidence concerning door type in all the above is Calder's specification
for the solitary cell
the South cookhouse.

doors and

for the interior doors for the rooms over

Any door types recommended for the Cavalier, therefore,

will be based solely on general door information and a knowledge of the
door evidence from other parts of the Citadel.

The possibilities are almost

endless, and I will confine myself to a few of the more obvious possibilities.
It seems to me that this problem can best be treated chronologically.
If one is to proceed along these lines, then the chronology can be broken
down into three time periods thus:
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1. 1831-mid 1840s, the era of temporary doors.
2. mid 1840s - mid 1870s or later, from the time the building
was finally completed through the first thirty years or so of
its permanent use as a barracks.
3. the mid 1870s to 1906 and later, covering the period in which
the third storey was converted to barrack use and all later alterations to the rest of the building.
I think we can safely assume that most doors were changed at least once between 1831 and 1906, the problem being in deciding when the changes were
likely to have occurred.
Despite this last point, I think we must assume a uniformity of door
type at any given period.
types.

It would be otherwise impossible to recommend

In practice, we might mix types (ie. have two different types of

door on the main casemate exterior doors) to suggest evolutionary change but,
for our present purposes, trying to describe such mixing would be futile.
The first problem, therefore, is to decide what types of doors would
have been used in the early period.

Since Peake and Jones ultimately esti-

mated for the construction of all Cavalier doors, I think we can assume that
the early doors would have been the simplest type that could have been made
by a carpenter quickly and cheaply.
likely type.

Ledged doors are, therefore, the most

Probably doors were only used where absolutely essential.

I

would be very surprised to find that temporary doors had been installed in
any of the internal openings.
We can, I think, assume that all the Cavalier doors were renewed sometime in the 1840s, if only because the approval of Jones' estimate in 1838
made funds available for the purpose.

Here our problems really begin, for

we have no way of knowing when this was done, or who did it.

As doors were

the sort of thing that could have been constructed indoors during the winter, it could have been done anytime after the summer of 1838.
therefore, could have been built while Jones was still CRE.

These doors,

More likely,

however, they were done during Calder's term.
If this is the case, then one must ask whether Calder installed his
all purpose herringbone casemate door or, just conceivably, the four panel
flush door he initially seems to have intended for all locations.
the question is unanswerable.

Again,

If the latter was the case, then the first
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permanent Cavalier doors were very like the ones presently hung.

If the

former, then nothing further need be said here.
The Calder herringbone would do as an exterior door, but it would not,
I think, be appropriate as an interior one.
the main casemates are not rectangular.

The interior door openings in

Those on the ground floor are round

headed while the tops of those on the second are shaped like blunted triangles.

Adopting the standard Calder herringbone to fit either of these

shapes does not seem to me to be a particularly sensible thing to do, the
more so as the general evidence suggests that soldiers' room doors were
commonly the simplest sort of framed and sheeted doors (Sec. 2-2).
None of the door types I turned up in the course of my research would
be appropriate in these openings.

There are only three round headed door

types in the catalogue, all of them double.

Two are framed and sheeted

but rear elevations are unavailable for either.

The third is a typical

munition door - ledged with a diagonal back (Appendix 2 ) .
I do not propose to attempt to design doors for these interior openings.
I offer the following general guidelines to aid whoever does undertake the
task.

By the time their design becomes necessary, I hope that all the in-

terior door openings will be clean for inspection for extant remains in the
hope that some clue as to the type of door originally used in them has
survived.
It seems to me that the main principle that should govern the design
of these doors is consistency: the inner door must bear some relationship
to the exterior ones.

This means that, if the Calder herringbone is adopted

for the exterior doors, then the inner ones must have some kind of cursory
resemblance to it.

Similarity if the four panel flush door is adopted as

the outer door, then panel doors would also be appropriate inside.

Finally,

if some variation on the standard men's exterior framed and sheeted barrack
door is used outside, then the interior ones must also be framed and sheeted.
It seems to me that these are the three main alternatives.
All three have disadvantages.

The most obvious door to complement the

Calder herringbone, for example, would probably be the double ledged door
with a diagonal back or, alternatively, a single ledge door similarly constructed.

Either of these would be probably the easiest to build to fit

the Cavalier inner door openings.

We have, however, no evidence that any
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doors of this type were ever used in barrack rooms at the Citadel, or anywhere else.
Similarily, the use of a framed and sheeted exterior door would lead
to difficulties in formulating a design for a complementary interior door
that did not look distinctly odd.

The advantage of using a framed and

sheeted door type is simply that the style is known to be appropriate for
soldiers' barracks.

There is the additional advantage that doors of this

type would blend in with doors on the later Cavalier openings as the latter
were almost certainly framed and sheeted (see below).

I must, however,

confess that I have great difficulty imagining a framed and sheeted door
for the upper Cavalier interior openings and, even in the round headed
openings, I concede that a double framed and sheeted door would probably
be better than a single one.
The use of panel doors is, in terms of historical evidence, the least
attractive of the three alternatives as the only indications we have that
doors of this type may have been originally installed are the reference to
four panel doors for the cookhouse additions in Jones' estimates, and the
present use of Park built doors of this type on the exterior openings.
There is also the faint possibility that Calder used the four panel flush
doors he initially proposed for the Citadel casemates in the Cavalier before switching to his later herringbone.
course, no argument at all.

The Park built doors are, of

These are probably copies of doors found on

the site in 1951 but, as the Cavalier was, at that time, a total wreck
(no doors are visible in the 1950 photographs and as there was no verandah
109
in 1950, the exterior door openings are, for once, visible),
ably was no direct evidence they belonged on it.

there prob-

The use of panel doors

is, nonetheless, an attractive proposition, if only because panel door designs for the interior openings would, I think, present fewer problems
than framed and sheeted designs.
The exterior version of whichever of these three alternatives is
selected for development would be appropriate for all Cavalier access doors
extant in the early nineteenth century except the one leading to the rooms
over the South cookhouse.

As the interior doors in this are known to have

been 6 panel moulded (Sec. 3-2-1) , it seems at least possible that the
exterior door was also of superior quality.

A six panel door could be used
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on this opening.

It is unlikely to have had moulding around the panels.

So far, this discussion has been confined solely to doors appropriate
to middle nineteenth century.

For those doors added through reconstruction,

alteration of windows, etc. in the later nineteenth century, we again have
a number of choices.

We can either fit these openings with whichever door

type we have chosen for the earlier period,

or we can simply pick an

appropriate type for all later doors and proceed accordingly.
If the latter course is chosen, I recommend that framed and sheeted
doors be used for the later doors, as these are most appropriate for soldiers' barrack use.

Three different varieties will probably be necessary:

A simple single framed and sheeted door, possibly with a full
bottom rail, for internal use.
A single framed and sheeted door for exterior use.
A double framed and sheeted door for exterior use.
The Wellington Barracks doors (Figs. 2 and 4) would do for the first two
and the simplest form of double framed and sheeted (e.g. Appendix I, Category 9, no. 5) for the last.

More elaborate doors can be devised if this

is deemed necessary.
As for the inner checks: whatever their original function, they had
ceased to be used for anything by 1856.

In that year, a Commission examin-

ing the Halifax defences noted that:
The Cavalier was not intended as a keep, and could only be made
defensable against musquetry by putting up bullet proof shutters,
which appear to have been originally contemplated, hooks for the
purposes being in the walls...
This suggests that nothing was ever hung in them.
Finally there is the question of the interior porch doors which first
turn up on the 1908 plan.
in heat in winter.
would be no

This arrangement was probably adopted to keep

Were it simply a matter of providing storm doors, there

problem as all military nineteenth century storm doors I have

encountered have been of the simple ledged type (Sec. 2-5-2).

These, unfor-

tunately, do not seem to be particularly appropriate for the Cavalier case,
as it does not seem very likely that the cruder of the two exterior doors
would have been hung on the newly built inner opening.
inner door duplicated the existing outer one.

Probably the new

In any case, it is unlikely
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that the restoration of these porches will ever be attempted.

4-3-1

Door Summary

Three panel armoured cell door.
Six panel with moulding around the panels.
Standard Calder herringbone (optional).
Double ledged, herring bone back, round headed (optional).
Double ledged, herring bone back, blunt pyrimidal head (optional).
Standard single framed and sheeted.
Single or double framed and sheeted, round headed (optional).
Single or double framed and sheeted, blunt pyrimidal head (optional).
Four panel flush door (optional).
Round headed panel door (optional).
Panel door with blunt pyrimidal head (optional).
Double framed and sheeted.
Six panel exterior door.

4-4

Redan

The original estimate for the Redan casemates was also framed by Jones,

and

there are almost as many problems with it as there are with his Cavalier
estimate (see Sec. 4-3). The main difference between the two estimates is
that the Redan project was Jones' own and thus not carried out from any of his
predecessors work.

It should, therefore, be trustworthy at least as far as

the number of doors and windows provided are concerned.
fit

Making these number

the known facts, however, is difficult.
The main relevant points are as follows:
1. Jones' estimate provided for 18 outside doors and frames,
52 inside doors and frames and 58 windows.

He specified 3-

inch oak plank for the outside doors and 2 inch pine for
112
the inside ones.
2. We have no plans showing how Jones proposed to arrange the
rooms in the redan.

Plans drawn in 1844 in response to re-

quests from Calder probably show the layout proposed by Jones,

113
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or at least one must assume they do in order to make sense of
the estimate.

These plans are included in this report as Figs.

40 and 41.
3. An 1864 survey of the casemates recorded, among other things,
114
the window glass size in each area.
This included a notation
for glass in both the upper and lower redan passages (i.e. the
corridors in C36, 38, 40, 44, 46 and 48 leading to the rooms).
The glass size is variously reported as either 14" x 12" or 9"
x 7" (See Table

) . As there is no record of alterations to

the redan windows in the period between their construction and
the 1864 survey, there is a good chance that these passage windows were installed when the redan was built.
4. Given the layout of the passages, there is no place any windows could have gone except in or over the exterior doors.
5. In the photograph showing General Doyle and a group of officers in front of C46 (Fig. 20), there is no sign of any windows either over or in the door.

This photograph was taken

well before the alterations to the doors and windows
carried out in the later 1870s were commenced.
Before proceeding further, it is necessary to clear up a misunderstanding of my own creation.

Earlier, on the basis of the photograph of General

Doyle, I put forward the hypothesis that the redan exterior door openings
115
were, as built, higher than they are at present.
Certainly the C46
opening shown in the photograph seems to extend up one course of masonry
further than it does at present.

At the time I came to this conclusion,

there were no photographs available showing any of the other redan door
openings in their pre-1870s alterations state. Since then, one has turned
116
up (Fig. 4 2 ) ,
and this shows that the doors to C36, 38 and 40 were the
same height in the early 1870s as they are now.

Upon re-examination of

the photograph of General Doyle, I concluded that the door shown in it is
probably in a porch built out in front of the opening in the masonry and
the latter was probably the same size then as it is now.
If all the redan door openings have always been the same size they are
at present, and everything points to this being the case, then the location
of the passage windows mentioned in the 1864 list is the most significant
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problem which must be solved before we can decide on a design for the redan
exterior doors.

At present, the openings on both storeys are, on average,

7' high by 3'6" wide. It is obvious that there is no room for a transom containing 14" x 12" panes of glass above each door.
This leads to an obvious question: was the 1864 survey accurate and
were there windows in the passages?

I suspect that not only was the survey

accurate but also that the passage windows were included in the original
estimate.

This included, it will be remembered, 58 windows (point 1 above).

According to the 1844 plans of the redan (Figs. 40 and 4 1 ) , the number of
window openings in these twelve casemates was as follows:
12 escarp windows in the upper storeys.
17 parade windows in the upper storeys.
24 escarp windows in the lower storey.
17 area windows in the lower storey.
70 Total
If, however, one concludes that the lower storey escarp windows are, in fact,
loopholes, and were not included under in the window estimate - a not unreasonable assumption since Jones seems to have left loopholes out of most of
117
his estimates
- this total is reduced to 46. There were 12 passages, and
therefore 12 passage windows.

When these are added, the total agrees in

the total in Jones' estimate.
Making the number of doors provided in Jones' estimate jibe with the
number of openings shown on the plans is much more difficult.

I think

Jones intended to distribute his 52 inside doors as follows:
22 room doors leading to officers' rooms and the mess ante
room in the upper storey.
1 door on the opening leading from the C46 passage to the
mess in C45.
33 room doors on the servants' rooms in the lower storey.
6 doors at the tops of the staircases between the storeys.
52 Total
This does not include doors on the openings through the pier walls, or on
the officers' closets.

There probably were none on the former originally.

The omission of the latter from the estimate is probably just another example
of Jones' slopiness.
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It is impossible, however, to make any sense of Jones' statement that he
intended to build 18 outside doors with 351 square feet of oak plank.

The

total area of each door opening is approximately 24.5 square feet; 18 doors
would require 441 square feet of lumber, not allowing for wastage.
therefore, did Jones mean?

There are two possible answers.

What,

Either 18 was a

misprint for 12, or, by 18 doors he meant 6 single doors and 6 double ones.
Either of these can be made to jibe with the few other known facts.
None of this is any help in deciding what any of these doors looked
like.

As Calder actually built the doors, it is unlikely that the exterior

ones , whatever their appearance, were actually built of 3-inch oak plank,
so this part of Jones' estimate probably can be disregarded.

It is possible,

however, that the frame members of the inside doors were built in 2 inch
pine, as this was the most common door material for which we have records.
It does not seem likely to me, however, that the whole of each interior door
was built of it.

Officers doors were commonly panel doors (sec. 2-2), and,

if 2 inch plank was

used throughout the door, the panels would have been

flush on both sides.

This seems to me to be less likely than the recessed

panels commonly found on officers' interior doors.

4-4-1

Upper Redan Exterior Doors

These could have been single or double doors, depending on which way one
interprets the information in Jones' estimate.
have windows

The door openings must also

with glass size reported at between 12" x 10" and 12" x 15".

The only place where these could have gone was in the door.
fore looking for a door with two or more lights.

We are there-

We know from the cata-

logue that officers' exterior doors were commonly panel doors.

There are

no historic doors in the catalogue which fit this description except the
double six panel door with frieze panels glazed observed on C36 in the
1910 photograph (Fig. 27). The 1951 single six panel doors with glazed
frieze panels also fit this description (Fig. 32).

I am more than a bit

reluctant to claim that these designs originated in the 1840s but, given
the information I have uncovered, I see no more reasonable alternative.
Either of these designs would be adequate for the upper redan openings.
There remains the problem of squaring this conclusion with the other
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known evidence concerning these doors: specifically the double framed and
sheeted door observed on the C46 opening in 1872 (Pig. 20) and the large
light door observed on the C38 opening in the 1910 photograph.

As we know

the C46 door was covered by a porch in 1879 (Fig. 23), it is not unreasonable to assume that this mess door always had a porch of one sort or another
and the double framed and sheeted door was the door for one of the earlier
versions of it.
It is interesting to note that the large light door shown in the 1910
photograph is hung on the inside of the door opening.

There is room for a

double door in front of it in the same opening, and, as it is impossible
to make out the shaded part of the opening in the photograph, one such
might possibly exist.

Alternatively, the door shown replaced the original

door on the opening.

4-4-2

Lower Redan Exterior Doors

As windows are also listed for the lower redan passages, this door also would
have had to have lights in it.

At Wellington Barracks the officers' ser-

vants' exterior doors were essentially similar to the officers' exterior
118
doors (Fig. 9 ) .
The officers' block layout at Wellington Barracks was
similar to that in the redan: officers over and servants under with the
servants' doors opening into an area.

It would not be unreasonable to

suppose that the servants in the redan, like their counterparts at Wellington, had much the same type of exterior doors as their officers: in this
case either single or double six panel doors with glazed frieze panels.

4-4-3

Officers' Interior Doors

As we know nothing of the style of door originally provided for the Officers'
rooms, we must fall back on typical officers' doors.

Five of these were

jollected in the course of researching the catalogue (Appendix II), all of
rhem panel doors.
el.

Three of these were four panel doors, two were six pan-

At Wellington Barracks, both types were used in the officers' quarters.

Field officers got six panel single doors with the panels moulded on both
sides and similar doors were used for the mess and mess ante-room.

The
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rest got plain four panel doors.

Both specimens of officers' interior

doors in the 1901 pattern book are of the plain four panel sort (Figs. 12
and 13).
As we know that Colonel Calder provided for moulded six panel doors
for interior use in rooms appropriated for senior NCOs (Sec. 3-2-1) , and
as it is virtually certain that he built the interior doors for the redan
casemates, it seems very unlikely that he would have provided doors of a
lesser quality for the officers.
panel moulded doors.

Our best bet, therefore, is to use six

Alternatively, the Wellington Barracks examples can

be followed.
As interior doors last longer than exterior ones, it seems likely to
me that most doors installed in the late 1840s would still have been in use
121
at the turn of the century, except where damaged by accident or fire.
In such cases, the doors may have been replaced with others of a different
pattern, but, as everything connected with these doors is hypothetical.
I see no reason to complicate the subject further.

4-4-4

Officers' Servants' Interior Doors

Here I see no reason to do other than follow the Wellington Barracks example.
There, the officers' servants' rooms and the kitchen were filled with
simple four panel doors (Fig. 5 ) .

4-4-5 Door Summary
Single six panel door with glazed frieze panels (optional).
Double six panel door with glazed frieze panels (optional).
Double framed and sheeted door.
Single six panel doors with panels moulded.
Single four panel doors.
Single panel door (?) with large light (optional).

4-5

Casemates of Defence

Under this heading

comes, the whole thorny problem of the casemate of defence
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double checks and, as many of these casemates were completed in the early
1830s, the whole question of pre-Calder doors.

The first casemates of de-

fence were, in fact, probably the only parts of the Citadel (with the exception of the original three ravelins and, perhaps, parts of the Cavalier) to
have had doors prior to the late 1830s.
The twenty casemates involved and a rough summary of their construction
and reconstruction chronology is give in Table 7.

From this it will be seen

that twelve casemates were built in the early construction period, eight of
which were wholly or partially rebuilt less than twenty years later.

The

exact construction date of the remaining eight is not known, it is sufficient
to say that they were designed by Jones and judging from appearances, may
have actually been built by him or, more probably, commenced by Jones and
completed by Calder in his first years on the job.

Of these eight, seven

were later altered in one way or another significantly affecting either the
casemate of defence configuration, or the door openings, or both.

The eighth,

C2, appears to have been changed little since the time of its construction.
All twenty casemate door openings probably originally had double checks.
There are now no inner checks in the door openings of the eight casemates
reconstructed by Calder.

Of the remaining twelve, the door inner checks are

either entirely gone or mutilated in the following:
C3

- door altered.

C4

- ditto.

C31 - part of inner check destroyed in window enlargement.
C34 - door enlarged.
C49 - door converted to window and later back to door.
C50 - door converted to window.
C52 - door converted to window.
One cannot be entirely certain about C35, where there is presently a door
frame which may or may not be in the inner check.

Of the remaining four,

three (CI, C2 and C32) were all built in the late 1830s or early 1840s and
the remaining one (C51) is the only one which might possibly date from the
first period of casemate construction.

Even this has been mutilated (the

stone lintel was removed in the late nineteenth century), but the check, as
found, may contain hardware dating from its initial construction.
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There are, of course, no estimates for the construction of C3, 4, 9,
10, 11, 12, 22, 23, 51, 52, 57 and 58.

For the original door arrangement

in these casemates, the as found evidence on the C51 opening is the only
direct evidence we have to go on.

For indirect evidence one can examine

the revised estimates drawn up by Boteler and Peake in 1832-3 - these being the earliest surviving which provide for casemate construction.

In

these, 3-inch oak plank is always specified for casemate doors, and the
door plans always include provision for door frames.

As Boteler noted at

one point that he was following existing casemate doors, and as the only
existing casemates at that point were casemates of defence we can, I think,
121
conclude that the original doors for the early casemates had frames.
If this was the case, then the doors must have been hung in the outer checks
in the casemate door openings as, in the inner ones, the location of the
pintle or pintles makes the use of frames impossible.

Finally, if the 3-

inch oak doors recommended by Boteler and Peake were similar to those
already existing on the casemates of defence, I conclude that they must
have been panel doors.

A ledged door built of 3-inch oak, for example,

would be 6 inches thick through the ledges, while a framed and sheeted one
would not only be 6 inches thick through the frame members but also would
require two tiles and a top rail

of 6 inch oak.

While it is possible to make some very tentative conclusions about the
outer check doors, one can say nothing definite about those for the inner
check.
them.

One cannot even say whether any type of door was ever intended for
There are four main bits of relevant information:

1. The extant inner check in the C51 exterior door opening.

As

I mentioned above this is the only remaining casemate of defence
exterior door opening which may have survived relatively unchanged
from its initial construction.

At present, this inner check

has two pintles on one side, top and bottom, and an iron keeper
on the opposite side middle.
2. In all other surviving Citadel door and window openings with
inner checks (ie. those in the Cavalier, in the North and South
Ravelins, and in casemates 1, 2 and 32), there is only one upper pintle.

The C51 inner dheck, therefore, is the only such

in the entire fort where one could easily hang a door.
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3. Jones' revised estimate and several of those of Peake and
Boteler contain provision for the building of casemates of defence.

Those estimated for by Jones (CI, 2, 31, 32, 34, 35, 49

and 50) were actually built with double checks.

In all of these

estimates, the detailed itemization of materials is so general
as to make it almost impossible to determine the number of doors
intended.

None, however, contain any explicit references to

inner check doors and, in so far as it is possible to analyse
the evidence, it seems unlikely in all cases that enough lumber
122
was provided to build doors for them.
4. In both the North and South Ravelin estimates, one can,
roughly, determine the number of doors intended from the amount
of wood provided.

Each ravelin has two door openings, each

with double checks.

In both cases there is insufficient wood

for two doors in each opening (see above).
I hesitate to draw any conclusions at all from this information but, as this
is all the site-specific material there is to go on, I feel I must.

My con-

clusion, therefore, is that no doors were ever hung in the casemate of
defence inner checks.
checks are for.

I can draw no conclusions at all as to what the

Anything I might suggest would be mere guessing.

The most significant thing about the inner checks is the fact that
Colonel Calder deleted them from all ten of the casemates of defence he rebuilt in the late 1840s.

Calder, in fact, treated the casemates of defence

like any other casemates and, as far as we know, provided the ones he rebuilt with the same type of door he used on other casemates.

This suggests

that whatever their original purpose, the inner checks were no longer
deemed useful as early as 1846.
This last can also be taken as an argument that no doors were ever hung
on the inner checks, as it seems unlikely to me that any of the casemates
would have been fitted out completely with all intended doors and fittings
at the time that Calder decided that the inner checks were superfluous.
Second doors for defence casemates would surely have been quite far down
the list of construction priorities.
r

'here is, however, a good chance that some sort of door was installed

on those casemates of defence which were first built in the early 1830s (see
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Table 7 ) . If the estimates can be believed, these early doors were built
of 3-inch oak plank.

I have already stated why I believe such doors would

have been flush panel doors.
Calder's estimates suggest that, by the early 1840s, the same sort of
doors were provided for casemates of defence as were provided for any other
casemate.

Calder doors were definitely provided for six of the twenty case-

mates, and there is a good chance that Calder built the doors for at least
10 others.

Evidence from later in the century suggests that casemate of

defence doors continued to have doors similar to those used on other casemates.

(Note, for example, the 4 light door shown on C35 in Fig. 21). For

most of the nineteenth century, then, the same sorts of doors were provided
for the casemates of defence as for the other casemate.

For a discussion

of these, see Section 4-6 below.

4-5-1

Door Summary

Four or Six panel door of 3-inch oak with flush panels.

4-6

Casemates

Under this heading, I include all ramparts casemates except those in the
redan (for which, see Section 4-3).
Most ramparts casemates were either built or completed by Calder.

There

is thus good grounds for believing that the initial doors on virtually all
of them were all Calder herringbones.
I have already set down my speculations on tie subsequent evolution of
the casemate doors (Sec. 3-6-1).

To review: I think it likely that all doors

leading to dwelling casemates or to work casemates which required large
amounts of light were replaced by the four light door in the late 1870s and
thereafter only storage casemates had framed and sheeted doors.

I see no

reason not to use the park reconstruction of the four light door (Fig. 34)
as the basis for any future specimens of this type.
door can

The framed and sheeted

be of either two sorts: the Calder herringbone or a standard framed

and sheeted (full stiles and top rail, half width middle and bottom rails
and braces), depending on the era to which the casemate is being interpreted
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and the as found evidence, if any, concerning door replacement.
Some of the casemates probably had specialized exterior doors, and these
should be selected on the basis of any known information concerning the
specialization.

The door to C51, for example, probably ought to be some

variation on a cell door.

There are a number of other casemates which also

might have had cell-type doors at some time or other in their history.

In

all such cases, we have the choice of either providing standard armoured
panel cell doors, or adopting a framed and sheeted door for the purpose by
armouring one side.

Note that, in the latter case, the door is more suited

to exterior use.
There are a number of casemates which, in the course of later conversion,
acquired double doors (e.g. C 6 ) . In these cases, the simplest solution is
to provide the least complicated type of framed and sheeted double door.
A number of these casemates have interior doors.

Except for special-

ized doors (e.g. the cells in C50), we have little information concerning
these.

Our main source is the extant door on the C49/50 opening (Sec. 3-5-2).

This, upon analysis, turned out to be (arguably) an odd sort of hollow door
with a typical framed and sheeted exterior appearance on both sides (see
Appendix II, Category 5, No. 12). One could dismiss this as being eccentric,
had not a number of doors with a typical framed and sheeted exterior appearance turned up either as interior doors or as interior elevations of exterior
ones (see Appendix II, Category 5, Nos. 18 and 19). There is, thus, a possibility that this type of door did for at least some of the casemate interior
doors.

As a less eccentric alternative, however, the more common type of

interior framed and sheeted door (e.g. Figs. 4 and 15) ought to be also considered for these openings.

4-6-1

Door Summary

Calder all purpose herringbone door.
Four light door.
Standard framed and sheeted exterior door.
Standard double framed and sheeted exterior door.
Hollow framed and sheeted with full width stiles and top rail; hidden
middle and bottom rails, and sheeted both sides.
Standard framed and sheeted interior doors.
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4-7

Ravelins
127

The north and south ravelins were provided for in Jones' 1836 estimate

and, unlike the Redan casemates, were actually built by Jones in the late
128
1830s.
For the North Ravelin guardhouse, Jones provided for "2 oak
doors and frames 8 ins. x 6 in. - doors 6' x 3'."

The itemized portion of

the estimate included:
20 cubic feet of Oak in door frames...
129
58 supl. feet 3 inch oak plank, doors and shutters.
. .
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The South Ravelin estimate contained identical provisions.
Both the North and South Ravelin guardhouses have double checks in both
their ditch and terreplein doors and their windows.

In all cases the inner

check (ie. the one along the inside of the door opening and opening on to
the inner face of the guardhouse wall), has a single upper pintle.

The

outer door check is presently filled with a door in all four cases so it is
impossible to determine if there is any extant period door hardware.

The

inner checks are comparable with the other inner checks around the fort.
There is no concensus as to just exactly what the inner checks were
used for and there is no documentary evidence concerning them.

The most

likely explanation is that they were designed to take a heavy inner door
or shutter for defensive purposes.

No one has suggested how it would have

been possible to hang this hypothetical inner door on a single pintle.
While it is true that the counterscarp grilles only use one pintle, they
also require a bottom pivot to work.

The pivot in turn requires a pocket

in the door sill, and there is no trace of any such pockets at the bottom
of any of the extant inner checks.
It is obvious that the doors Jones proposed for the guardhouses were
not intended for this inner check as he also allowed for door frames.
Assuming that the single pintle in the inner check was installed at the
same time the ravelins were built (a reasonable assumption for, as I noted
earlier, all surviving double checks have been found in rooms constructed
early in the building of the fort), the doors could not possibly belong in
it, as the pintle would have gotten in the way of the frame.
This leaves the possibility that the "shutters" mentioned in the
estimate were in fact the inner doors.

This, however, is also unlikely.

The North Ravelin figures, for instance, allow 58 square feet of wood for
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doors and shutters and give

the door dimensions as 61 x 3' (in fact, the

extant openings are 6' x 2'6" for the ditch door and 6'4" x 2'6" for the
terreplein door).

This means that 36 square feet of wood would have been

required for the two doors alone (not allowing for waste).

There would not

have been enough left over for two inner doors (especially remembering that
these would have been bigger than the outer ones).
131
were for the inner checks in the windows.

Presumably the "shutters"

The physical appearance of Jones' ravelin doors must remain a matter of
conjecture.

I suspect that they, like the original casemate of defence

doors (Sec. 4-5) were heavy flush panel doors.
The west ravelin doors were estimated for by Col. Calder in 1846 as
standard Calder herringbone (Sec. 3-2-1).

These presumably were installed

in the late 1840s and probably were the only type used in this ravelin in
the course of the nineteenth century.

4-7-1

Door Summary

Calder all purpose herringbone door.
Four or Six panel door of 3-inch oak with flush panels.

4-8

Officers' Cellars

Calder originally provided ledged doors for theSe, and later changed his
mind and estimated for his standard herringbone door for all six (Sec. 3-2-1).
These openings are a bit different from others in which Calder herringbones
were used, as the as found remains strongly suggest that the doors were hung
without wooden jambs. There is no reason, however, why wooden jambs are
essential for Calder doors.

Indeed, the Calder herringbone is more flex-

ible than other types of framed and sheeted door: it will, for instance,
take hinges at any point and not just along frame members. The as found
pintles on these doors, therefore, pose no problems.

4-8-1

Door Summary

Calder all purpose herringbone door.
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4-9

Sallyports

There are two principal problems with the sallyport doors. There is no reliable evidence concerning the type of doors used on the parade side of the
sallyport.

Each sallyport has double checks at each end.

Sallyport doors are provided for four of the sallyports in Jones' 1836
132
estimate. ' The sections of the estimate which deal with the sallyports
also include specifications for a number of casemates, the prices and a few
other items, so it is almost impossible to tell from them just what Jones
intended to put where. He probably intended 3-inch oak doors for one or the
other of the sallyport entrances, although it is impossible from the wording
to tell which.

If he intended these for the outer doors, we can be reason-

ably certain that they were never built, as all indications are that no doors
were installed on the outer openings until the late 1850s. A document
written in 1854, for example, reported that all six sallyports required
133
gates.
If these doors were intended for the parade openings, there is a
possibility that at least some of them were constructed, but one cannot be
entirely certain.
These parade doors are not visible on any historic photographs and the
park built doors presently installed on the openings cannot be taken as any
indication about the original type. As found remains are not very helpful
either.

In several, modern door frames presently obscure all evidence.

There are remains of pintles in several, including one female one in S2, but
there are also remains of bolts for holding wooden door frames in several
as well.

S2 indeed, has evidence of both.

S5, which was built by Calder,

has the clearest evidence that a single door opening onward was originally
installed, there is an exact hook for holding such a door open. This cannot, however, be taken as an indication, that all six originally had single
inward opening doors.
The only sallyport door in the catalogue (Appendix II, Category 8, No.
9) is a double ledged one from Fort Lennox.

This might do on some of the

Citadel openings, but, as there is no clear evidence of double doors on
any of these openings, it is not the best choice.
Given this total lack of evidence, I personally feel that the simplest
possible door be used on the parade entrances. A single framed and sheeted
door seems to me to be the most appropriate.
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The ditch gates are a much simpler problem.

Although there is some

evidence that at least some of the sallyport ditch openings were built to
take single doors.

We have no good reason for doubting that the armoured

double doors provided for initially in 1858 (Fig. 18) were installed on all
six sallyports.

Indeed we have visual evidence in the form of a watercolour

painted in 1872, that doors of this type were installed in one sallyport at
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least.
I also see no good reason for doubting that the park reproduction
of one of these doors (Fig. 35) is substantially accurate.
According to the 1872 watercolour, the ditch gates were hung in the
outer check.

It is, I think, a logical assumption that the parade doors

were also hung in the outer checks.
the inner checks were used for.

This leaves us with the problem of what

All of these have some door hardware: even

the C5 inner checks which were clearly the work of Calder.

This last suggests

that, unlike those in the casemates, the sallyport inner checks were still
considered useful as late as the 1840s.

We have, however, no evidence at

all to what hung in them, and I think our best course, for the moment, is
to leave them empty.

If any clear evidence is uncovered at some future

time, doors can always be built to hang in them.
Finally, there is the matter of the iron embrasure for the ditch gates.
Fortunately, a number of these have survived intact.

An example is shown in

Fig. 43.

4-9-1

Door Summary

Double four panel doors with embrasure holes.
Single framed and sheeted doors.

4-10

The Canteen

The existance of a chevron braced framed and sheeted door on a number of
Citadel canteen door Openings has already been noted (Sec. 3-5-6).

It has

also been observed that, at the Wellington Barracks Canteen, both framed and
sheeted doors and panel doors were used: the former on exterior doors and
the latter on interior (Sec. 2-5-3).

All extant Citadel canteen doors are

either on entrances or store rooms, so the Wellington practice might well
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have been followed at the Citadel.
A plan of the original layout of the canteen is included as Fig. 44.
The chevron braced framed and sheeted door was found on the doors on the
stairs leading to the corporal's room; the doors on the back stairs; and
the north door to the basement.

It would also be appropriate for the other

entrance to the basement. All the inside basement doors are possibly the
outer door leading to the porch at the main entrance.

For all the remaining

doors, the six panel moulded door with round headed frieze panels used on
the Wellington barracks canteen would be appropriate (See Appendix II, Category 3, No. 3 ) , with two acceptions: the double main entrance door and the
swinging doors leading to the top room.
of the six panel door would appropriate.

For the former, a double version
I have discovered no acceptable

door for the latter opening, no swinging doors have turned up in the course
of my research.

4-10-1

Door Summary

Framed and sheeted door with chevron braces and stop chamfered frame.
Single six panel door with moulded panels and round headed frieze panels.
Double six panel door with moulded panels and round headed frieze panels.

4-11

Cells

This subject has already been covered in Section 3-6-4.

To review: most

Citadel cell doors seem to have been framed doors with three flush panels,
armoured on one side.

Most cell doors were armoured framed doors with flush

panels, the number of panels and the type and arrangement of hardware being
subject to some variations (see Appendix II, Category 6 ) . Some variation
in Citadel cell doors is permissible as far as the placement of hardware
and the attacking of the armour goes.

4-11-1

Door Summary

Framed three panel flush door, armoured one side.
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4-12

Counterscarp Gallery

The extant counterscarp grilles will do as models for grilles for nine of the
ten counterscarp openings.

If the tenth is retained as a door (it probably

was a loophole in the nineteenth century), a simpler type of grille will
probably be required for it.

This last type is shown in one as-found

photograph, but the present location of the specimen is not known (See
Section 3-5-4).

4-12-1

Door Summary

Iron grille, with five square bars and locking mechanism built into the
centre of the grille.
Simple iron grille.

4-13

Privy doors

The privy casemates (C42, 54 and 55) were all included in Jones' revised
135
estimate.
Nowhere did he specify doors for them. As these casemates
were probably actually finished by Calder, Jones' oversight is not as
serious as it might at first appear.

As Calder seems to have employed his

all purpose herringbone door just about everywhere, it seems very likely
that he used it as the exterior door to C54 and C55.

C42 being in the

redan area, it is probable that it was provided with the same fort of
exterior door as the servants' room got (Sec. 4-4-4).
Privy stalls, as we have seen (Sec. 2-5-1), generally had the simplest
sort of ledged door.

At Wellington Barracks, the officers' stalls rated

a slightly more complicated framed door with a single pane of glass but,
given the layout of C42, this seems unnecessary for the Citadel officers'
privy stalls.

Ledged doors should therefore be used throughout for

privy stalls.

4-13-1

Door Summary

Calder all purpose herringbone.
Single or double six panel door with glazed frieze panels.
Simple ledged door with three ledges.
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4-14

Storm Doors

As we have seen (Sec. 2-5-2) storm doors were commonly simple ledged doors.
In most places in the Citadel where there is evidence of storms - generally
places where there were external porches built - these will do.
There are, however, a number of places where internal porches were built
in Citadel casemates in the later nineteenth century (see Figs. 46 and 47).
The type of door appropriate for inside use in these porches is a problem.
Obviously a simple ledged door as an inside door is more than a little
ludicrous. Conceivably, there were no inside doors in these porches, the
baffle effect produced by the inside wall being deemed sufficient protection
against the weather.

If doors are required, I confess myself at a loss as

to what to suggest.
Fortunately, none of these internal porches appear until quite late in
the century, and there is little likelihood that the project will want to
replace any of them.

4-14-1 Door Summary
Simpled ledged door with three ledges.

4-15

Other Doors

There are a few Citadel doors which have not been treated in any of the above
sections.

All of these are one or two of a kind items, and all are covered

by individual notes in the Distribution section below (Section 6).

5

Summary and Plates

The purpose of this section is to consolidate the doors listed in the door
summaries in the preceeding section into a number of types and to provide
a drawing of each. The latter are included in the ten plates at the end of
this section. These attempt to combine both the Citadel specific information
for each type with the information gained in the course of putting together
the catalogue
As can be seen from Tables 8 through 17, the final number of door types
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recommended for the Citadel door openings is 17, not counting a few one-ofa-kind items.

The correspondence between type number and plate number is

as follows:
Type

Plate

I

I

II

II

III

II

IV

III

V

IV

VI

V

VII

X

VIII

not drawn

IX

II

X

II

XI

VI

XII

VII

XIII

VIII

XIV

VIII

XV

IX

XVI

X

XVII

X

I have only included drawings of door type variations in the plates
where I have either visual evidence of the variation (as recorded in the
catalogue) or a written Citadel-specific estimate describing it.

There are

a number of type variations where I have neither; These, in consequence, are
not included on the plates.
Some one-of-a-kind items are also not included in the plates.
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Plate I: Four Panel Doors.

Type I.

Four Panel flush door, all panels flush on both sides, all butt

joints.
Variation 1: panels flush, one side only (not shown).
Variation 2: panels formed of two layers of vertical sheeting laid
bead and butt.
Variation 3: as for variation 2, but one layer laid diagonally.
Type la.

Panels recessed.

Variation 1: frame members stop chamfered around panels.
Variation 2: small flush panel for latches, etc.
Type lb.

Panels recessed and moulded.

Type Ic.

Round headed door with four flush panels (not shown).

Variation 1: Recessed panels (not shown).
Type Id.

Blunt pyramid-headed door with flush panels (not shown).

Variation 1: Recessed panels (not shown).
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Plate II: Double and Single Six Panel Doors.

Type II. Four wood panels, flush both sides, frieze panels glazed.
Type IX. Doubled version of Type II.
Type III. Six recessed panels, frieze panels round-headed, all panels
moulded both sides.
Type Ilia.

Six recessed panels, moulded both sides.

Type Illb.

Flush panels (not shown).

Type IIIc.

Panels filled in a herringbone pattern; one side copper clad

(not shown).
Type X.

Doubled version of Type III.
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Plate III: Single Ledged Doors.

Type IV generally: usually formed of thin deal battens [l"-iy]

ploughed and

tongued.
Type IV back: basic ledged door, three ledges.
Type IVa back: three ledges and two braces.
Type IVb back: three ledges, two stiles and two braces. The stiles may or may
not run the full width of the door.
Type IVa back: top and bottom ledges, two stiles and a layer of diagonal
sheeting.

The stiles may or may not run to full width of the d^or.

Variation 1 [not shown], same with addition of middle ledge.
Type IVd back: layer of diagonal sheeting.
All these can be made in double versions. See also Plate IV.

JLL
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Plate IV: Single Framed and Sheeted Doors.

Type V generally: the sheeting is generally less than half the width of the
frame (2" frame with 3/4" sheeting is most common), and wrought, rebated and
framed bead and butt.
front: two stiles, top rail, sheeting.
back: two stiles, three rails, braces.
Variation It stop chamfering on edge of frame members.
Type Va.

Chevron braced back, commonly stop chamfered.

Type Vb.

Four rails and continuous brace.

Variation 1: four rails, three braces.
Variation 2: stop chamfered frame.
Type Vc.

Hollow door consisting of top rail, two stiles and sheeting visible

on both sides and middle rails (and braces), if any, hidden.
Type Vd.

Basic Type V with round head (not shown).

Type Ve. Basic Type V with blunt pyramid head (not shown).
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Plate V: The Calder Herringbone

Type VI. Here are a few possible solutions to the problem of this troublesome design.
Calder's own description of this door is as follows: 2 inch wrought and
framed pine [door] filled in front with inch wrought and rebated sheeting
and herring boned back.
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Plate VI: Double Ledged Doors.

Type XI generally: as with single ledged doors, the fronts are usually formed
of thin battens tongued and grooved.
Type XI: back formed of a second layer of thin battens, tongued and grooved
and laid diagonally.
Type XIa: as for type XI only round headed (not shown).
Type Xlb: as for type XI only blunt pyramid headed (not shown).
Type XIc: This design is for the small doors for the emplacement recesses.
The two ledges and the brace in each half should be heavy, despite the small
size of the door.
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Plate VII: Double Framed and Sheeted Doors.

Type XII generally: Doors generally constructed in same fashion as single
framed and sheeted doors.

See plate IV.

Type XII & Xlla front: The basic front is the same for all framed and sheeted
doors.

The variation with the bottom rail [Variation l] best suited for

interior locations.
Type XII rear: The most common rear elevation for a framed and sheeted door.
Variation 1: Stop chamfered frame.
Variation 2: raised bottom rail.

Useful where bottom strap hinge must

be some distance off the floor.
Type Vila rear: There are several ways of arranging the rear of a four rail
framed and sheeted door.

I have shown two of the more common.

Stop

chamfering is not essential in either case.
Type Xllb front: Two possible front elevations for a double round headed door
of this type.

As I have no specimens of this sort showing rear elevations,

I have not speculated on probable appearance.
Type XIIc: blunt pyramid headed version of this type (not shown).
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Plate VIII: Glazed Doors.

Type XIII: Basic door frame with full middle rail, bottom panel filled in with
a single thickness of wood, beaded, tongued and grooved, laid bead and
butt, flush on both sides.
Type XIV: two or three flush panels; large window with glazed border.

.B2.
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Plate IX: Cells.

Type XV generally: Almost all cell doors framed in panels flush on both
sides.
Type XV, XVa front: front covered in sheet iron, lapped and held to the door
at the lap by means of screws.
Variation 1: sheet iron secured by being bolted through the door with
3/8" bolts.
Type XV rear: three flush panels.
Type XVa rear: four ditto.
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Plate X: Miscellaneous Doors.

Type VII: Double sallyport ditch door.
oak.

Each half framed in two panels of 3"

Panels filled in with two equal layers of oak, flush both sides.

The front laid vertically and the back diagonally, recesses to take cast
iron embrasures to be cut in upper panels.
Note: in the reconstructed version of this door, the front part of each
panel was formed from a single piece of wood.
Type XVI: Expence Magazine Doors: framed, one panel, flush on both sides.
Type XVII: Counterscarp Grille, cast iron, bars are square, locking apparatus
housed in hollow space in middle of door.
of one door stile.

Male pintle attached to top

Door is hung, pintle and pivot.
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6 Distribution
The following list contains recommendations for British period doors for most of
the 400 plus door openings in the Citadel.

The list is intended more as a pre-

liminary guide than as a definitive document, as many of the openings will have
to be individually examined before any decision can be made.

The list does, how-

ever, give some idea of how many doors of each type the restoration of the fort
will require.

A breakdown of the quantities of each type recommended is included

in Table 19.
The entries are of three sorts
1. recommendations for openings where some Citadel specific information is available on door type or types.

These generally attempt

to allow for possible evolution of the door types used in the opening.
2. recommendations for openings where no useful Citadel specific
information is available.

In these cases, either the best option

or a choice of options is provided.
sort are marked

All recommendations of this

in the Type(s) column.

3. recommendations for one-type openings - that is, those locations
where room use required a specific type of door or where the existing door type on the opening was likely to have been repeated when
the door was renewed.

These are marked # in the Type(s) column.

There is a considerable overlap between category 3 and category 2 in that there
is no Citadel-specific information for some of the one-type openings (eg. all
the Redan interior doors).

There is no guarantee, therefore, that the single

type recommended in these cases is necessarily the right one.
The following abbreviations and symbols are used in the tables:
ab

as built

E

casemate of defence expense magazine

F

front (parade side in casemates; east side in Cavalier)

i

interior

1

left (from outside)

N

none

P

porch

R

rear (escarp side in casemates; west side in Cavalier)

r

right (from outside)
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T

transom

x/y interconnecting door, eg. C51/2
11

termination

•—Y to, from (dates)
#

one type opening

0

option(s) for opening

+

two (or more) door types in same opening eg. la + IVb

X

multiples of same door in opening, eg. 2X Vb

Thus the entry C36Bil refers to the first interior door opening in C36B (location clarified in notes); the recommendation of a Type Ia# door means that the
door in the opening was likely to have been always a

la, no matter how often'

renewed; and the recommendation ab XII + Ia(T); XIV [+ IX ? ] , 1870s —v > means
that the opening likely had both a type XII and a type la with a transom as
built, and that these were replaced with a Type XIV (and possibly a Type IX as
well) in the 1870s.

Where more than this is required, a note in the list refers

to a more detailed explanation.

These are located immediately following the list.

As so few dates are known definitely, the list simply treats things by decade.

For example, most of the doors were altered between 1873 and 1879; in

the list these changes are simply recorded as having happened in the 1870s.
There is no entirely satisfactory way to list door openings to take into
account changes over time.

Many of the openings in the list no longer exist.

There are door openings at present where none existed in the British period.
have, generally speaking, ignored the latter.

I

I have attempted to deal with

the former by the use of historical plans as a base.

I have used three principle

ones.
1. an 1849 ground plan showing all the casemates and the ground
136
floor of the Cavalier
(see Figure 45)
137
2. an 1891 ground plan
(see Figure 46)
138
3. a 1908 ground plan

(see Figure 47)

This means that changes which took place between 1849 and 1891 have been overlooked, but as there are few good sources for the latter half of that period
(and no plans), this was inevitable.
door openings.

I think the list includes most Citadel

The second, third and fourth columns in the list record which

of the three base plans the door opening in question is shown on.
As the three base plans do not include all areas of the fort, I have had to
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supplement them with four additional plans:
1. an 1844 plan of the lower Redan (see Figure 411
139
2. and 1849 plan showing the Cavalier second storey
3. an 1877 plan of the Cavalier (see Figure 48)
140
4. an 1879 armament plan
Information from these sources incorporated in the list is marked X, XX, XXX,
and XXXX respectively.
The shortage of structural information for the late nineteenth century was
a real handicap: and there are still many unanswered questions about changes in
141
doors and chronology generally. The casemate use survey
was an essential
but inadequate substitute for this information.

Location

Notes

Date
49

CO

91

Type[s]

08

X

removed 1879; re-opened 1972

ab VI

7> 1879//

COi

X

X

opened 1879; cartridge store door

IVc (or IVb), 1879 — - > #

CO/1

X

X

opened 1879

2xIVc (or IVb) 1 8 7 9 — > #

X

(lab?); VI 1840s; XIII, 1870s

CI

X

X

C1E

X

C2

X

C2E

X

?

?

r. side

XVI #

C3/DC12

—

X

X

DC12 was an ablution room

IV or IVa c

C3

X

C3E

X

X

C4

—.

1879,'

-Note 4

#

(lab?); VI 1840s; (XIII, 1870s?); V or
VI, 1900
> Note 5

X

I or Illb ab; possibly VI . later
?

C3i
C3/4

XVI •

removed 1879; 1. side
X

Note 3

X

?

1. side

XVI #

X

to dining room at R

V°
V°

X
X

X

door blocked before 1845, re-opened around

H

V or V I , 1850s; XIII after 1870s

1856[?]
C4p

exterior porch
?

?

IV or IVa°
XVI #

C4E

X

C5

X

X

X

C6

X

X

X

C6A

X

X

X

C7

X

X

X

C8

X

X

X

/lab; XIII, 1870s

C9

X

X

X

[ or Illb ab; VI, 1840s; XIII, 1870s

C9E

X

?

C9i
CIO

X

C10E

X

X

X

/lab; XIII or V after 1870s?
door enlarged by 1891

?

X

Vlab; XII after enlargement
/lab

casemate always used as artillery store

/lab; XIII or V if renewed later

?

1. side

CVI #

X

privy stalls [11 in all]

CI x IV°

X

ClOi
Cll

r. side

[ or Illb ab; VI 1840s; VII 1870s
?

r. side

XVI #

X

to room in R

IVa or V°

X

door enlarged, probably 1904, Note 6

I or Illb ab; VI; 1840s; XIII, 1870s
1904

'

Location

CUE

49

91

08

X

?

?

em
—

C12

X

C12E

X

X
X

C12/13
C13

X

store in R

?

?

X

X
X

IVa or V°
V°

X
X

X

XVI #

1. side
to carpentry

X

Cll/12

Type[s]

Notes

Date

door enlarged, probably 1904, Note 6

I or IIlb ab; VI, 1840s; XIII, 1870s
47 1904

r. side

XVI #
V°

door enlarged, probably 1904, Note 6

Vlab; XIII 1870s

^1904

C13i

X

interior porch

possibly N; otherwise not known

C13/14

X

blocked by 1908

V°

X

window in 1891, door replaced around 1904

Vlab; V 1904

X

privy stalls [11 in all]

II x IV°

C14

X

—

C14i
C15

X

X

Vlab; XIII, 1870s

X
X

C15i

7

to closet in 1R

IV or IVa°
-~?

C15A

X

X

X

Vlab

C16

X

X

X

Vlab; XIII, 1870sX

C17i
C18

X

X

X
X

X

C20

X

X
X

X

X

C22i
C22E

X

X

X
X

y'

possibly N; otherwise not known
Vlab; XIII, 1870s

X

C21i
C22

interior porch

/

possibly N; otherwise not known
Vlab; XIII, 1870s :

X

C20i
C21

interior pkorch

'Note 7

possibly N; otherwise not known
Vlab; XIII, 1870s

X
X

interior porch

X

C19i

possibly N; otherwise not known
Vlab; XIII, 1870s

X

C18i
C19

interior porch

y Note 7

-y

interior porch

possibly N; otherwise not known

rebuilt, 1840s

I or Illb ab; VI 1840s; XIII, 1870s~~

interior porch

possibly N; otherwise not known

probably removed when Calder rebuilt casemate,
if it ever existed

XVI

:

/'1840s(?),y #

Location

Date
49

C2 3

X

C23i

—

Type[s]

Notes
08

91
X

X

I or IIIB ab; VI 1840s; probably V if
renewed

rebuilt, 1840s

X

doors to baths in R of Casemate

X

C23E

[at least 2]

IVa

see note for C22E

XVI

~? 1840s (?) // #

originally planned for convict room

XV, XVa or Vlab, Note 8; XIII,1870s-

C24

X

X

X

C25

X

X

X

Vlab; XIII, 1870s

C26

X

X

X

Vlab; XIII, 1870s

>
y

C26il

X

interior porch

possibly N; otherwise not known

C26i2

X

door to corporal's room at R

V°

C26/7

X

C27

X

X

—

C28

X

X
X

C28il
—

C28/9
C29

interior porch

X

C27/8

X

C29i
C30

X

C30/S6

—

X

interior porch

X

X

room at R

X

X

C31

X

C31il

X

X

C31i2

X

C31E

C32il

X

C32E

X

V or IV variant 0

removed, 1879

Vlab

opened, 1879

2 pairs XI, 1879 — y > # Note 10

X

1879//

room at R

IVa or V°

room at R [may be same room as above]

ditto

closet at R

ditto

may never have existed: not on 1849 plan

XVI if it existed #

"/

Iab(?); VI, 1840s; XIII, 1870s • -

X

-

— 7

Vlab; XIII, 1870s

X

X

V or IV variant 0

room at R

X

X

C32

possibly N; otherwise not known

Vlab; XIII, 1870s —//"
X

C31i3

y1

V°

X

X

possibly N; otherwise not known

Vlab; XIII, 1870s

X

X

Note 9

V°

X
X

X

-y

Vlab; XIII, 1870s

X

C27i

C28i2

V°

-

room at rear, removed 1879

IVa o r V°

r. side; removed 1879

XVI

—">

- - • - > 1879

1879. '
#

Location

C32/3

49

91

08

—

X

X

C33
C33i

—

C34

X

C34E

X

X
X

X

2xIVc, 1879 —

removed, 1879

Vlab

to cartridge store, built 1879

IVC, 1879

X

-/

>

Note 11#

1879
/

#

I or VI ab; XIII, 1870s; V 1900s — p
Note 12
?

X
X

opened, 1879

X

?

C34i
C35

Type[s]

Notes

Date

1. side

XVI#

room at R [?]

Note 13
I or Vlab; XIII, 1870s; V 19008 • ---?

X

Note 14
C35E

X

?

?

X

C35i

1. side

XVI #

to room at R [?]

Note 13

C36

X

X

X

C36il

X

X

X

to front room

C36i2

X

X

X

to rear room

C36i3

X

X

X

to stairs

C36/7

X

X

X

C36B

X*

C36Bil

X

X

X

to front room ,

C36Bi2

X

X

X

to rear room /

C36B/7B

X

X

X

C37il

X

C3712

X

X

X

to rear room J

C37i3

X

X

X

front closet

C37i4

X

X

X

rear closet ,

X

II or IX° (XIV possible, 1900s)

IIIa° (la possible)
y
probably N; Ilia or la if required0
11° (IX possible)

X

X

Ia°
N

X

to front room j

IIIa° (la possible)

No closet doors in estimate

did not exist in British period

C37/8
C37Bil

X*

C37Bi2

X

X
X

X
X

to front room

Ia°

to rear room
did not exist in British period

C37B/8B
C38

10

X

X

X

II or IX°; IX observed 1910 (Note 15j;
(XIV possible, 1900s).

Location

Date

Notes
91

49

Type[s]

08

13811

X

X

X

to front room

238i2

X

X

X

to rear room •

I38i3

X

X

X

to staircase

338/9

X

X

X

338B

X*

338Bil

X

X

X

to front room )

338Bi2

X

X

X

to rear room

338B/9B

X

X

X

C39il

X

X

X

to front room /

X

Ilia 0

(la possible)

probably N; Ilia or la if required 0
11° (IX possible)

X

Ia°
N

C39i2

X

X

X

to rear room •

C39i3

X

X

X

to front closet;

C39i4

X

X

X

to rear closet /

Ilia 0

(la possible)

No closet doors in estimates

did not exist in British period

C39/40
C39Bil

X*

C39Bi2

X

X
X

X

to front room'

la°

to rear room /

X

did not exist in British period

C39B/40B

II or IX°; XIV observed 1910, Note 16

C40

X

X

X

C40il

X

X

X

to front room

C4012

X

X

X

to rear room

C40i3

X

X

X

to staircase

C40/1

X

X

X

C40B

X*

C40Bil

X

C40Bi2

X

X

probably N; Ilia or la if required 0

X
X

11° (IX possible)

X

X

IIIa° (la possible)

X

to front room ,

Ia°

to rear room /

C40Bi3

X

bath in front room

la or V°

C40Bi4

X

closet in front room

possibly N
N

240B/41B

X

X

X

j41il

X

X

X

to front room

241i2

X

X

X

to rear room

IIIa° (la possible)

Location

Notes

Date
49

91

08

C41i3

X

X

X

to front closet-

C41i4

X

X

X

to rear closet
did not exist in British period

C41/2
C41Bil
C41Bi2

X*
X

X
X

Type[s]

to front room)

X

no closet doors in estimate

Ia°

to rear roomy

X

did not exist in British Period

C42
X

11° (IX, IVa, V or VI all possible)

C42B

X

X

C42BH-3

X

privy stalls^,

C42Bi4-6

—

X

X

privy stalls/

C42Bi7

—

X

X

partition between exterior door and stalls

possibly N; IVa if required0

C43il

X

X

X

to front room

IIIa° (lb possible; Note 17)

C43i2

X

X

X

to rear room

Ilia0 (lb possible, Note 17)

C43i3

X

X

—

to front closet )

No closet doors in estimate

C43i4

X

X

—

to rear closet )

C43/4

X

C43Bil

X*

C43Bi2

X

X

X

C43B/4B

X

X

X

N

C44

X

X

X

II or IX°; (XIV possible, 1900s) Note

C44il

X

X

X

C44i2

X

X

C44i3

X

X

3 x IV or IVa°

to

X

proably N; Ilia or la if required

X
X

X

to front room J
to rear room J

to rear room \
to staircase "

X

X*

C44Bil

X

C44Bi2

X

C45/6

X

X
X

Ia°

X
to front room

X

X

—
X

IIIa° (la possible)

to rear room [staircase removed]
did not exist in British period

C44/5
C44B

18

to front room
—

C44i4

Ia°

X

to rear room, no partition by 1908

11° (IX possible)
Ia°
IIIa° (lb also possible)

Location

Date

Type[s]

Notes

49

91

08

C45Bil

X*

X

X

C45B/6B

X

X

X

C46

X

X

X

N
XII (Note 19) + II or IX6; (XIV possibly 1900s)

X

C46P

Ia°

to room at R

exterior porch on area bridge, added around
1876 probably still there in '08 although not
shown.

la (T) 1870s

-/"Note 20

C46il

X

to front room

Ilia6 (lb also possible)

C46i2

X

to rear room /

IIIa° (lb also possible)

C46i3

X

C46i4

—

X

X

C46/7

—

X

X

C46B

X*

X

X

C46Bil

X

X

to stairs

X

X

J

to coffee bar (replaces both 46il & 46i2)

la
11° (IX possible)

to front room)

X

Ia°

to rear room \

C46Bi2

X

C46Bi3

—

X

X

C46B/7B

—

X

X

to r e a r room (position changed)

Ia°( as room use is unknown,
Ia° (
_ this is difficult to decide

t o front room \

C47il

jIlia6 (lb also possible)

C47i2

X

to rear room

C47i3

X

to front closet)

I room undivided by 1891
/no closet doors in estimate

to rear closet /

C47i4
C47/8

X

C47Bil

X*

C47Bi2

Ia°

X

X

X
X

C47i3

probably N, Ilia or la if required1

X

X

Ia°

\

X

X

to front room !

X

to rear room j
to room in R of rear room

room use not known, V or IVa if
storeroom0

C47B/8B

X

X

X

N

C48

X

X

X

I I or IX0 (XIV p o s s i b l e , 1900s)

ID
-J

Location
|

49

C48il
C48i2

C48B

X

X

X*

X
X

X

C48B12

08
X

X

C48Bil

C49

91
X

C48i3

to front room ) interior partition removed by

X

to rear room

X

to staircase

1908

X

X

to front room 1

X

to rear room _J
may have been removed v. early» gone by 1879

X
X

X

X

C49/gate R

X

X

X

—

X

C49/50 R

Ilia0 (lb possible)

11° (IX possible)

X
X

X

X

C49/gate F

C49/50 F

Type [s]

Notes

Date

Ia°
Vlab

=?* ca. 1860.'/

VI ab; V or XIII if renewed

X

this probably also v. early - probably by 1854

V or VI°

X

opened 1900

V or Vc° (modified Vc extant)

C49il

—

—

X

interior porch to C49/gate F

unknown

C49i2

~

—

X

to room at R

IVa or V depending on use"

C49E

X

?

?

right side

XVI - extant

C50

X

probably removed at same time as C49 door

Vlab

C50U-2

--

X

to cells along F of S. pier wall

2 x XV

C50i3

—

X

to W.C.[?] along N pier wall

IV or IVa°

C50i3-4

—

—

to cells in front half of casemate [built 1900]

2 x XV - extant

C50E

X

C51

X

^> ca. 1860//7

XVI #
X

X

X

enlarged in 1870s [?]

Iab(?); VI, 1840s(?); VI or XV 1850s
^
Note 22

C51E

X

?

?

1. side

XVI #

C51i 1 & 2

—

X

X

cells in R. of casemate added in 1880s

2x XV or XVa°

C51/2

X

X

X

not shown in earliest plans

iron grille - extant

C52

X

removed in 1860s[?]

lab (?) ; VI, 1840s (?)

C52E

X

?

?

r. side

XVI #

C 5 2 i 1S2

—

X

X

cells in R. of casemate added in 1880s

2 x XV or XVa°

C5 3 lamp

—

X

C

added 1879

2xIVa 1879

X

X

added 1879

XI + IVc,1879

C53

"-?/.

~ #Note 2 3
2"''#Note 24

CO

Location

Date
49

C54/DC41

—

C54/S--

X

C551

X

C55r

—

C54/S4

X

Notes

91

08

X

X

X

—
—

C57

X

C57E

X

probably blocked when preceeding opened

V or VI°
V or VI°

v°

X

X

C56

IVa or V°

V or VI°

C54H-6
C56 lamp

probably opened in 1880s

X

X

Type[s ]

X

X

X
X

X
X

?

?

X

C57i

privy stalls

6 x IV°

added 1879

2 x IVa, 1879 '

2

? #Note 7 3

Z

?

added 1879

XI + IVc 1879

#Note 24

rebuilt around 1848

Iab(?) ; VI 1848

r. side

XVI #

to room at rear

IV or V depending on use"

•£?

C57/8

X

X

X

not shown on earliest plans

V°

C58

X

X

X

rebuilt around 1848

Iab(?);

C58E

X

1. side

XVI #

to room at rear

IV or V depending on use"

?

?

X

C58i

VI 1 8 4 8

REDAN CELLARS

C59

X

X

X

C60

X

X

X

C61

X

X

X

C62

X

X

X

C63

X

X

X

C64

X

X

X

Vlab

DEMI-CASEMATES
DC 2

1875 plan [Note 1] stall

IV or IVa°

DC6

X

store room with double door [?]

double IV or IVac

DC 7

X

ditto

ditto"

~~?

n>

Location

Type[s]

Notes

Date
91

08

DC8

X

X

earth closet)
/

DC 10

X

X

oil store

X

X

coal store J

X

X

see C3

X

49

—

DC11
C2/C3
DC13

IV or IVa°
\

DC29

—

X

X

coal store
coal store 1891, lime store 1908/'

DC30

—

X

X

coal store 1891, oil store 1908

DC31

—

X

X

lamp room

IV or IVa°

>

DC32

—

X

X

RA store 1891, canteen oil store 1908 S

DC3 3

—

X

X

coal store

»

X

X

oil store

/

X

swill (may not have had door)J

DC 34
DC35
before DC35

X
X

DC36

double IVa°

U. [urine?] tubs may not have had door;

IV°

f
ashes may not have had door

DC 40,/

X

tank house incorporating both DCs; door in
extension
N,

X

urinal incorporating DC41; door in extension)

DC41

DC41/C54

„y

store

DC39
before

~

H
O

fire engine house incorporating DC35: door in
extension

DC38

before

IV or IVa°

X

DC37

IVa°

X

X

IV or IVa°

IVa°

I see C54

MAGAZINES
South
S. porch S.

X

X

X

VI ab

7

S. porch E.

X

X

X

ditto

S. main

X

X

X

IIIC ab - extant

N. main

X

X

X

ditto - extant

N. porch E.

X

X

X

Vlab

-7

o

Location

Type[s)

Notes

Date

91

49

08

Area N.

X

X

X

Area S.

X

X

X

either IV c or d or Vlilc

North
S. porch E.

X

X

S. main

X

N. porch E.

X

X

—

N. porch N.

X

X

—

N. main

X

Area N.

X

Area S.

X

Vlab — ^

—
X

IIIC a b — - ?

X

X

|building converted 1901-2 see also
canteen below

all 1901

P

/

v

VIII Note 25

—
X

Vlab

IIIC ab —-~>

X

X

Vlab — - ~ ?

IV c or d Note 26

— .<

CANTEEN

H

o
H

Basement

7

S. Entrance

X

old N. Mag. S. door

Va ab

Beer cellar

X

between main beer cellars

N initially

Beer cellar

X

between sections of 2nd beer cellar

ditto

N. Entrance

X

outer door

Va ab

x

old N. Mag. N. door

N initially

Store room

X

North i

Va ab — — /

Store room

X

South)

N. Entrance

I —

__

all off. N. corridor

—-S

ditto
ditto

Coal Store
Furnace room

X

door

X

N initially
between coal store and furnace room

ditto

Main
Va ab

Main Porch

X

Main Door

x

to bar

alternatives X or XIIa°

tap room

X

swinging door

Note 27

interior door to bar; may have been hatch

was probably hatch in British period

Cprl's room

Location

Notes

Date
49

91

Type[s]

08

corridor

X

Bedroom #1

X

Bedroom #2

V

Scullery

from bar to living quarters

Va or 111°

all off central corridor in living quarters

all Va or 111°

\

Livingroom

X

door

X

between living room and scullery

probably Va

N. porch
inner

X

to central corridor

Va or 111°

to staircase

Va - extant

N. porch
outer
N. porch

X

two doors to store room

2xVa - one extant

Cprl's porch

X

2 doors, outer and inner, to Corporals room

2xVa - both extant
H

o

to

CAVALIER

ground floor
CC1

X

CC1/2F

[X]

CC1/2R

[X]

X

Note: all Cavalier doors0
alternatives I, la, V or VI (all T)
Note 28

X

blocked, 1849 & 1908,

X

alternatives Ic, Vd, XIa, Xllb

blocked, all years
X

shown blocked, 1891

V

CCli

X

inner porch

possibly N; otherwise not known

CC2

X

CC2i

X

[X]

CC1/CC9

CC2/3F

X

CC2/3R

X

CC3/4R

X

CC4F

X

possibly N; otherwise not known
alternatives Ic, Vd, XIa, Xllb

X
X

inner porch

X

CC3
CC3/4F

alternatives V, Vb (both T)

—
X

alternatives V, Vb (both T)

X

[X]
X

may have been open in 1908y

alternatives Ic, Vd, XIa, Xllb
alternatives I,Ia,V or VI (all T)

Location

Notes

Type[s]

Date
49

91

08

CC4R

—

X

X

added, 1880

CC4RP

—

X

X

exterior porch

XII
dble. IVa, XI, XII all alternatives

CC4il

—

X

X

to bread & Meat store, 1880[Note 2]; later to
front of ablution room

V

X

to ablution room, 1880 [Note 2] and 1908

IVa

to bath, 1880 [Note 2]

IV or IVa

to baths

ditto

CC4i2
CC4i3
CC4i4&5

—

CC4/5F

X

CC4/5R

X

X

X

alternatives Ic,Vd,XIa, XIlb

CC5

X

CC5i

X

CC5/6F

X

alternatives V,Vb (both T)
interior porch

X

possibly N; otherwise not known
alternatives Ic,Vd,XIa,XIIb

CC5/6R
CC6

x

CC6i

X

CC6/7F

x

:•:

alternatives V,Vb (both T)
interior porch

x

possibly N; otherwise not known
alternatives Ic,Vd,XIa,XIIb

CC6/7R
CC7

x

x

alternatives I,Ia,V or VI (all T)

x

CC7i

x

CC7/CC10

x
x

interior porch

possibly N; otherwise not known
V
alternatives I,Ia,V or VI (all T)

CC8

x

x

CC8/9

X

—

X

perhaps N initially; later V

CC9

X

x

CC10

—
x

x

x

V
alternatives I,Ia,V or VI (all T)

CC10/11

x

x

x

perhaps N initially; later V

ecu
CC1A

X**

V

X

alternatives I,Ia,V or VI (all T)

X

CClAi
CClA/roof

X

X

X

interior porch

perhaps N; otherwise not known

destroyed 1876-7

alternatives Ic,Vd,XIa, Xllb

H
o

Location

49
CC1A/2A

91
X

08
alternatives Id,Ve,XIb,XIIc

X

CC2A

~

—

X

CC2Ai

—

—

X

CC2A/3A

X

X

—

—

X

CC3Ai

—

—

X

CC3A/4A

X

X

X[?]

CC4Ai

—

CC4A/5A

X

X

X

—

X

X

CC5Ai

—

—

X

X

perhaps N; otherwise not known

interior porch

alternatives I,Ia,V or VI (all T)
perhaps N; otherwise not known

interior porch

alternatives V,Vb (both T)
perhaps N; otherwise not known

interior porch

alternatives Id, Ve, Xlb, XIIc

X

CC6A

—

—

X

CC6Ai

—

—

X

X

alternatives V, Vb (both T)
perhaps N; otherwise not known

interior porch

alternatives Id, Ve, Xlb, XIIc

X

X[?]

CC7Ai

alternatives V,Vb (both T)

alternatives Id,Ve,XIb,XIIc

—

CC7A

alternatives Id,Ve,XIb,XIIc

X

—

CC6A/7A

perhaps N; otherwise not known

interior porch

alternatives Id,Ve,XIb,XIIc

CC5A

CC5A/6A

alternatives V,Vb (both T)

—

CC3A

CC4A

Type[s ]

Notes

Date

—

alternatives I,Ia,V or VI (all T)

X

X

—

X

interior porch

perhaps N; otherwise not known

Illb (with T)

Over N.Cookhouse
1

X

X

X

exterior door to interior passage

2

X

X

X

passage to 1st room from E. side

3

X

4

—

5

6

passage to 2nd room from E. side probablyj
blocked 1876-7
_/

—

X
X

—

\

X

X

Ilia

X

between 1st & 2nd rooms probably opened,1876-7

V or Ilia

X

to end room, W. side

Ilia

X

to 3rd storey/attic added 1876-7

V or Ilia

X

main exterior door, leading to corridor

alternatives V or VI (with T)

Over S.Cookhouse
1

X

J

I

X

I

H

o

Location

49
2-7

91

to six
1876-7

—

Typels]

08

X

9

10

Notes

Date

cells off main corridor, demolished
12 x XV (two per opening)

X

to 3rd storey/attic added 1876-7

V or ilia

X

to room off main corridor at E end of building,
partition dividing room from corridor demolished after 1891

V

between E end room and W end room

V

X

X

3rd Storey
entrance door to S. Barrack room, 1877-1889***

1
2

door between S. barrack room and S. middle
barrack room, 1877-89

2

between S. middle & N. middle barrack rooms,
1877-89

4

between N. middle & N. barrack rooms, 1877-89

5

entrance door to N. Barrack room, 1877-89

7

^1889
H

o

NORTH RAVELIN
Terreplein

X
not shown on plans, known to have existed from
1830s

Ditch

I or Illb ab, VI if renewed
|V if renewed later

in 1840s;

SOUTH RAVELIN
x—Terreplein

X

(

, known to have existed from 1830s

Ditch

I or Illb ab; VI if renewed in 1840s;
V if renewed later

WEST RAVELIN
Terreplein

X

Ditch

__

known to have existed from 1847-f

Vlab; V if renewed later

Location

49

Type[s]

Notes

Date
91

08
COUNTERSCARP

1

opp. S. 1

2

opp. E. Face SES

3

opp. S. Face, SES

4

opp. S. Face, SWDB

5

opp. W. Face, SWDB,-

6

opp. S. Face, W. Ravelin

7

opp. W. Face, NWDB

8

opp. N. Face, NWDB

9

opp. N. Face, NES

10

opp. E. Face, NES,

)
s

XVIlab

#

Simple iron grille (Sec. 4-12)

XVIlab

— - /

#

NORTH EXPENSE MAGAZINE
porch

k

built in 1860s

/> #

IVb ab -

main

SOUTH EXPENSE MAGAZINE
porch

s built in 1860s

IVb ab

/

#

main
\
AMMUNITION RECESSES****
No 1 7-in RM

SES, Salient

No 2 7-in RM

Redan, Left Face

2xXIc, 1879

#

Location

Date

Notes
91

49

Type[s]

08

No 3 7-in RML

ditto

No 4 7-in RML

redan salient

No 5 7-in RML

redan, right face

No 7 64-pr RML

left face, NES

No 6 64-pr RMI

ditto

No 9 7-in RML

salient, NES

No 11 64pr RMI

right face, NES

No 24 64pr RMI

salient, N. Ravelin (Note 29)

No 14 64pr RMI

salient, NWDB

No 30 64pr RMI

salient, W, Ravelin.

No 18 64pr RMI

Left face, SWDB (Note 30)

No 20 7-in RMI

salient, S. Ravelin

2 x X I c , 1879

"

Y

#

H
O

SALLYPORTS
S1F

X

X

X

v°

SIR

X

X

X

VII,

S2F

X

X

X

v°

S2R

X

X

X

VII,

S3F

X

X

X

v°

S3R

X

X

X

VII,

S4F

X

X

X

v°

S4R

X

X

X

VII,

S5F

X

X

X

V°

S5R

X

X

X

VII,

S6F

X

X

X

V°

S6R

X

X

X

VII,

1860 -[

/> #

1860

/

#

1860

-7

#

1860

;!) #

1860 — - ••-""7 #

1860

-7

#

Location

Date
49

Notes
91

Type[s]

08
MISCELLANEOUS

Urinal in
front C30
exterior
door
Shed in
front C30

X

X
X

built after 1879

IV or IVa°
IV or IVa°

H
O
CD

109

142
Note Is door shown on 1879 plan for reconstruction of retaining wall
143.
Note 2: door shown on 1877 plan of Cavalier (upgraded to 1887)
Note 3: one opening into CO and the other into CI
Note 4: XIII observed 1902, see Figure 25
Note 5: V observed 1902, see Figure 2 5
Note 6: the enlarged door was probably added when these were converted to a
coal store after the old coal store (a free - standing building in the
144
Southeast Salient) was replaced by a gun shed in 1903.
'rue new doors
on all these were probably of a sliding type.

No comparable doors turned

up during the research for this paper.
Note 7: XIII observed . (?) 1880s, see Figure 24
Note 8: if a convict room, VI armoured one side a possibility
Note 9: XIII observed (?) 1879, see_ Figure 22
Note 10: one pair opening into the opening in the pier wall; the other into
the casemate
Note 11: one opening into C32 and the other into C33
Note 12: solid door observed 1910, see Figure 27
Note 13: item shown on plan may be step to gun platform
Note 14: solid door shown 1910 (see Figure 38); 4 light (?) door in 1879 (see
Figure 27)
Note 15: IX observed 1910 (see Figure 27)
Note 16: XIV observed 1910 (see Figure 27)
145
Note 17: casemate 43 was appropriated in 1844 as a field officers': quarters
Note 18: 1904 photograph seems to shov/ single door int his opening, therefore II
most likely (see Figure 26)
Note 19: XII seems to show up in 1872-3 photograph (see Figure 20;
Note 20: porch door and transom observed 1879 (see Figure 2&J
Note 21: as the staircase led to the mess pantry and kitchen, a door here is
more probable than on the other Redan staircases
Note 22: cell door may have been installed or existing Calder door armoured one
side
Note 23: hung sequentially
Note 24: XI opening into passage between sallyport and casemate; IVc opening into
casemate
146
Note 25: VIII observed 1882

110

Note 26: ledged single door observed 1882

147

Note 27: no swing doors discovered in the course of research
Note 28: alternatives are matched as follows:
Interior

Exterior

Ic

I, la

Xllb

Vb

XIa

VI

Vb is compatiable also with V
Note 29: observed 1879 (see Figure 28)
Note 30: observed 1879 (see Figure 29)

Ill

Appendix I: Catalogue

The origin of this catalogue has already been dealt with in Section 2-1.
review: the hundred door designs in this catalogue

have been collected,

mostly from plans and estimates, from a number of sources.
Citadel-specific: others are not.

To

Some of them are

The object was the collection of enough

evidence to allow a few general rules to be developed concerning the relationship of military door use to door type.

The cross indicies compiled

in the pursuit of this goal, immediately preceed the catalogue proper.
The reduction of the door drawings to fit in the published version of
this report has meant an inevitable sacrifice of detail.

The crude draw-

ings reproduced here are intended only to give a general idea of the configuration of each door.

There is no question of accuracy of scale or pro-

portion.
The principal abbreviations used in the catalogue are as follows:
fp - flush panel (invariably in upper left hand panel of
door)
n/a - not available (usually means one elevation not given in
source)
m - window glass
Mouldings are indicated by double lines around panels, or (in the case of
a particularly complicated example) triple lines.
The main cross indicies used are as follows:
Soldiers' barracks exterior doors (includes married quarters)
Soldiers' barracks internal doors (includes married quarters)
Officers' exterior doors
Officers' internal doors
Canteen, library and school doors
munition storage doors
store room doors
storm doors

112

privy and lavatory doors
gates, etc.
In the indicies, Citadel specimens are indicated with an asterix.
Soldiers' barracks exterior door
four panel - 2/1*, 2/2*, (2/6 officers' servants'), 2/9*

4

six panel - 3/5, 3/9

2

framed and sheeted - 5/1*, 5/2, 5/6, (5/13 foreman of works),
5/14, 5/16, 5/19, 5/20

8

double framed and sheeted - 9/2, 9/7

2

single glazed - 10/3*, 10/4*

2
Total

18

Soldiers' barracks internal door
two panel - 1/1

1

four panel - 2/11

1

framed and sheeted - 5/5, 5/7, 5/18

3
Total

5

Officers' exterior door
four panel - (2/6, officers' servants'), 2/8*, 2/13, (2/14,
barrack master's qrs.)

4

six panel and nine panel - 3/1*, 3/4*, 3/9

3

double panel - 7/1, 7/2,7/7

3

double framed and sheeted - 9/3*

1

single glazed - 10/2*

1

double glazed - 11/1, 11/2

_2
Total

14

Officers' internal door
four panel - 2/3, 2/4, 2/5

3

six panel - (3/6, Chief Warden's qrs.), 3/8

2_
Total

5

Canteen, library and school doors
four panel - 2/15 (library)

1

six panel - 3/2 (canteen), 3/7 (school)

2

framed and sheeted - 5/8 (canteen) , 5/10* (canteen)

2

double panel - 7/6 (library)

1
Total

6

113

Munition storage doors
two panel - 1/2 (magazine porch)

1

six panel - 3/3* (main magazine)

1

ledged - 4/1* (expense magazine), 4/2 (expense magazine)

2

framed and sheeted - 5/3* (expense magazine), 5/4 (shell store)

2

double ledged - 8/1 (magazine), 8/3 (shell store), 8/4 (magazine),
8/6 (magazine)
double framed and sheeted - 9/1

4
(shell store), 9/10 (laboratory),

9/11 (cartridge store), 9/12 (magazine)

4
Total

14

Store room doors
four panel - 2/7 (officers' wine cellar)

1

ledged - 4/5 (lookout hut), 4/13 (commissariat store)

2

framed and sheeted - 5/9* (company store), 5/15 (engineer
store)

2

double ledged - 8/2 (RA store), 8/5* (Redan roof shed), 8/7
(Smiths' shop), 8/8 (S.M. store)

4

double framed and sheeted - 9/6 (model shed), 9/8 (coal store),
9/9

(field forge)

3

single glazed - 10/1* (RA store)

1
Total

13

Storm doors
2

ledged - 4/8, 4/12
Total

2

Privy and lavatory doors
ledged - 4/9, 4/10, 4/11

3

framed and sheeted - 5/17

1_
Total

4

Gates, etc.
ledged - 4/3 (gate wicket), 4/4 (gate), 4/14* (magazine area)

3

double panel - 7/4* (sallyport), 7/5* (sallyport), 7/8*
Magazine area

3

double ledged - 8/9 (sallyport)

1
Total

7
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1. Two panel doors

Number
1/1
1/2

Description and Source

Front Back

Married quarters interior door, Georges Island, 1900
(HDC 108-02-1-900-0005)

1

1

Magazine porch outer door Quebec Gate Barracks, Montreal,
1842 (PRO, W055, Vol. 877, fol. 216A)

2

2

115

116

2. Four Panel Doors

Number
2/1

2/2

Front Back

Description and Source
Mens' barrack {Casemate) door, Citadel, 1843.
of Calder's 1843 estimate.)

(Analysis

Mens' barrack (Casemate) door, Citadel, 1844.
of Calder's 1844-5, 1846, etc. estimates.)

(Analysis

2

2

2

3

2/3

Officers' interior door, 1901 (W.O. Pattern Book No. 2)

4

4

2/4

Officers' interior door, 1901 (W.O. Pattern Book No. 2)

5

5

2/5

Officers' interior door, Wellington Bks., 1852 (MARCOM)

6

6

2/6

Officers' servants' exterior door, Wellington Bks, 1852,
(MARCOM)

7

7

2/7

Officers' wine cellar door, Wellington Bks., 1852, (MARCOM)

2

2

2/8

Officers' exterior door, Citadel, C46 porch, 1879
(HDC 108-01-2-879-0215)

9

1

10

10

5

5

6

1

1

6

11

1

12

1

8

8

2/9

2/10
2/11

2/12

2/13

2/14

2/15

Soldiers' (Casemate) exterior door, Citadel, 1951 reconstruction (as found, Cavalier)
Door, 19th century, as found, Georges' Island
Married Quarters interior door, Wellington Bks., Block C,
1898 (MARCOM)
Inner porch door, S.M. Observation station, Ft. Ogilvie,
1890 (HDC 108-04-2-890-0200)
Officers' exterior door, Fort Lennox, 1848 (PRO, W055,
Vol. 883, fol. 95A)
Porch exterior door, Barrack Master's Qrs., Toronto, 1846
(PRO, W055, Vol. 881, fol. 38)
Library interior door, 1880s[?], Cambridge Library, as
found

117

118

3. Six and nine panel doors

Number
3/1

Front Back

Description and Source
Officers' (Casemate) exterior door, Citadel, C48, 1950
(HDC 108-01-2-950-0004)

2(?)

1

3/2

Canteen interior door, Wellington Bks., 1898 (MARCOM)

3

3

3/3

Citadel Magazine main door, ca. 1846, as found.

4

5

3/4

Citadel Officers' (Casemate) exterior door, 1951 - reconstruction

2

2

3/5

Soldiers' exterior door, S. Barracks, 182 3 (PRO, W078/769/7)

6

1

3/6

Interior door, Chief Warden's Qrs., Quebec Military prison,
1849 (PRO, W055, Vol. 884, fol. 38)

7

1

Interior door Military School, Niagara, 1850, (PRO, W055,
Vol. 885, fol. 171A)

7

1

Interior door, Officers' Quarters, RA Barracks, Quebec
City, 1852 (PRO, W055, Vol. 886, fol. 108A)

8

1

Officers' and Soldiers' (Casemate) exterior door, 19th
cent. (?), Fort Henry, as found.

9

3/7

3/8

3/9

9(?)

119
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4. Ledged doors

Number

Description and Source

Front Back

Citadel Expense magazine porch door (HDC 108-01-1-8620001)

1

2

Expense magazine porch door, York Redoubt, 1867 (HDC 10803-1-867-0012)

1

2

4/3

Gate Wicket, Ft. Charlotte, 1868 (HDC 108-02-1-888-0007)

1

3

4/4

Gate, Commissariat fuel yard, 1850 (MARCOM)

1

2

4/5

Hut door, Sandwich Bty., 1904 (MARCOM)

1

4

4/6

Storm door, York Redoubt, 1870s (HDC 108-03-2-870-0205)

1

4

4/7

Typical ledged door, 1877 (Handbook for Military Artificer^

1

4

4/8

Storm door, Melville Island Military Prison, 1929 (HDC
108-85-2-929-0204)

1

4

Privy exterior door, Military Store Yard, 1859 (PAC, RG8,
C, Vol. 1653A, p. 665)

1

5

Exterior door, lavatory, N. Barracks, 1848 (PRO, W055, Vol
882, fol. 443)

1

5

Privy stall door, Quebec City, 1852 (PRO, W055, Vol. 884,
fol. 287)

1 .

2

Storm doors, Quebec Military Prison, 1855 (PRO, W055, Vol.
887, fol. 87)

1

6

Commissariat Store exterior door, Fort Henry, 1841 (PRO,
W055, Vol. 877, fol. 505)

7

2

N. Magazine area door, Citadel, 1882 (PANS)

1

2

4/1

4/2

4/9

4/10

4/11

4/12

4/13

4/14

.121.

122

5. Framed and sheeted doors

Number

Description and Source

Front Back

Soldiers' (Casemate) exterior doors, 1846, Citadel (text
of 1846 estimate and plans in same)

1

2

Married Qrs. exterior door, Georges' Island (HDC 108-02-1900-0005)

1

3

Citadel expense magazine interior door, 1862 (HDC 108-011-862-0001)

3

4

5/4

Shell store, Fort Charlotte, 1866 (HDC 108-07-1-866-0002)

1

3

5/5

Soldiers' interior door, 1901 (W.O. Pattern Book No. 2)

5

6

5/6

Soldiers' exterior door, 1852, Wellington Bks. (MARCOM)

11

12

5/7

Soldiers' interior door, 1852, Wellington Bks. (MARCOM)

1

4

5/8

Canteen exterior door, 1898, Wellington Bks. (MARCOM)

1

4

5/9

Storeroom (Casemate) Door, Citadel, C34-5 (HDC 108-01-2910-0201)

1

3

Citadel canteen interior & exterior doors, 1901 (?) as
found

1

7

Guard Room (Casemate) interior door 1890(?)/1951, Citadel,
C49/50, as found (see also 5/12)

5

8

Guard Room (Casemate) interior door, 1890(?)/1951, Citadel
C49/50, analysed (see 5/11)

9

9

5

4

3

4

1

3

11

3

1

3

1

3

3

11

5/1

5/2

5/3

5/10

5/11

5/12

5/13

Foremen of Works Qrs., Wellington Bks., 1873 (MARCOM)

5/14

Married Qrs., exterior door, Wellington Bks., 1898
(MARCOM)

5/15

Engineer Store exterior door, Queen's Wharf, 1870s, (HDC
108-85-2-870-0011)

5/16

Married Qrs. exterior door, 1870s, Georges' Island (HDC
108-02-2-870-0027)

5/17

Lavatory exterior door, 1848, RA Barracks, Quebec City
(PRO, W055, Vol. 887, fol. 444)

5/18

Soldiers' interior door, 1852, RA Barracks, Quebec City
(PRO, W055, Vol. 886, fol. 108A)

5/19

Soldiers' exterior door, 1852, RA Barracks, Quebec City,
(PRO, W055, Vol. 886, fol. 108A)
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5. Framed and sheeted doors Cont'd.

Number
5/20

Description and Source
Exterior door, Soldiers' Hut, 1855 (PRO, W055, Vol. 887,
fol. 538)

Front Back
11

10

125

126
6, Cell doors

Number

Description and Source

Front Back

6/1

Cell door, 1901 (W.O. Pattern Book No. 2)

1

2

6/2

Cell door, Wellington Bks., 1852 (MARCOM)

3

4

6/3

Cell door, Citadel, 1900 (?) (as found)

5

9

6/4

Cell door, Quebec City Military Prison, 1850 (PRO, W055,
Vol. 884, fol. 152A)

7

8

Cell door, 1846 (Memorandum on Construction of Military
Prisons...)

1

6

6/5

127

128
7. Double panel doors

Number

Description and Source

Front Back

7/1

Officers' exterior door, Wellington Bks., 1852, (MARCOM)

8

8

7/2

(Field) Officers' porch door, Wellington Bks., 1852,
(MARCOM)

8

8

Citadel Sallyport ditch door, 1862 (PAC, RG8, C, Vol. 1653A|,
p. 136)

2

1

3

4

5

5(?)

6

6

8(?)
7

8
7(?)

7/3
7/4

Citadel Sallyport ditch door 1951 reconstruction

7/5

Officers' (Casemate) exterior door, Citadel, C38, 1910
(HDC 108-01-2-910-0201)

7/6

Library reading room door, 1880s (?), Cambridge Library,
as found

7/7

Officers' (Casemate) inner porch door, Fort Henry, 1846
(PRO, W055, Vol. 870, fol. 3A)

7/8

N. Magazine Area door, Citadel, 1882 (PANS)

129

130
8. Double ledged doors

Number

Front Back

Description and Source

8/1

Magazine door, Ft. Charlotte, 1864 (HDC 108-02-1-865-0001)

1

2

8/2

PvA Store, Ft. Charlotte, 1877 (HDC 108-02-1-877-0006")

1

4

8/3

Shell Store, Ft. Charlotte, 1864 (HDC 108-02-1-864-0002)

1

3

8/4

Magazine door, Ft. Charlotte, 1865 (HDC 108-02-1-865-0002)

5

6

8/5

Citadel Store Room Door, 1910 (HDC 108-02-2-910-0201)

1

2

8/6

Magazine door, Ft. Ogilvie, 1863 (HDC 108-

1

3

8/7

Smith's Shop, Sandwich Bty., 1904 (MARCOM)

7

2

8/8

S.M. exterior door, 1877, Georges' Island (HDC 108-02-2877-0200)

2

8

Ft. Lennox, Sallyport Parade Door, 1846 (PRO, W055, Vol.
880, fol. 767B)

1

2

8/9

-1-863-

)
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9. Double framed and sheeted

Number

Front! Back

Description and Source

1

2

9

10

K?)

5

Double door, 19th century (?) found in storage at York
Redoubt

1

3

Double door, 19th cent. (?), found in storage Fort Charlotte

1

4

1

6

1

5

8

5

1

5

5

4

• 7

5

9/1

Shell Store, Ft. Charlotte, 1866 (HDC 108-02-1-866-0002)

9/2

Soldiers' porch door, 1901 (W.O. Pattern Book No. 2")"~

9/3

Officers' (Casemate) exterior door, Citadel, C46, 1872-3,
(HDC 108-01-2-874-0203)

9/4

9/5

j

S. Barracks Model shed, 1889 (MARCOM)
9/6
Married Qrs. exterior porch door, Wellington Bks., 1898
(MARCOM)
9/7
Coal Store exterior door, York Redoubt, 1870s (HDC 108-032-870-0205)
9/8

9/9

9/10

9/11

9/12

Field forge exterior door, York Redoubt, 1870s (HDC 10803-2-870-0205)
Laboratory outer door, 1871, Cambridge Bty. (HDC 108-042-871-0006)
Cartridge Store exterior door, 1875, Cambridge Bty. (HDC
108-04-2-875-0205)
Main Magazine exterior door, Cambridge Bty., 1877 (HDC
108-04-2-877-0215)
8(?)

5
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10. Single Glazed

Number
10/1

10/2

10/3

10/4

Description and Source

Front Back

Citadel store room (Casemate) Door, 1902, CI (HDC 108-012-906-0200)

1

2

Officers' (Casemate) inner porch door, Citadel C40, 1910
(HDC 108-01-2-910-0201)

4

5

Soldiers' (Casemate) exterior door, Citadel, C27, 1879
(HDC 108-01-2-879-0211)

2

3

Soldiers' (Casemate) exterior door, Citadel, 1951
reconstruction

1

1
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11. Double glazed

Number

Description and Source

Front! Back

11/1

Officers' exterior door, 1901 (W.O. Pattern Book No. 2)

1

1

11/2

Field Officers' exterior door, Wellington Bks., 1852-"
(MARCOM)

2

2
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Appendix II: Wood.

This, fortunately, is a fairly straightforward problem.

There were, according

to the surviving estimates, only three types of wood proposed for the Citadel
doors and windows: oak, pine and fir.

The first was proposed bv Jones, who
148
wanted to build all his doors and windows of it.
Jones was replaced before
most of the buildings requiring doors and windows were constructed; his successor,
Calder, in fact built most of them.

Calder wanted to make his doors and win149
dows from either pine or fir, depending on the circumstances.
I suspect that few, if any of Jones' oak doors and windows were ever built.
Lists of lumber contracted for by the Engineer Department in Halifax always contain an overwhelming preponderance of pine.
Jones' tenure as CRE reflect this.

Even those contracts let during

Thus, a lumber contract given to Mr. Thomas

Adams in 1836 specified only 250 lineal feet of oak boards and a further 250
feet of 2-inch oak plank in a very large contract which called for, among other
150
things, 52,300 feet of pine boards.
A later contract, also given to Mr.
151
Adams, specifies only 100 feet of 2-inch oak plank.
Almost all contracts
152
specified small quantities of oak
Put, as these were usually for lumber for
all RE activities in Halifax, it is by no means clear that any of it was for
use at the Citadel and, even assuming that it was used at the fort, there is no
evidence that it was ever used in the doors and windows.

Given the quantities

involved, I suspect it was not.
It is fairly safe, therefore, to assume that most of the original doors at
the Citadel were built of pine, except for a few instances where fir was specified.

This almost certainly holds true for any door or window built prior to

1865.

Thereafter, we have virtually no evidence whatsoever, as far as Halifax

is concerned, there being no surviving estimates, contracts or tenders and virtually no correspondence.

A War Office Pattern Book, published in 1901, contains

a number of door types, both internal and external.

In all cases the specifica153
tions call for the use of deal in their construction.
By the late nineteenth
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century, according to the Oxford English Dictionary, "deal" invariably meant
either fir or pine.

In all likelihood, therefore, all later Citadel doors were

constructed of either of these woods.

I personally feel that pine would have

been used and that we ought to build in pine unless specific evidence to the
contrary exists.
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Appendix III: Door Frames

There is not much documentary evidence available on the door frames used with
the Citadel doors.

What evidence there is suggests that most Citadel doors

had wooden frames (the main exceptions being the Redan cellar doors).

In the

absence of documentary evidence, the as found remains will be invaluable.

As,

however, most door openings presently have frames in them, there is little as
found evidence available.

The subject of door frames will, therefore, remain

some-hat mysterious until a number of modern doors and frames are removed and
the openings examined.

This will be done as the restoration progresses.

For

the moment, therefore, it is necessary to treat each door frame as an individual case as the need to reconstruct an historic door for each opening arises.
So far, this has only been done for C5, C6, C51, C51/52, C6A, the South Magazine
porch doors and the South Magazine area wall openings.

For one reason or other,

these are not a good representative sampling,
What useful documentary evidence there is is in Calder's estimates.

This

can be summarized as follows:
1. Additional 1843 casemates, principally 24-30, 5-6, 7-8, 13-14,
154
15-16, - door frames 6 x 4 ins. planed and rebated.
2. C24-30 final estimate - wrought, rebated and chamfered pine
e

A

aoor frames 6 x 4

•

1

5

5

ins.

3. C9-12, 1846 estimate - fix wrought framed rebatted and chamfered
door frames 6 x 4

in.

... Fix the frames to masonry with wrought

Iron bolts run with lead and secured with a bolt sunk in door
156
frames.
4. West Ravelin, 1846 estimate - wrought, frame rabbetted and
chamfered door frames 6 x 4

ins.; secured to masonry with wrought
157
iron bolt and nuts, run with lead.

In addition, the estimate for C9-12 has a provision for cutting mortice holes in
158
the door step for door frames.
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Examination of the door openings in C6A, the South Magazine porches and
the South Magazine area wall suggest that all Calder's provisions - the iron
bolts, the pockets in the door step and the 6" x 4" wooden frames were actually
installed.

Typically, a Calder door frame was fastened in three places (in

each side and in the header).

As found evidence suggests that the exposed edge

of the frame was beaded.
As Calder's method of fixing door frames is one of the simplest ways of
attaching them to masonry openings, and as evidence of similar methods has been
found in openings where Calder is not definitely known to have hung the doors
(eg. C51), there is a chance that this method was almost universally employed at
the Citadel.
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Window Study

1 Introduction
The Citadel windows are not better documented than the Citadel doors.

With

windows, however the lack of evidence does not cause as many difficulties.
The window problem is simpler.

There are no serious questions about appear-

ance other than the type of window (ie. single hung, double hung, casement,
fixed etc.) and the number of lights, and it requires very little evidence to
arrive at both these pieces of information.

Window types are not as subject

to variation as door types: most window sashes are quite simple.
There is room for variation in the window frames and this is the weakest
area in this study, as far as both documentary information and definite conclusions are concerned.

The problem here is the same as it was with doors: most

Citadel window openings presently have windows in them, and no large quantity
of as found information on the original frames or on extant hardware for holding
them in place has been found.
the surviving estimates.

Nor is there much information on the subject in

Like door frames, the question of window frames must

be settled as each window is designed.

General patterns will, I think, become

apparent as more extant windows are removed and the openings examined.

For the

moment I have confined myself to a few general words on the subject.
As there are fewer difficulties with windows than there were with doors,
the elaborate

methodology of the previous chapter is not necessary here.

In-

stead, I have merely provided a near verbatim version of all written window
evidence; a survey of pictorial evidence; and a brief account of as found evidence.

This proved sufficient to settle most problems concerning window types.

I have then summarized the conclusions from these three sections in a brief
survey of the differenc areas 06 the fort stating which type or types would be
appropriate in each.
In the last section of the chapter, I have provided brief accounts of window-related topics: glass types, window hardware, sashes, window frames, etc.
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In some instances, these accounts are summaries of the problems and choices involved rather than definitive recommendations for Citadel use.

2 Review of Evidence
Citadel window evidence is of two sorts: documentary and pictorial.

The former

is almost all from the early Citadel estimates (for a review of these, see
above Door Study,
verbatim.

Section 3-2)

and is so scanty that it can be presented

Many of the photographs relevant to the latter have already been dis-

cussed in the Door Study and the reader is referred back to that for an explanation of the nomenclature employed in identifying them.

There are, in addition,

a few photographs and plans which are specifically relevant to windows only.
At least two of the plans, unfortunately, are inaccurate.

2-1 Documentary Evidence
There is no window information of any sort in Nicolls' 1825 estimate.

While

there is some in the revised estimates drawn up by Boleter and Peake in 1832-3,
it is of so little consequence as to be worthless.

Jones' revised estimate,

which is largely based on Boteler and Peake, is similarily next to useless but,
as parts of the Citadel were actually constructed to Jones' specifications, it
is with it that we will begin.
followed here.

The 1836 version of Jones' revised estimate is

As the window information is in scattered phrases in various

parts of each item of the estimate, it is difficult to quote verbatim.

I have,

however, kept as close as possible.
For the Redan casemates (C36-41, 43-48, 36B-41B, 43B-48B), Jones estimated
as follows:
58 Sashes and frames
177 yards of patent Sash cords
3 1/2 dozen sash fasteners
41 Metal Pully boxes, 5 inch, Brass face
826 lbs. of sash weights (cast iron) 7 lbs. each wrought
2
819 supl. feet of 13 inch oak?J sashes and frames
One can argue endlessly over just where Jones wanted to put all 58 windows, or
in which the pully boxes and weights were intended to go.

It is interesting to
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note that there are over twice as many sash weights as there are pully boxes.
I suspect that only the courtyard windows were to be fitted with pully boxes
and sash weights and that the v/indows were double hung in the officers' quarters and single hung in the servants!.
The Redan windows are the best detailed of any in Jones' estimate.

He also

estimated for the east front casemates of defence and officers' privy (C31, 32,
34,- 3d, 42B, 49, 50, 1 and 2}; four casemates in the north front and one of the
men's privies (C17, 18, 22, 23 and either 54 or 55); the North and South Ravelins; three additional casemates on the north front (C19, 20 and 21); both main
magazines; and the Cavalier cookhouses.

All of these had windows, and the win-

dow related provisions of Jones estimates for these can be briefly summarized

as follows:
Cast Front and Officers' Privy
30 Sashes and frames 4 ft. 6 ins. x 3 feet
3

405 supl. feet of sashes and frames complete
North Front and Men's Privy
8 sashes and frames complete
77 supl, feet of sashes and frames complete

4

North Ravelin
2 sashes and frames 4 feet x 2 feet 9 ins.
22 supl. feet of sashes and frames complete
South Ravelin
6
as for North
Additional North Front
windows 4 feet 6 ins. x 3 feet
31 supl. feet of sashes and rrames complete

7

Magazines
no provision for windows per se (although each magazine was designed
P
with two in the south end).
Cavalier Cookhouses
10 sashes and frames
180 supl. feet of sashes and frames complete

9

The brevity of these items is matched only by the comparative uselessness of the
information each contains.
When one turns to the estimates of Jones' successor, Lt. Col. Calder, one
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finds a slightly more promising situation.
on the whole more informative.

Calder's window provisions are

Calder, unfortunately, only estimated for a

comparatively small part of the fort.

Equally unfortunate is the fact that

Calder's initial general estimate (drawn up in 1843) was designed to be supplemented by more detailed estimates as each of the items in it was brought forward and not all of the latter are extant.
In the general estimate, Calder provided for, among other things, casemates in all four fronts (specifically CO, 5, 6, 7, 8, 13, 14, 15, 16, 24, 25,
26, 27,28, 29, 30 and 33), as well as porches, shifting rooms and new windows
for both magazines and rooms over both Cavalier cookhouses.
quired windows (except for CO and C33).

All of these re-

The provisions for casemates 24-30

and 0 and 33 were repeated in detail later in the same year in items intended
11
for the Ordnance Annual Estimate for 1844-5; " those for C5, 6, 7, 8, 13 and
14 and the rooms over the cookhouse in the Ordnance Annual Estimate for 1846-7.

12

Our best information is for these.
In Calder's general estimate, the window provisions can be summarized as
follows:
Additional Casemates
Sashes bevelled bar
141 supl. feet sashes frames and Glass

13

[15 windows ?]

Shifting Rooms [for 1]
Sashes bevelled bar
9 1/2 supl. feet Sash frame and Glass

14

[1 window]

Magazine Porches [for 1]
9 supl. feet sash, frame and Glass

[1 window]

Magazine Windows
no information
Rooms over south cookhouse
15 supl. feet sashes frames and Glass

16

[3 windows ?J

The absence of an estimate for the magazine gable window, is an indication of
just how unreliable this preliminary estimate was,
The detailed estimate for casemates 24-30, however, goes some way to remedy
this deficiency.

This includes provision for both the retaining wall windows and

the escarp loopholes and, for once, both are exactly and adequately described:
Pine window frames prepared for 2 inch Single hung bevelled bar
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Sashes 3 x 10 1/2 [sic, actually 3'10 1/2"] x 2'6, with brass
faced pully boxes, patent sash line, Iron weights, spring fasteners and glazed - the windows to the loopholes to be wrought
bevelled bar sashes hung with 2 1/2 inch wrought iron butts, and
secured with 3 inch wrought iron Turn buckles, and glazed - the
frames to be wrought framed rebated and beaded pine 4 x 3
17
fixed in the masonry.

ins. and

The itemized list of materials, unfortunately, adds nothing to this description.
It would have been useful if, for instance, glass pane sizes had been specified.
The detailed estimates for C5, 6, 7, 8, 13 and 14 and the rooms over the
cookhouses add little to this, as far as the big retaining wall windows are concerned.

These casemates did, however, have small rectangular windows resembling

transoms (although not over the doors, these will be referred to as transoms
throughout) and an estimate for them is included.

As I am providing a verbatim

summary of all major evidence, I will quote the whole of the window section of
this estimate:
Fir cased sash frames with sunk sills, prepared for and provided
with 2 inch bevelled bar sashes 3'10" x 2'0" - single hung, patent
line, brass cased pulley boxes and iron weights, and secured with
spring fasteners.

The upper sash frame [ie. the transom] to be

wrought, framed, rebated and champfered 6" x 4" prepared for 2 inch
bevel bar fixed sashes 3'0" x 1'7", all the sashes to be glazed with
common glass; the sash frames are to be fixed in the same manner as
the door frames.
The door frames were held with "wrought iron T holdfasts run with lead and secured to the frame with 2 inch Screws."

The itemized list includes provision

for 6 brass spring sash fasteners, 72 panes of 7" x 9" glass and 24 panes 8" x
18
10" glass.
As there were 6 windows and six transoms, we can conclude that
there were 12 lights in the former (6 in

each sash, 3 over 3) and 4 in each

of the transoms.
The detailed estimate for the solitary cells noted that windows called for
in Jones' 1836 estimate were equal in value to the 6 cell windows now required.
because of this, Calder seems to have omitted all references to these six windows from the estimate, although they may be included in the ventilation provisions which are incomprehensible without reference to a long missing key plan.
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Calder did, however, provide detailed specifications for the passage window.
This was to consist of:
cased sash frames with sunk sills &c. prepared for and provided with
2 inch bevelled bar fixed sashes 4'0" x 2'1 1/2" - the sashes and
door frames to be bedded in mortar and the sashes to be glazed with
19
common glass.
The detail provided for 12 panes of 7" x 9" glass, so one can conclude that
19
there were 6 panes (3 over 3) in each sash.
The detailed estimate for the rooms over the south cookhouse clarified the
provisions of the 1843 estimate.

This, it will be remembered, only provided

fifteen square feet of sashes, frames and glass for three windows.

The 1846-7

estimate noted that two of these had already been estimated for by Jones, so
the 1843 figures were for one only.

The window specifications (presumably all

three were identical) read as follows:
Fir cased sash frames with sank cills [sic] prepared for and provided with 2 inch "bevelled bar and fixed sashes 4'0" X l'lO" Inch wrought plain jamb linings & soffits trimmed with inch
planed single faced architraves 6 ins. wi.de and 1 1/2 inch
wrought window boards with rounded nosings....

The sashes to

be bedded in hair mortar.
The detail provided for 24 panes 8 x 10 glass. This may have been for all three
windows.

A small mystery is that the detail also provides for both one window
20
frame with fixed sashes and for "2 sashes Bedded in Hair mortar."
There are

two possible explanations for this: either there were two fixed sash frames
in addition to those in the one window provided for or the second item was providing for the cost of bedding in mortar.

I incline towards the second explana-

tion.
In addition to all these, Calder also submitted a second general estimate
in 1846 for completing some areas of the Citadel and this contains three items
of interest: one for rebuilding C57 and 58; another for rebuilding C9, 10, 11,
and 12 and a third for rebuilding the West Ravelin.

The former contains only

provision for rebuilding the window openings: the latter two contain provision
for windows.
The estimate for the rebuilding of C57-8 is the least interesting for our
purposes as it is confined entirely to a detailed account of the masonry, includ-
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ing specifications for each window opening. These cannot profitably be quoted
27
here.
Of specific interest is the provision of three holes to take iron
bolts to be run with lead to secure the "upper window frames" (ie, the tran, 22
soms).
For casemates 9, 10, 11 and 12, Calder again provided detailed descriptions
23
of the preparation of the masonry around the window openings

and again re-

quired three holes to take iron bolts to secure each of the transoms.

In

addition, he provided a detailed description of the windows as follows:
fix fir cased sash frames with oak sunk sills for bottom windows
prepd. for and hung with 2 inch bevelled bar sashes 3'10" x 2'0"
single hung with patent lines Brass cased pulley boxes, and cast
iron weights, and secured with spring fastenings, prepare and
fix for the upper windows, wrought, framed, Rebatted and chamfered solid sash frames 6 x 4

ins. with 2 inch wrought and cham-

fered sashes, the frames to be secured with bolts as the door
frames.

Bed and range in hair mortar the whole of the sash and

door frames. Glaze with common glass....
The detail adds little to this save for the specification for 48 panes of 9" x
24
7" glass and 16 of 10" x 8".
The last was for the transoms (each, therefore,
had four lights); the former for the main windows (each, therefore, had 12
panes, 6 in each sash, 3 over 3 ) .
The specifications for the West Ravelin windows were essentially similar,
but as the ravelin had a number of loopholes as well as windows, and as the
specifications are the most detailed we possess, lengthy quotation is necessary.
All the reveals and soffits to the doors and windows to be chissell
dressed 9 ins. deep, chisel check at the sides and soffits for the
reception of doors and sashes and chisel dress the start and band
stores where they show on the inside of the openings.

The window

sill to be properly chisel dressed, weathered and throated, and
the seats inside plain chisselled granite....
Ail the plates, door frames and those of the sashes to be bedded
and ranged....
Prepare and fix deal cased window frames (for the end of the
guardhouse) for 2 inch single hung bevelled bar sashes

4x2

feet, with brass faced pulley boxes, indent lines, iron weights
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and spring sash fastenings.

- The window frames for the loop-

holes to be wrought, framed, rebatted, and beaded out of the
solid 4 x 4

ins., secured to the masonry with wrought iron hold-

fast screws run with lead, the sashes to be 2 inch bevelled bar
hung with 2" cast iron butt hinges and secured with brass buttons,
all the sashes to be glazed with common glass.
The detail provides for 36 mortice holes in granite for securing frames for the
two doors and windows for the loopholes (ie. 30 for the loopholes), 24 panes of
25
7" x 9" glass and 18 of 3" x 9" glass and 18 brass buttons.
The glass suggests
that the two end windows had the standard 6 light (3 over 3) sash.
Calder's estimates provide the last written Citadel window specifications
as well as the best indication of the types of Citadel windows used.

As Calder

probably built most of the casemate windows, the evidence of his estimates is
particularly important.

Before proceeding, therefore, to the last two pieces

of written evidence, it might be a good idea to review the types Calder proposed.
There may only have been three of these.

One wishes Calder's estimates

were just slightly more detailed so one could be certain.
of types is six.

The maximum number

The list is as follows:

1. single hung, 6 over 6 (3 over 3 in each sash) as prepared for
C5,6,7,8,9,10,11,12,13,14.
2. fixed 4 light transom (for ditto).
3. fixed (two sash ?) window (possibly with 6 lights per sash, 3
over 3) as proposed for the rooms over the cookhouses.
4. single light loophole window - sash hung on butt hinges, as
proposed for the West Ravelin.
5. multi light (?) loophole window, sash hung on butt hinges as
proposed for ditch windows for C24-30.
6. single hung window, number of lights not known (as proposed
for ditto).
The real questions here are

whether or not No. 6 was the same as No. 1 and

whether No. 3 was a fixed version of No. 1.
suggests that it was.

In the latter case the evidence

In the former, I suspect that the C24-30 windows were the

same as Calder's other casemate windows.

Since the openings in C24-30 were

slightly larger than those in C5-14, the glass size in these windows may have
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been greater.

As for Calder's loophole windows, it is clear that he proposed

the same general sort of window for all loopholes, and built it in different
sizes (Nos. 4 and 5 ) .
From this, it seems probable that Calder intended a single all-purpose
casemate window just as he also intended an all-purpose casemate door.

This

was a single hung 6 light over 6 light window, with bevelled bar sashes.

This

was probably used in parade windows in all parts of the fort except the Redan.
It may also have done for parts of the Cavalier.

It certainly was used in the

West Ravelin, and it may have wound up in the other two as well.
After Calder's estimates, the next important document is a survey of rooms
in the Citadel, RA and RE Park drawn up in 1864.

This document includes,

among other things, a listing of glass pane size for each room (although, unfortunately, no indication of how many panes of each size are used in each window).
This is our only comprehensive survey of the casemates and it is reproduced in
Table 19.
Analysis of the glass sizes in the table suggest the following distribution
(all sizes in inches and approximate).
Redan Upper
passage windows (in doors)

14 x 12

parade windows

12 x 10

escarp windows

11 x 7

Redan Lower
passage windows (in doors) 14 x 12
area windows

12 x 10

escarp windows (loopholes)

9x7

Casemates, Northeast Salient (15-21, 24-30)
parade windows

9x7

escarp loopholes

7x7

Cavalier
east side windows

11 x 9

west side windows

7

cookhouse windows

x 7
9x7

rooms over cookhouses windows
cells over north cookhouse

9x7
10 x 5
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South Magazine etc.
gable windows

8 x 10

porch windows

6 x 8

shifting room (C6A) window 6 x 12
North Magazine etc.
not known
Privies
not known
The remaining 26 casemates present difficulties.

Twenty of these are case-

mates of defence, of which eight had (and have) transoms, either over the doors
or in the upper part of the retaining wall.
and 14) also had and have transoms.

The remaining six (C5, 6, 7, 8, 13

For all six of the latter and four of the

eight casemates of defence with transoms, the size of glass intended for the
transoms is known.

All of the six casemates which are not casemates of defence

do not have escarp windows, although two have loopholes/ventilation shafts
and one has a ventilation shaft.

The problem is to reconcile the figures

given in the 1864 table with the known facts.
The known facts are set out in Table 20.

The known glass sizes, given in

the last two columns are from Calder's estimates.

From this it will be seen

that the twenty casemates of defence are probably a fairly straightforward
matter: the two figures given in the 1864 table are almost certainly the glass
sizes for the main retaining wall windows and the main embrasure window, the
latter being the larger of the two.

The remaining six are rather more difficult,

as one cannot be certain what both figures in the 1864 list for casemates 5, 6,
13 and 14 represent.

If the casemate of defence transoms do not turn up in the

list (or if they do, they had the same size glass as the embrasure windows),
why are the transom glass sizes listed for these four?

And why do the figures

given not correspond with those supplied in the estimate?

Possibly the 1864

list is simply in error or possibly the sizes of the transoms varied.

In any

case, one can be relatively certain that with all 26 of these casemates, the
glass size in the retaining wall windows was probably 9" x 7", that in at
least the largest of the embrasures (if not all three) was 10" x 5", and that
in the transoms was also 10" x 5".
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From these rather meagre scraps of information, one can get a surprisingly
good picture of the types of window employed in the Citadel as first built.
To interpret this information, however, a number of assumptions, based on it
but covering areas not specifically treated, must be accepted.

The major ones

of these are:
1. The most common form of window in a conventional opening (ie.
not a loophole) consisted of two sashes.

These may have been

fixed, single hung, or double hung.
2. The most common form of window in the escarp openings, most
of which were loopholes, consisted of a single sash, hung with
butt hinges.
3. Virtually all window sashes had frames, even those which were
fixed and did not need them.
4. Single hung windows predominated, although it seems likely
that the officers would have rated double hung.
With these assumptions, one can provide window types for most Citadel window
openings existing in. 1864.

These, as it happens, were the window openings as

built.
The types proceeding from the information and the assumptions in the preceeding are relatively few in number and can be characterized as follows:
Calder all purpose casemate window
single hung, 6 light per sash (3 over 3 ) , normal glass size 9" x 7"
This window did for virtually all retaining wall windows except
those in the twelve Redan casemates, and for at least one of the
ravelins, and the Cavalier appendages.
Redan Retaining Wall Window
Glass size 12" x 10".

The officers' windows were certainly

double hung and the servants' probably were as well.

Judging

from the glass size and the size of the opening, these windows
probably had 4 lights per sash (2 over 2 ) .
Calder Transom
4 lights (glass size either 10" x 8" or 10" x 5"), fixed.

This

did for transom windows in C5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13, 14, 57,
58 and, possibly 51 and 52.
Loophole Window
Single sash, number of lights determined by size of opening, glass
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sizes commonly 9" x 7", 7" x 7" and 3" x 9" (West Ravelin).
Hung with butt hinges.

This did for the loopholes in C15-

21, 23-30, 36B-48B, and the West Ravelin.
Cavalier Windows
Two glass sizes - 11" x 9" on the east side and 7" x 7" on the
west (assuming that the west side would probably have received
the smaller windows). Probably both were single hung, 4 lights,
27
(2 over 2) per sash.
Casemate of Defence Loophole Windows
These are the most mysterious of the lot.
casements.

They probably were

Normal glass size, 10" x 5".

Upper Redan Escarp Windows
These, like the casemate of defence loophole windows, are
rather mysterious.

The only thing known about them is the

glass size - 11" x 7".

Any of three types of window would

fit: two sash, double or single hung; two sash casement;
single sash casement.

The glass size can, I think, be made

to fit all three of these.

As the Park-built windows currently

in these openings are two sash casements, I think this type
most likely.

Analysis of one of the openings might reveal more.

Besides these main types, there were several minor types, such as the magazine
gable windows (probably single sash casements, if the as found remains are to
be trusted); and the magazine porch windows (two sash single hung).
If it was intended to restore the fort to 1864, it would be unnecessary
to continue this study beyond this point.

Unfortunately there were numerous

window alterations after 1864, most of which are still apparent in even a
casual persual of the fort.

It will be necessary, then, to survey these

alterations down to the end of the British period.

As, after 1864, almost

all our information on windows is from pictorial evidence, the later changes
will be covered in the following section.

2-2 Pictorial Evidence
As was noted in the Door Study (see above), most of the major alterations to
the Citadel doors and windows were carried out between 1873 and 1879.

The

purpose of the alterations was to increase the amount of light in the barrack
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rooms.

Before proceeding, it will be useful to summarize just what was

changed.

This cannot be done with any exactitude, but, some general observa-

tions on the subject can be made.
The best (I use the word comparatively) way to get a quick overview of the
window changes is by analysis of ground plans.

The same three plans used for

this purpose in the door study - 1849 (see Figure 45), 1891 (see Figure 46),
and 1908 (see Figure 47) - are the only relevant ones here as well.

Unfortun-

ately the 1891 plan shows no windows at all in the escarp side, so there is
a 60 year gap between the plans used to show window changes.

This notwith-

standing we can still, I think, be fairly confident that most window alterations
were done in the 1870s.
The main window alterations in the ramparts casemates are summarized in
Table 21.

On it I have divided the types of changes into ten categories as

follows:
1. addition of second retaining wall window.
2. addition of two retaining walls windows.
3. conversion of door into window.
4. suppression of original retaining wall window (usually by
conversion into door).
5. addition of retaining wall window and conversion of retaining
wall door into window.
6. removal of casemate of defence loopholes,
7. construction of two windows in escarp wall in place of loopholes.
8. construction of two windows in escarp wall in place of casemate
of defence loopholes.
9. construction of one window in escarp wall in £>lace of casemate
of defence loopholes.
10. addition of lamp recess windows.
Categories 11 and 12 are provided to show absence of change in the retaining
wall side and the escarp side respectively.
While the ramparts casemate windows were being altered to admit more light,
a few of the Cavalier windows were also being altered in the course of the conversion of the third floor into barrack space.
resulted in a number of new windows being added.

The conversion, of course, also
Two plans show the changes: a

preliminary one drawn as part of the submission for the Barracks Annual Estimate
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for 1876-7

28

and a record plan drawn after the work was complete (see
29
~~

Figure. 48) .

These are contradictory, but the record plan is prob-

ably accurate, at least as far as the new windows are concerned.
The preliminary plan shows a single type of window proposed for the barrack rooms, to be built in two sizes.
2 over 2) window.

This is a single-sash, 6 light (2 over

It is not clear from the plan whether or not the new window

was intended to be fixed or inward opening.

The record plan, however, shows

the barrack rooms as being lit by 6 light (3 over 3) over 6 light single or
double hung windows arranged in pairs.

In addition, the plan shows a dormer

projecting from the hip of the roof at each end.
elevation.

One of these is shown in

The window is also a 6 light (3 over 3) over 6 light single or

double hung window
The 1876-7 alterations also affected the windows to the rooms over the
north cookhouse.

The cells were removed at the time of conversion and, accord-

ing to the plan, all but one of the cell windows as well.
windows are still extant.)

(In fact, two cell

The latter were replaced by four normal sized

windows arranged in pairs in the north wall.

The 1877 plan shows neither of

these pairs in elevation.
The next (and last) major renovation to the Cavalier windows was probably
carried out in 1898-9.

In an item in the Barrack Annual Estimate for that

year it was proposed to enlarge the west windows of the seven main Cavalier
casemates in both storeys.

The original window was to be removed, the opening

to be both enlarged and flared on the inside, and double casement windows in30
stalled.
It is not clear when exactly this work was done, but it was probably carried out when intended.
The plan showing the proposal for the west windows is interesting in that
it shows the existing window as being a 4 light (2 over 2) over 4 light single
or double hung (see Figure 4 9 ) .

This flatly contradicts the 1877 record plan

which shows the same windows as being 6 light (3 over 3) over 6 light single
or double hung.

As the latter included the windows only incidentally, I am

inclined to follow the 1898 plan.
Before leaving the subject of the Cavalier windows, one ought to note
that windows in CC2, CC2A, CC3, CC3A, CC5, CC5A, CC6, and CC6A (all on the
verandah side) and in CC4 (on the west side) were converted into doors in the
course of the later nineteenth century.
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The final major alteration to the Citadel windows resulted from the
conversion of the North Magazine into a Canteen in 1901-2.

As the window

openings are still extant, and as there is every indication that the windows
in them, are, if not the ones installed in 1902, then copies of them, I see
no need to say anything on the subject here.
The nature of the window changes in the late nineteenth century are to
some extent clarified by photographs of the site.

A number of these have

already been identified in the Door Study (see above and Figures 20-27) .

As

no Cavalier doors are visible in any photograph, no pictures of it were included
in that earlier survey and, consequently, three more must be added here.
These are:
1. a photograph of the front and part of the south side of the
31
Cavalier taken around 1880
(see Figure 5Q).
2„ a photograph of the front and part of the north end of the
32
Cavalier taken in 1928 (see Figure 5.1 ) .
3. an interior view of one of the Cavalier casemates taken dur33
ing the first world war (see Figure 5 2 ) .
The second is the earliest photograph so far located showing the post 1877
windows in the rooms over the north cookhouse.
All useful photographs show either the retaining wall windows or the
Cavalier.

This means that there is no useful documentary or pictorial informa-

tion on changes to the windows in the escarp wall or in the ravelins; the principal problem areas being the new escarp windows in the north front casemates
(CI5-22).

For these, as for ail other escarp windows, we shall have to rely

on as found evidence and educated guess work.

As almost all these window

openings are presently filled with modern windows, the existing body of as
found evidence is negligible.

Final decisions on most escarp windows, there-

fore, can only be made after a significant number of extant windows have been
removed and the openings examined.
For the retaining wall windows, however, the evidence of the photographs
is almost sufficient for our purposes.

For an analysis, it will be useful to

divide the interior into three areas: the upper Redan (C36—48), the remaining
ramparts casemates, and the Cavalier.

These will be treated in that order in

the following paragrahs.
It will be remembered from the preceeding section that the original Redan
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retaining wall windows were different from those used in the retaining wall
openings in the other ramparts casemates, the size of the panes of glass being
somewhat larger.

We have no pictorial evidence of the configuration of these

original windows but we do have some evidence concerning the openings.

Compar-

ison of an 1872 photograph of the "E" Block (C46) door and surrounding area
(see Figure 20) with the same area as it now appears reveals that, while the
top of the windows are still in the same place, both windows shown in 1872 are
still the same distance from the door opening and the window shown on the
right of the picture is probably still the same size (although there presently
is a second, identical window between it and the door).

This suggests that

the changes wrought in the 1870s did not drastically affect the size and placement of the already existing windows.

This last point is also suggested by a

comparison of the 1849 plan (see Figure 45) with the 1891 plan (see Figure 4 6 ) ,
although the scale on both is too small for one to be certain.
The one surviving plan showing any of the window changes done in the 1870s
34
was drawn as part of the annual estimate for 1876-7
(see Figure 5 3 ) . This
shows the proposed window alterations in an unidentified location, almost certainly one of the casemates with an external door (ie. C36, 38, 40, 44, 46 and
48) - taking the form of the removal of the old window, and the entire reconstruction of the opening, extending it in both directions and inserting a stone
mullion in the centre.

Our photographs, however, suggest nothing so elaborate

was done in any of the openings and that the new windows were formed adjacent
to the existing ones.
The 1876 plan, therefore, is open to question on one fundamental point.
That it was wrong on other minor counts also should not be a surprise.
fically there is the matter of the sashes.
over 2 ) .

In the earliest view

Figure 23) ,

Speci-

The plan shows 4 light sashes (2

of the Redan showing the rebuilt windows (see

it is impossible to be certain of the arrangement of lights

in the Redan sashes, but they appear to be 2 over 2 (see, for example, the C43
window in Figure 23). The earliest photograph we possess which clearly shows
the windows (one of a group posed in front of "D" block in 1904) (see Figure
26), clearly shows 2 over 2 windows in both the right hand C43 opening and the
left hand C49 one.

This probably was the window type installed in the upper

Redan in the 1870s.
The 1876 plan is probably right in one particular.

It shows double hung
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•windows.

I speculated earlier that the original upper Redan retaining wall win-

dows were probably double hung.

As we shall see, there is every likelihood that

the post 1870s ones were also.
One final point before leaving the Redan temporarily: 2 over 2 windows
which I think were used throughout the upper Redan in the retaining wall openings
after reconstruction cannot possibly be identical to the pre-reconstruction windows.

The size of the glass in each pane is way too big.

I therefore conclude

that, in the upper Redan, all retaining wall windows were renewed in the 1870s
including those in the original openings.
When one turns to the other ramparts casemate parade windows, a similar
pattern emerges.

Here all the photographic evidence shows the Northeast Salient

and the four casemates of defence adjacent to the Redan officers' quarters.
Comparison of an 1875 photograph of the "latter (see Figure 42) with
one taken in 1879

(see Figure 21) reveals that .

the

window alterations took the form of the addition of a new opening adjacent to
the existing one.

When one turns to the earliest photograph that allows us to

catch a glimpse of the window type (an 1879 view of the redan right face)(see Figure
23) - a 6 light over 6 light (3 over 3) one appears to be shown.

I suspect

that., with the retaining wall windows in the ramparts casemates other than those
in the upper Redan, the changes in the 1870s took the form of the addition of
a second window which duplicated the type already in use: Calder's two sash 6
light (3 over 3) single hung.

This is not to say that the old windows were not

renewed at the time of the reconstruction, or that the new windows were not a
slightly different size from the originals.
The 1910 photograph of the left face of the Redan (see Figure 27) is, in
many ways, the most useful of all these photographs.

It shows all windows be-

tween C34 and C41 - that is two ordinary ramparts casemates and six upper Redan
casemates - and, for all the variety of window size, only two basic window
types are shown: 6 light over 6 light (3 over 3) in the ordinary ramparts casemates (C34 and 35) and 2 light over 2 light in the upper Redan ones.

It shows

that the unaltered upper Redan windows (ie. those in C37, 39 and 41) were
definitely renewed at some point to match the rebuilt ones (although one could
still argue that the renewals might have been done later than the rebuilding).
The two windows in C39 are shown open from the top confirming that the upper
Redan windows were double hung.
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A photograph of the Cavalier taken around 1880, (see Figure 50) shows
the roof erected in 1876-7.

This photograph seems to confirm the accuracy of

the 1877 (see Figure 48) record plan as regards the barrack room and dormer
windows in the third storey, although the photograph is insufficiently clear
for one to be certain about the former.

The 1885 photograph (see Figure 35)

is similarity deficient in this respect, although it does appear to show some
of the new windows open from the top, suggesting that they were double hung.
Both these photographs do confirm that the third storey windows were placed
in pairs as shown on the 1877 record plan.
The photograph of the interior of one of the Cavalier casemates taken
during the first world war (see Figure 52) seems to confirm that the conversion of the west windows to casements had definitely been done by this time.
The arrangement of the glass in one pair of these is partly visible through
a curtain and appears to confirm the arrangement shown on the 1898 plan.
Finally the 1928 photograph of the Cavalier shows one pair of the post
1877 windows in the rooms over the north cookhouse, as well as one of the two
remaining cell windows.

No window is shown in the latter.

The former is

shown as having either a 2 light over 2 light single or double hung or a 4
light fixed sash window.

(It is difficult to tell which.)

I personally

lean towards the 4 light fixed sash.

2-3 As Found Evidence and Park Reconstruction
Several times in the preceeding, I have suggested that the as found evidence
for the Citadel windows is not as good as it could be owing to the existance of
modern (ie. Park built) windows in most openings.

There are several other com-

plicating factors as well - notably the use of so many Cavalier and Redan casemates for museum and office purposes and the consequent difficulties of getting
at the windows for examination.

Despite these disclaimers, those of the win-

dows and window openings that can now be closely observed will reveal useful
information.

I propose to do a brief survey of this information here.

This
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section ought not, however, to be taken as the final word on the subject.
I have used the as found information to provide additional information on
the following:
1. the enlargement of the parade windows.
2. the conversion of some of the escarp embrasures into windows.
3. the window types used in these openings for which we have no
documentary evidence at all.

These include most of the orig-

inal escarp windows (including all casemate of defence embrasures, the North and South Ravelin embrasures, and a few odds
and ends in the Cavalier.
The first category includes most of the best as found information, and this is
unfortunate in a way as the parade windows are the best documented.

In most

of these openings, Park built windows are extant, and I have noted these in
instances where I think they shed some light on the original window.
A systematic examination of all parade windows is impossible at the moment
owing to the inaccessibility of the majority of Upper Redan openings (which
are across the areaway and/or blocked by Museum displays).

The as found win-

dow schedule for the Redan, for example, only supplies dimensions for a few
35
of these windows.
The dimensions which are available suggest that the variation in window sizes was not too great, the range being as follows:
v/idth - 2'8"-3'2"
height - 4'7"-4'10 3/4"
If one eliminates the four windows in C47, which are noticeably smaller (all
being 2'8" x 4'7"), then the variation in window size is even smaller.
width - 2'10 l/2"-3'2"
height - 4'8 1/2"-4'10 3/4"
This suggests to me that the upper Redan parade windows were as closely as possible formed to a uniform size.
The absence of as found data on the remaining original parade windows in
the Redan upper casemates (those in C37, C39, and C41) is unfortunate.
it w? have no way of knowing if the new windows duplicated the old.
examination suggests that they did.

Without

Visual

In any case, the variation in size was

probably small.
With the remaining parade windows, the as found evidence suggests that,
in most if not all cases, 'the addition of a second window involved minor altera-
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tions to the original window as well.

Here the main piece of evidence is

th drip cap: a furrow chiselled in the underside of the granite lintle between
the window check and the exterior of the opening.

In most of the parade win-

dows, the drip cap is to be found only on the lintle over the original window
and, in most cases, the drip cap stops short of the mullion separating the
old window from the new one.

This suggests that, in the course of reconstruc-

tion, the old window openings were enlarged slightly.
This can be confirmed by documentary evidence.

For the C24-30 windows,

for example, Calder stated that the size of the opening filled by the sash was
to be 3'10 1/2" x 2'6".
3'10" x 3'0".

The present size of the opening is, on the average,

Each of the old openings, therefore, was widened by an average

6" at the time of reconstruction.
The as found evidence, therefore, suggests that the alterations to the
parade windows in the 1870s was comparatively minor.

When one turns to the

escarp windows, however, one finds that, in those instances where the original
embrasures were converted into windows, the alterations were far more drastic.
The main areas of interest here are the Northeast Salient casemates (C1533).

There specimens of both the original embrasures and the later windows

survive as follows:
original embrasures - C26, 27, 28, 29 and 30
-later windows - C15,16,17,18,19,20,21,22,23,23,25 and 31.
Of the remaining three casemates, one (C2 3) still has the original casemate of
defence loopholes and the other two (C32 and 33) have no escarp windows.

(C33

never had windows.)
The as found sizes for the two types are as follows:
loopholes - average 1'6" x 3'0"
37
windows - average 3'2" x 4'6"
As the original loophole was placed roughly where the mullion between the two
much larger later windows is located, the reconstruction of the escarp wall to
facilitate the change was quite a major operation.
As all the window openings in the Northeast Salient escarps are presently
filled with windows, it is difficult to say much about the nature of the conversion.

It is obvious from a superficial examination that the new window

openings were formed with a check to take a window frame and there is the
possibility that some of the frames might be original, although none of the
• ,
38
windows are.
The present Park built windows are a larger version of the 2
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sash, 6 light (3 over 3) single hung type current in most Citadel windows.
As the Park built windows copied, where possible, types extant in 1950, it
is possible that the original windows for these openings were of this type.
On the other hand, the Park built windows in the loopholes in C26, 27, 28,
9 and 30 cannot possibly be copies of the original windows in these locations
for two reasons: firstly the present window is fixed and secondly the pane
39
size in each of the two lights (average 1'4" x 1'10") is too large.
At
least some of the Park built windows, therefore, are not copies of the original.
One of our problems then is deciding where the Park built windows are
useful for our purposes and where they are not.

This problem is confined

almost entirely to the escarp windows as we have either documentary or pictorial evidence for most other locations.

In the two instances just cited, I

have followed the Park built window in one, for want of any other evidence.
In the one remaining case in point, the casemate of defence loophole windows,
the Park built examples also present difficulties.
According to a 1951 plan, Park built windows were installed in the casemate

of defence loopholes in C2, C2 3, 34, 35, 49 and 50.

few, several different window types were installed.

Even for these

In C49, for example, the

large gunport was fitted with two six light (2 over 2 over 2) casements and
the small loopholes flanking it with single six light (2 over 2 over 2) case40
ments. The glass size in the lights averaged 3 1/2" x 8 1/2".
In C50,
two light (1 over 1) casements were installed in all three openings: a double
one in the gunport and singles in each loophole. Each light measured 8 1/2" x
41
1 1/2" average.
In C34 two light casements similar to those installed in
C50 were used in the loopholes, but the gun port was filled with a single two
42
light casement (light size 1'2 1/2" x 1'9 1/4").
Note that in none of these
cases does the glass size correspond to the glass sizes given in the 1864 survey (see above).
When one turns to the remaining casemate of defence loopholes for evidence
of the original window type used, one quickly discovers that the only area
in which useful remains are extant is the Northwest Demi-Bastion.

The frames

presently extant in C57 and 58 may very well be the ones installed by Calder
in the 1840s.

All six of these are prepared for casement windows.

All four

of the smaller frames have evidence of butt hinges on one side only, indicating
that a single casement was originally installed.

The two large gun poutss have
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similar frames.

In the one in C57, there is evidence of butt hinges on both

sides indicating a double casement.

In the C58 frame, the frame shows evidence

of having originally had butt hinges on both sides.

On the west side, however,

there is also evidence that the butt hinges were, at some later time, removed
and the spaces left by their removal filled in.

This suggests to me that the

window initially had a double casement, but later was converted to a single
casement.
It must be remembered that not all Citadel casemate of defence windows
are identical as they were built at different times.

The earlier ones (eg.

C51, 52 and 9 ) , are smaller than the later ones (eg. C 3, 57 and 58). There
is no certainty, therefore, that all had the same window type installed.

The

most that one can suggest, on the basis of the as found evidence, is that some
sort of casement window is probable in all cases and that both single and
double casements are acceptable for the large gun port.

The glass sizes

given in the 1864 list should be used as the primary source in any design
for these windows and whatever configuration goes best with the size used in
each case.

3. Distribution
In this section, I attempt to provide general guidelines for the types of
windows suitable for each area of the fort.

This is essentially a summary of

the preceeding.
1. Casemate Parade Windows (excluding Redan but including C51, 52, 57 and 58):
single hung, 6 lights per sash (3 over 3 ) . This type was used both before
and after the 1870s revisions.
2. Redan Parade Windows
over 2 ) .

(both storeys): double hung, 4 lights per sash (2

This type was superceeded after the 1870s by double hung, 2 sash,

2 lights per sash windows.
3. Cavalier two storey casemates, east windows: single hung, 4 lights (2 over
2) per sash.
4. Cavalier two storey casemates, v/est windows: single hung, 4 lights (2 over
2) per sash, superceeded around 1899 by double casements, 2 sash, 6 lights
(2 over 2 over 2) per sash.
5. Cavalier third storey 1877-1889 (including gables): double hung, 6 lights
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(3 over 3) per sash.
6. Cavalier Cookhouses: not known for sure, but probably single hung, 6 lights
(3 over 3) per sash.
7. Rooms over South Cavalier Cookhouse: fixed, two sash (?) 6 lights (3 over
3) per sash.
8. Rooms over North Cavalier Cookhouse: one fixed window, two sash (?) 6 lights
(3 over 3) per sash in west wall and six windows of undetermined type in
each of the six cells (light size 10" x 5"). Four of the latter were removed in 1876-7 and four new windows were built.

Each of these was prob-

ably a fixed, single sash, 4 lights (2 over 2) type.
9. Casemate Loopholes (C15-21, 24-30): casement, single sash, number of lights
depending on size of glass and size of openings (7" x 7" most common pane
size).

In most of these casemates, this opening was later replaced (see

#10 below.)
10. Large Casemate Escarp Windows C15-21,24,25,31,3 (?) and 4(?): probably
single hung, 2 sash, 6 lights (3 over 3) per sash.
11. Casemate of Defence Loopholes: single casement in the small loopholes and
either single or double casements in the large gun ports.

Design depends

on as found opening and known glass sizes (see Table 21).
12. Ravelin Windows: single hung, 6 lights (3 over 3) per sash.
13. Ravelin Loopholes: single casement, light size depending on size of opening
(glass size 3" x 9" used in West Ravelin and, for want of any better information, may be used for the other ravelins as well).
14. Upper Redan Escarp Windows: double casement, 2 lights (1 over 1) per sash.
15. Lower Redan Escarp Windows: not known for certain but probably single
casement, light size to be determined by known glass size (9" x 7").
16. Upper Redan Passages: 2 lights, each 12" x 14" in passage door.
17. Lower Redan Passage Vfindows: 2 lights, each 14" x 12" in passage door.
18. Magazine Porches: single hung, 6 lights (3 over 3) per sash.
19. Casemate Transoms (C5-12, 51, 52, 57 and 58): fixed, single, 4 light sash.
20. Magazine Gables: single casement, lights 10" x 8".
21. Canteen (after 1902): single hung, 4 lights (2 over 2) per sash.

4. Glass
The main problem here is deciding which type of glass is appropriate for the
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Citadel windows.

As usual there is little direct evidence.

The indirect

evidence is confusing and points to a safe conclusion only for the early and
later years of the nineteenth century.
At the beginning of the nineteenth century the most common form of window
glass was crown glass.
to replace crown.

As the century progressed, sheet and plate glass began

The Oxford History of Technology (published in 1958) states

that "after the 1830s crown glass became obsolete except for a few special
43
purposes."
This appears to be something of an exaggeration. The 1867 edition of a standard nineteenth century builder's encyclopaedia stated that crown
44
glass was still "the commonest window glass"
and, it would seem that crown
continued to be used throughout the century.
The last-mentioned source (Gwilt's Encyclopaedia) provides a good summary
of the types of glass available in the mid 1860s and the qualities in which
they were sold.

Crown glass was manufactured in a number of weights and in

six qualities (best, seconds, thirds, fourths, CC and CCC). Two main types of
sheet glass were available - one known as sheet, the other as patent plate.
The quality of the former had been improved by processes introduced in the
late 1830s; the latter had only been introduced'in'.1840..
latter was the higher of the two.

The quality of the

Ordinary sheet came in a number of weights

and six qualities, the nomenclature being slightly different than that for
crown (A, B, best, seconds, thirds, and fourths).

Patent plate came in three

qualities (B or Best, C and CC) and four thicknesses and weights:
No. 1 - 1/10", 13 oz. to the foot
No. 2 - 1/2", 17 oz. to the foot
No. 3 - 1/10", 21 oz. to the foot
No. 4 - 1/9", 24 oz. to the foot
4B was the highest quality of patent plate.

Several variations of the plate

glass were available of which only polished plate was suitable for window
45
glazing. This came in two qualitites, best and usual.
By the late 1880s, crown glass was being rapidly superceded by sheet glass,
but was still in use for domestic glazing.

There had been few changes in

nomenclature in the intervening twenty years.

Crown glass was now sold in

the same qualities as sheet (A, B, best, seconds, thirds, and fourths).

Patent

plate was no longer more widely used than the other forms of sheet glass.
Polished plate was now sold in three qualities but, as the third was silvering
(for mirrors) there, in fact, had been no change.

The most common weights
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and thicknesses for sheet glass were as follows:
15 oz. - 1/15"
21 oz. - 1/10"
26 oz. - 1/9"
32 oz. - 1/7"
36 oz. - 1/6"
*2 oz. - 1/2"
The most common thicknesses for polished plate were 1/4" (the standard), 3/16",
1/2", 5/9", 3/4", 7/8", and l". 4 6
It seems almost certain that all glass purchased by the military before
1840 was crown glass.
iod.

Some glass was purchased for the Citadel in this per-

The first recorded expenditure was £15.0.11 to William Merrick on 1
47
48

October 1831.

Two years later another £3.7.2 was paid to Robert Noble.

Neither the qualities .-purchased nor the use are known.

It seems probable

that the glass was destined for the Cavalier and the casemates of defence.
As for the quantities, it is worth noting that in 1846, the cost of a 7" x 9"
pane of glass at Halifax was recorded at 4d (a figure which included glazing
49
cores,1
and that, in the 1850s, the going rate for window glass in Quebec
City was around 7d per square foot.

One could, therefore, have bought a

large quantity of glass for £15.
After 1850, however, window glass could have been any of four different
sorts (crown, sheet, patent plate and plate).
as to the type and quality wanted.

The military was rarely explicit

In most tenders and requisition lists,

only the size of the panes required was generally specified.

In an 1842 demand

of stores and materials, "3d quality" glass was specified, which means that
either crown or sheet was wanted.

I am personally inclined to favour crown.

For the late 1840s and early 1850s, there are a number of glass, specifications for military buildings in Halifax.

Calder, as we have seen above,

specified "common glass" in those Citadel estimates where he bothered to specify
glass type at all.

The 1852 Wellington Barracks specifications read as

follows:
Officers' Quarters sashes to be glazed with B or best quality
glass, and in soldiers' and other buildings with C quality.
The glass to be neatly stepped in, and secured with tin
sprigs if required, to be free from specs, knots, wains, and
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all defects and perfectly flat.

52

The glass type meant by "common glass" is open to question.

The qualities

specified in the 1852 specifications seem to refer to patent plate, although
they could also, depending on how one interprets the phrasing, be taken to
refer to crown.
Printed contract schedules for the use of the Ordnance Department at
Quebec City have been located.

These, published in the early 1850s, include

a summary of the standard contract terms and a schedule of prices which the
military was accustomed to pay for each item.

The schedule for Painters',

Glaziers', Paper Hangers' and Plumbers' Work included only one glass item:
Glass, best Newcastle C, delivered in such sizes as may be
53
ordered, per superficial foot.
0.4 1/2 [d]
The problem with this is deciding just what "best Newcastle C" was. As the
54
first British crown glass works had been located at Newcastle,
it seems
likely to me that the designation means best quality crown.

The only logical

alternative - that the "C" refers to second quality patent plate - seems to
be less likely.
In the early 1860s there are a few scattered references to glass in
estimates for buildings in the Nova Scotia command which seem to confirm
that the Quebec specifications applied here also.

Thus, in the Fortification

Annual Estimate for 1862-3, there are items for an artillery store in Grand
Battery and a guard house at Prince of Wales Tower.

At the former "36 panes
.55

best Newcastle 3rds" was specified: at the latter "32 squares best 3rds Glass."
The designation best thirds is a bit confusing, but I think it likely that
third quality crown is meant.

These, unfortunately are the last references

to glass in Halifax military buildings which I have located.
The next clear indication of military glazing practice that I have been
able to discover is the 1901 War Office Pattern Book.

This, unfortunately,

contains no window patterns, but it does have designs for a number of doors
with glass panels or transoms.

These include both interior and exterior doors.

In most cases, 36 o z . sheet glass is specified, with 1/4" plate being called
56
ror in a number of special cases.
I think it likely, on the basis of this
rather meagre evidence, that sheet glass was the most common glazing material
in use by the turn of the century.
There remains the problem of determining the point at which the military
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switched from crown to sheet.
to any definite conclusion.

Here, I must confess that I am unable to come
If one takes the statement in the 1867 edition

of Gwilt's Encyclopaedia that crown was still the most common window glass at
the time of publication, then it follows that the changeover occurred at sometime after the 1860s.

Beyond that, I can offer no evidence one way or the

other.

5. Sash Cord
57
The early Citadel estimates all specify "patent sash cord"
or "patent sash
58
line" or just "patent line."
References from non-Citadel sources include
the following:
Quebec 1852 - "cord, patent sash" and "best white lines"
60
Wellington Barracks 1852 — "best patent flax line."
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Assuming that all these references are to the same material - a big assumption - one can conclude that the sash cord was commonly made of flax and
white in colour.

Presumably the cord was braided.

Gwilt's Encyclopaedia stated that there were, in 1867, two types of
sash cord - common jute and "imperial patent flax sash lines" and the latter,
.
61
manufactured in four qualities was far superior to the former.

6. Sash Weights
Jones' 1836 estimate called for cast iron sash weights each weighing seven
pounds.

Calder also specified cast iron weights without specifying the

exact weight of each (for these, see above, Review of Evidence).

The 1852

Wellington specifications for double hung windows specified the following:
the upper sash to be hung with weights half a pound heavier that
62
the sash and the lower half a pound lighter.
This is as good a guide as any to the approximate weight required.

7. Pulley Boxes
Jones and Calder both specified "brass faced" pulley boxes.

This meant, I
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think, that only visible plate set into the sash run was to be brass.

Jones

in addition specified that his brass faced boxes be 5 inches long - the length
©3

apparently referring to the plate.
At Wellington Barracks, the pulley boxes for the soldiers' barracks
were described as "iron faced" secured with "one inch wrought iron screws."
It is possible that these had brass pulleys and boxes.
64
oarracks were brass faced.

Those for the officers'

From the remains of a pulley box found in C57, it would appear that at
least some of those used at the Citadel followed the Wellington type - iron
plate and brass pulley and box.

The plate had rusted badly, but the length

of this particular specimen was probably about four inches.
At the Citadel, therefore, we have a choice of either brass faced or iron
faced pulley boxes.

It seems probable that, despite the evidence of Calder's

estimate, the Wellington Barracks practice was followed at the Citadel.

Brass

faced pulley boxes are therefore appropriate in the Redan and iron faced ones
elsewhere.

8. Sash Fasteners for Single and Double Hung Windows
Jones specified 3 1/2 dozen sash fasteners at a price of 18/- per dozen for
63
the Redan windows.
Calder, usually specified "spring sash fastenings" for
most of his single hung windows and priced them at 1/3 each.
thus slightly cheaper than Jones'.

Calder's were

This suggest that they were of a different

type.
There are three possible types of sash fastener.

The first is a pin and

chain arrangement, nowhere mentioned in any of the documents I have examined,
but found in several places, including Fort Henry, Kingston, Ontario
The second is a sliding arm type found in several places, including the military prison at Melville Island, Halifax (see Figure 5 4 ) . The
third is the common semi-circular sort found in any number of locations, including the Citadel Canteen (1902) and Cambridge Library, Halifax.
last two types commonly use springs and are usually brass.

Both the

The last type was

used commonly until quite recently but I have been unable to determine when
it was first introduced.
When one turns to the non-Citadel documentation to determine What type
of sash fasteners were commonly used, one finds little information which is
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sufficiently explicit to allow certain identification.

The following refer-

ences are helpful:
1829 tender call (Halifax) - "window fastenings, brass"
1852 contract schedule
,
„ 68
brass

(Quebec) - "Sash fasteners, spring

1852 contract schedule Wellington Barracks - "3 and a half
inch brass patent quadrant spring sash fastenings, fixed on
69
the sashes with five-eights iron screws"
1868 specifications

(Quebec) - "4 inch strong spring brass

sash fastener of approved pattern filled with 1 inch middling
., 70
screws.
From this we can at least conclude that our sash fasteners were almost certainly brass.
The 1852 Wellington Barracks schedule is the only one I have found which
enables one to positively identify the type of fastening required.
described is clearly similar to the one found at Melville Island
5 4 ) , although slightly larger.

The one

(see Figure

This type of sash fastener i s , therefore, my

preferred option for the Citadel windows.

9. Other Sash Fasteners
There are only three relevant bits of evidence concerning the fasteners for
the many Citadel casement windows.

Calder, it will be remembered, specified

brass buttons for the loophole windows in the West Ravelin and three inch
wrought iron turnbuckles for the loopholes in C24-30.

The as found frames in

the casemate of defence loopholes in C57-8 suggest that these windows were
held by some sort of button.
I have uncovered nothing in my research which is helpful in determining
what these items looked like.

In the absence of anything else, I suggest that

the simplest type of button be used in Citadel casemates.

This can be replaced

if more convincing evidence about the type of fastening used turns up in the
future.

10. Purry
Putty is rarely mentioned in estimates, contract specifications and the like.
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According to Gwilt, nineteenth century putty was of four sorts:
Soft putty, which is composed of flour, whiting, and raw linseed
oil; hard putty, composed of whiting and boiled linseed oil; harder
putty, the same ingredients as the last, with the addition of a
small quantity of turpentine for more quickly drying it; hardest
putty, composed of oil, red or white lead, and sand.

The first

of these putties is the most durable because it forms an oleaginous
coat on the surface, but it requires a long time drying.
71
sorts are apt to crack, if not soon well painted....

The hard

In all probability, soft putty was commonly used on the Citadel windows.

11. Sashes
All Citadel sashes for which written records have survived are described as
bevel bar sashes.
inside edge.

This simply means that the sash bars are bevelled along the

Generally, the rails and stiles of each sash have slightly

bevelled inside edges as well.
At Wellington Barracks, the officers' window sashes were distinguished
from those in the soldiers' quarters by having torus moulded bars, but were
72
otherwise identical
(see Figure 56, compare Figure -55). This suggests that,
in window sashes, as in everything elese, the officers rated higher quality
work than the men.

12. Single and Double Hung Window Frames
The only detailed Citadel-specific description of any of these we possess is
the problematical sketch of the proposed enlargement of the upper Redan parade
windows drawn in 1875 (see Figure 53). Although this is incorrect in some
particulars, there is no good reason to suppose that the frames shown in it
are wrong, if only because there are only a comparatively small number of possible variations of the single and double hung window frame types.
The Wellington specifications contain a fairly detailed description of a
double hung window frame and this can be taken as typical:
... sash frames to be deal cased with oak sunk double rebated and
grooved sills, prepared for two inch deal bevel bar sashes, one inch
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deal outside and inside linings, one and a quarter pulley pieces
tongued to inside and outside linings, three eights parting
beads, half-inch back beads to be one and a quarter wide and three
quarters thick, double hung with two iron framed pulleys neatly
set in and fixed with one inch wrought iron screws, pocket holes
twelve by two and a half inches in the clear, to be formed in the
pulley stiles etc., pieces of the same thickness to be neatly filled
73
in and secured with one inch brass screws in each piece....
The only parts of this that requires explanation are the "pocket holes".

These

were generally formed at the bottom of the pulley stiles (ie. where the stile :
met the sill) .

They enabled the weights to be removed without entirely dis-

mantling the frame.
Figure 55: shows the Wellington window which corresponds to the above quoted
description and Figure 56 an officers' window, also from Wellington Barracks,
which shows slight variations in the frame (eg. the torus moulded bars) but
is otherwise quite similar.

If these are compared with Figure 53 , it will be

seen that the amount of variation in type is comparatively small.

Most, if

not all, Citadel single and double hung window frames can be designed using
these as models.

Citadel specific as found information adds to the picture.

It should be noted that the few surviving old Citadel window frames all are
beaded around both the inside and outside edges.
I do not propose at this point to discuss window casings, or to say much
about the methods by which the single and double hung frames were secured in
their openings at the Citadel.

The window casings in the Redan parade windows,

for example, are relatively complicated affairs and can best be treated when
the Redan structural history is prepared.

The fixing methods are mentioned only

indirectly in Calder's estimates (and nowhere else) and an

analysis of as found

remains around window openings is necessary to get a clear picture of how all
the Citadel window frames were held in place.

At present, only a small number

of openings have been examined as most have windows in them.

Our knowledge

of this subject will therefore increase as existing windows are removed and
restored.

For the moment, I propose only to provide a few notes on the subject.

Calder provided for bedding his window frames in hair mortar.

All of

Calder's window openings were designed for sunk sills: the openings were fitted
with interior checks for the header and stiles and an exterior one for the sill.
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The combination of the configuration of the opening and the mortar was probably
sufficient to hold the frame in place.

If anything additional was felt nec-

essary, a piece of horizontal casing could be fixed behind the header (as
apparently was done in the magazine shifting room window).
Most of the casemate parade windows probably had sunk sills, the exception
being the Redan parade windows.

As these were cased, the combination of bedding

the frame in mortar and the support of the casing was probably sufficient to
hold the window frame in place.
The oldest Citadel windows were not fitted with sunk sills.

These include

the east Cavalier windows (the west ones, it will be remembered, were converted
to casements in the late 1890s), the single hung windows in the North and South
Ravelins, and at least some of the windows in the oldest casemates (eg.

C4,

C51, C52). The only windows of this type examined so far are those in C51 and
C52.

Here, the design team, on the basis of the extant remains, postulated

that metal jamb anchors were used to keep the frame in place.

13. Other Window1Frames
Under this grab bag heading I include everything from the loophole windows in
the ravelins to the casements in the Cavalier.

The information available is

very sketchy, all of it being contained in Calder's estimates and one later
plan.

All these frames had one thing in common; all were fashioned from solid

pieces of wood, the elaborate provisions for pulleys, weights, etc. being
unnecessary.
Calder's frames were mostly made from 4" x 6" and 4" x3" pine.

The refer-

ences were as follows:
C24-30 loophole window frames - 4" x 3" wrought, rebated and beaded
pine frame.
C5-14 transom frame - 6" x 4" wrought, rebated and chamfered pine,
fixed with wrought iron T holdfasts run with lead and secured to
the frame with 2 inch screws.
West Ravelin loophole frames - 4" x 4" wrought, rebated and beaded
solid pine frames secured to the masonry with wrought iron holdfasts
and screws.
All of the above were probably bedded in hair mortar.
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In general, the solid Citadel window frames should be made of pine in
whichever size seems appropriate to the size of the opening (keeping in mind
the known glass size), either beaded or chamfered, and secured in the opening
by whichever method seems most appropriate as the as found evidence indicates
at the window.
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Table 1: Percentages of door type by use category.

ledged

framed and sheeted

panel

soldiers' exterior

55

33

soldiers' internal

60

40

officers' exterior

7

71

officers' internal

glazed

22

100

Canteen, library, &c.

33

66

Munition storage

43

43

14

Store rooms

46

38

8

Storms

100

privies

75

gates

57

25
43

Note: for sources and for total numbers involved in each category, see
Appendix I.

12

8
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Table 2;

Doors observed in Citadel photographs, 1872-1910.

Location

Date

Door Type

C46

1872

double framed & sheeted (?)

C35

1879

4-light window (?)

C27

1879

4-light window

C46 porch

1879

4-panel door with transom

C15

ca. 1885

4-light window

C18

ca. 1885

4-light window

CI

ca. 1902

4-light window

C2

ca. 1902

solid

C34

ca. 1910

solid

C35

ca. 1910

solid

C38

ca. 1910

dble. 6-panel, glazed frieze
panels

C40

ca. 1910

door with large light
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Table 3: Location of 85 doors built in 1951-2.

Note: i - interior door (ie. in room partition).

23

S2#

44

S5°

65

C36B

24

C5

45

S5#

66

C36B/37B

1)

C49*

3

C47/8

25

C6

46

C17

67

C37Bi

4

C46/7

26

A

47

C18

68

C37Bi

5

C46i

27

B

48

C19

69

C38Bi

6

C46

28

C51?

49

C20

70

C38Bi

7

C45/6

29

C51/2

50

C21

71

C39Bi

8

C44

30

C7

51

C22

72

C39Bi

9

C43/4

31

C8

52

C23

73

C38B

10

?

32

C9

53

C24

74

C40B

11

C34

33

CIO

54

C25

75

C42B

12

C35

34

S3°

55

C26

76

C44B

13

C36

35

S3#

56

C27

77

C46B

14

C36/7

36

S4°

57

C28

78

C45Bi

15

C38

37

S4#

58

7

79

C46Bi

16

C38/9

38

C55

59

C29

80

C46Bi

17

Sl°

39

C55

60

S6°

81

C48B

18

Sl#

40

C14

61

S6#

82

C47Bi

19

C2

41

C15A

62

C31

83

C47Bi

20

CI

42

CIS

63

C32

84

C48Bi

21

C3

43

C16

64

•p

85

C48Bi

io

S20

* doors to entrance tunnel

A - S. Magazine area wall South Door

o door to parade

B - S. Magazine North Door

# door to ditch

Source: HDC plan 108-01-1-951-0001.
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Table 4: Room Use and Door Type, 1879-1910.

Casemate

Door Type Observed
and Dates

Known Room Use[s] and
Date[s]

1

with window, 1901

RA Store [1891, 1906]

2

solid, 1901

Bread and Meat Store [1906]

15

with window, 1879

Men's Quarters [1864, 1891]

18

with window, 1879

Shoemaker's Shop [1864];
Men's Quarters [1891]

27

with window, 1879

Staff Sgt. Married Qrs. [1364];
Men's Quarters [1891]

34

solid,

35

with window, 1879

Men's Quarters [1864, 1891]

35

solid, 1910

Company Stores [1908]

1910

Company Stores [1908]

The source of information for casemate use for all years except 1864 is B.
Dunn, J. Johnston and R. Young, Halifax Defence Complex Casemate Use (Preliminary) Halifax Citadel.

(Manuscript on file, Halifax Defence Complex,

1976); for 1864 the source is PAC, RG8, C Series, Vol. 1827.
of door type obeserved, see text.

For derivation
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Table 5: 1879 Alterations: Extant Door opening dimensions.

Casemate

Width

Height

30

3'6"

6*4"

2

32/3

3'7"

6'5"

2

0/1

3'5"

6'2"

2

53

3'7"

6'2"

2

56

3'6"

6'0"

2

33-X

3'5"

6'10"

1

0 X

3'5"

6'10"

1

Lamp passage l53j

2'7"

6'2"

2

Lamp passage l56j

2'6"

6'0"

2

Total Doors
X door leading to Expense Uagazine Chamber.

No. of doors

16
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Table 6: 1879 Alterations: Door Type and Door Swing.

Location

Type

Swing

C30 Inner

Double

inwards

C30 Outer

Double

inwards

C32/3, C32 Side

Single

into C32

C32/3, C33 Side

Single

into C33

C33

Single

into expense magazine

CO

Single

into expense magazine

CO/1, CO Side

Single

into CO

CO/1, CI Side

Single

into CI

C53, lamp passage, outer

Single

inwards

C53, lamp passage, inner

Single

inwards

C53, outer

Double

inwards

C53, inner

Single

inwards

C56, lamp passage, outer

Single

inwards

C56, lamp passage, inner

Single

inwards

C56, outer

Double

inwards

C56, inner

Single

inwards
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Table 7: Casemates of Defence: Construction and Reconstruction.

Casemate
number

Construction [or reconstruction] dates
1828-33
1838-43
Nicolls, Boteler, & Peake
Jones/Calder

1843-8
Calder
X

1
2

later
x
alterations
X

X

3

X

X

4

X

X

9

X

X

10

X

X

11

X

X

12

X

X

22

X [part]

X

23

X [part]

X

X

31

X

X

32

X

X

34

X

X

35

X

49

X
X

50

X

X
X

51

X

52

X

57

X

X

58

X

X

X

x Significant alterations to doors, windows, embrasures, not counting window
enlargements and additions in the late 1870s.
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Table 8: Single Four Panel Doors.

From
Section, Location

Distinguishing Characteristics

Type

4-2-1-1 Calder 4 panel

flush panels, (herringbone back?)

I

4-3-1 Cavalier exterior

flush panels

I

flush panels, round headed

Ic Note 1

flush panels, blunt pyramid head

Id Note 1

4-4-5 Redan interior

recessed panels

la

4-5-1 Casemates of defence

flush panels

I

4-7-1 Ravelins
flush panels
I
Note 1: No comparable examples found during research - not drawn.
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Table 9: Single Six Panel Doors.

From
Section, Location

Distinguishing Characteristics

Type

4-2-1 Magazine 6 panel

herring bone sheeting

IIIc Note 1

Cavalier Cookhouse

recessed panels, moulded both sides

Ilia

Cavalier exterior

flush panels (?)

Illb

flush panels, glazed frieze panels

II

recessed panels, moulded both sides

Ilia

4-5-1 Casemates of defence

flush panels

Illb

4-7-1 Ravelins

flush panels

Illb

4-10-1 Canteen interior

recessed panels, moulded both

4-3-1 Rooms over S.

4-4-5 Redan exterior
Redan interior

sides, round headed frieze panels

III

Double ditto

?

4-13-1 Privy exterior (C42) flush panels, glazed frieze panels
Note 1: Two examples only and both extant (Fig. 36): not drawn.

II
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Table 10: Single Ledged Doors.

From
Section, Location

Distinguishing Characteristics

Type

4-2-1-1 Magazine area

diagonal back (with frame?)

IV c or d

4-2-2-1 Splinterproofs

framed and braced back

IVb

framed and braced

IVb

diagonal back with frame

IVc

ledged and braced

IVa

4-13-1 Privy Stalls

three ledges

IV

4-14-1 Storms

three ledges

IV

4-2-3-1-1 Casemate munition
storage
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Table 11: Single Framed and Sheeted Doors.

From
Section, Location

Distinguishing Characteristics

Type

Calder herringbone

VI

Calder herringbone

VI

round headed

Vd Note 1

blunt pyramid head

Vc Note 1

4-2-1-1 Magazine porches,
etc.
4-3-1 Cavalier exterior
Cavalier interior

Cavalier exterior
4-6-1 Casemate exterior

any V
Calder herringbone

VI

standard framed and sheeted

any V

hollow

Vc

full bottom rail

V

4-7-1 Ravelins

Calder herringbone

VI

4-8-1 Officers' cellars

Calder herringbone

VI

Casemate interior

4-9-1 Sallyport parade
doors
4-10-1 Canteen exterior

any V
chevron braces

Va

Calder herringbone

VI

4-13-1 Privy exterior
(C54 & 55)

Note 1: No comparable example found during research - not drawn.
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Table 12: Double Four Panel Doors.

From
Section, Location

Distinguishing Characteristics

Type

4-2-1-1 Magazine Area

flush panels (both sides ?)

VIII Note 1

4-9-1 Sallyport gates

flush panels, holes for iron
embrasures

Note 1: One example only - not drawn.

VII
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Table 13: Double Six Panel Doors.

From
Section, Location

Distinguishing Characteristics

Type

4-4-5 Redan exterior

flush panels, glazed frieze panels

IX

4-13-1 Privy exterior (C42)

flush panels, glazed frieze panels

IX
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Table 14: Double Ledged Doors

From
Section, Location

Distinguishing Characteristics

Type

diagonal back

XI

4-2-3-2 Recesses

two ledges and brace

XIc

4-3-1 Cavalier interior

diagonal back, round headed

XIa

4-2-3-1-1 Casemate
munition storage

diagonal back, blunt pyramid
head
Note 1: No comparable examples found during research - not drawn.

Xlb Note 1
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Table 15: Double Framed and Sheeted Doors

From
Section, Location

Distinguishing Characteristics

Type

4-3-1 Cavalier interior

Round headed

Xllb

blunt pyramid head

XIIc Note 1

Cavalier exterior
4-4-5 Redan exterior
Note 1: No comparable example found during research - not drawn.

XII
XII
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Table 16: Glazed Doors.

From
Section, Location

Distinguishing Characteristics

Type

4-6-1 Casemate exterior

4 lights (2 over 2)

XIII

4-4-1 Redan exterior

panel door (?), large light

XIV
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Table 17: Miscellaneous Doors

From
Section, Location

Distinguishing Characteristics

Type

one panel flush

XVI

4-3-1 cell door

three panel, armoured

XV

4-11-1 cells

three panel, armoured

XV

4-12-1 counterscarp

iron grille with locking

4-2-4-1 Casemate of Defence
expense magazines

mechanism

XVII

simple iron grille

Note 1

Note 1: One example only - not drawn.
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Table 18: Gross Numbers of Doors of Each Type, from Distribution List.

Note: As these numbers include all multiple listings for single door openings,
there are more doors here than there are openings.
Type

Number

Type

Number

I

29

Ve

6

la

64

VI

77

lb

11

VII

6

Ic

13

VIII

2

Id

6

II

13

III

6

IX

15

X

1

XI

5

Ilia

33

XIa

13

Illb

14

Xlb

6

IIIc

4

XIc

28

IV

64

XII

4

IVa

50

Xlla

1

IVb

7

Xllb

13

IVc

10

XIIc

6

IVd

2

XIII

31
6

V

86

XIV

Va

18

XV

Vb

8

XVa

4

Vc

1

XVI

20

Vd

13

XVII

9

23
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Table 19: Glass Size in Citadel Rooms, 1864
all dimensions in inches.

Room

Size

Room

Size

Room

Size

CO

none

C34

10x5, 9x7

C56

not yet built

CI

15x5, 9x7

C35

10x5, 9x7

C57

10x6, 9x7

C2

10x5, 9x7

C36

12x10, 11x7, 14x12

C58

10x6, 9x7

C3

10x8, 9x7

C36B

12x10, 9x7

CC1

7x7, 11x9

C4

10x9, 9x7

C37

11x7

CC1A

7x7, 11x9

C5

10x5, 9x7

C37B

12x10, 9x7

CC2

7x7, 11x9

C6

10x5, 9x7

C38

12x10, 11x7, 14x12

CC2A

7x7, 11x9

C7

10x5

C38B

n/a

CC3

7x7, 11x9

C8

9x7

C39

12x10, 11x7

CC3A

9x7, 11x9

C9

10x5, 9x7

C39B

n/a

CC4

7x7, 9x7

CIO

10x5, 9x7

C40

12x10, 11x7, 14x12

CC4A

9x7, 11x9

Cll

10x5, 9x7

C40B

14x12, 12x10, 9x7

CC5

7x7, 11x9

C12

10x5, 9x7

C41

11x7, 12x9

CC5A

9x7, 11x9

C13

9x7, 8x5

C41B

12x10, 9x7

CC6

7x7, 11x9

C14

14x18, 9x7

C42

n/a

CC6A

9x7, 11x9

C15

10x7, 7x7

C43

11x7, 12x9

CC7

7x7, 11x9

C16

10x7, 7x7

C43B

9x7, 12x9

CC7A

9x7, 11x9

C17

10x7, 7x7

C44

15x12, 12x10, 10x7

CC8

9x7

C18

9x7, 8x8

C44B

14x12, 12x10, 9x7

CC9

9x7

C19

9x7, 3x8

C45

12x9, 11x7

CC10

9x7

C20

9x7, 7x7

C45B

10x6, 12x9

CC.11

9x7

C21

9x7, 7x7

C46

14x12, 12x9, 11x7

1

9x7

C22

9x7, 7x5

C46B

14x10, 12x9, 9x7

S. Rooms
2
Cells

C23

9x7, 7x5

C47

12x7, 12x9

N. Mag.

n/a

C24

9x7, 7x7

C47B

12x9, 9x7

Porches

n/a

C25

9x7m 7x7

C48

14x12, 12x10, 12x7

S. Mag.

8x10

C26

9x7, 7x7

C48B

14x12, 12x9, 9x7

Porches

6x8

9x7, 10x5 3
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Room

Size

Room

Size

Room

Size

C27

9x7, 7x7

C49

10x5, 9x7

C6A

6x12

C28

9x7, 7x7

C50

10x5, 8x8

C15A

n/a

C29

9x7, 7x7

C51

10x7, 7x7

C30

9x7, 7x7 [?]

C52

10x7, 7x7

C31

10x5, 9x7 [?] C53

not yet built

C32

10x5, 9x7

C54

n/a

C33

none

C55

n/a

-1- over S. cookhouse

2 over N. cookhouse

cells

Sources: PAC, RG8, C Series, Vol. 1827, p. 129 and pp. 141-8.
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Table 20: Casemates of Defence and Casemates with Transoms: Resolution of window
glass size problems.

Casemates of Defence
Number

Sizes reported, 1864
[inches]

Transom

Known Glass sizes
Transoms
Courtyard Windows

1

15x5

9x7

no

2

10x5

9x7

no

3

10x8

9x7

no

4

10x9

9x7

no

9

10x5

9x7

yes

10x8

9x7

10

10x5

9x7

yes

10x8

9x7

11

10x5

9x7

yes

10x8

9x7

12

10x5

9x7

yes

10x8

9x7

22

7x5

9x7

no

23

7x5

9x7

no

32

10x5 [?]

9x7 [?]

no

32

10x5

9x7

no

34

10x5

9x7

no

35

10x5

9x7

no

49

10x5

9x7

no

50

10x5

9x7

no

51

10x7

7x7

yes

52

10x7

7x7

yes

57

10x6

9x7

yes

58

10x6

9x7

yes

Casemates with transoms
5

10x5

9x7

yes

10x8

9x7

6

10x5

9x7

yes

10x8

9x7

7

10x5

yes

10x8

9x7
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Number

Sizes reported, 1864
[inches]

Transom

Known Gl ass Sizes
Courtyard Windows
Transoms

8

9x7

yes

10x8

9x7

13

9x7

8x5

yes

10x8

9x7

14

14x18

9x7

yes

10x8

9x7

Sources: for derivation of figures in Column 1 and 2, see Table 20.
for derivation of known glass sizes, see PANS, MG12, RE56,
unpaginated, Supplementary Estimate of 1846 and Ordnance
Annual Estimate, 1846-7.
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Table 21: Alterations to rampart casemate windows, 1849-1908.

For derivation of figures and explanation of categories, see Text.
Casemate

Cate<gory
1
2

_3

4

5_

6

7

8

9

0
1

X

2

X

3

10

11

12

X

n/a

n/a

X
X
X

X

X

4

X

X

5

X

X

6

X

X

7

X

n/a

8

X

X

9

X

X

10

X

X

11

X*

X

12

X*

X

13

X*

X

14

X

n/a

15

X

X

16

X

X

17

X

X

18

X

X

19

X

X

20

X

X

21

X

X

22

X

23

X

24

X

X
X
X
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Casemate

Cate>gory
2
1_

25

X

26

X

X

27

X

X

28

X

X

29

X

X

3

4

5

6

7

8

32

X

11

X

X
X

10

12

X

30
j |

9

X

X
X

33

X

n/a

n/a

34

X

X

35

X

X

36

X

X

36B

X

X

37

X

X

37B

X

X

X

X

38B

X

X

39

X

X

39B

X

X

40

X

X

40B

X

X

41

X

X

41B

X

X

42

X

n/a

42B

n/a

n/a

43

X

X
X

4 3B

44

X

X

44B

X

45

46

46B

X
X

X

45B

X

X

X
X

X
X

X
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Casemate

Cate gory
1
2

47

3_

4

5_

6_

7

8

9

10

X
X
X
X

49

X
X**

X**

X
X

X

55

X
X

53
54

X
X

51
52

X
X

48B

50

12
X

47B
48

11

X

n/a

X

n/a
n/a

X

56

n/a
n/a

n/a

J>7

X

X

58

X

X

X

* windows again altered between 1891 and 1908.
** door conversion done early (probably 1850s): Second window not added until 1900.
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Endnotes

Door Study
1.

Great Britain, Public Record Office (hereafter PRO), MPHH 205, "Plan of
Fort George, Halifax, N.S.," 14 Feb. 1832,

An "Explanation of the Pencil

letters of reference" attached to this plan shows which components were
complete by the date
2.

of the plan.

It is impossible to give the exact dates for the construction of the individual elements of the Citadel.

Two statements in Nova Scotia, Public

Archives (hereafter PANS), MG12, RE55, give the amounts expended on Jones'
revised estimate to 6 Oct, 1840 and 31 Dec. 1841.

By the latter date,

the escarp walls were mostly complete, as were the ravelins and much of
the counterscarp.

Work was under way on most of Jones' casemates although,

it would seem, most were just begun.
by 1843-4.

The casemates were probably finished

Work had not commenced on either of the magazines when Calder

submitted his 1843 supplementary estimate (PANS, MG12, RE56, unpaginated,
"Report & Estimates of Work & Repairs..." 20 Oct. 1843 [hereafter cited
as 1843 Estimate].

The North Magazine was begun in the summer of 1844

(Canada, Department of the Environment, Parks Canada, Halifax Defence Complex [hereafter HDC], plan collection, "Plan, Sections and Elevations showing the work done during the half year ending 31st Dec. 1844.")

It was

probably the first of the magazines begun and the first finished.

Both

were certainly finished by the time the old (1812) magazine was blown up
in 1847,

The additional casemates proposed by Calder in 1843 were approved

in groups in 1844, 1845 and 1846 (PANS, MG12, RE56, unpaginated, "Supplementary Report and Estimate...", 31 March 1846 [hereafter cited as 1846
estimate]).

It is not known when the Cavalier additions were constructed

but they were probably done at the same time as the magazines.

All Calder,

Jones and Nicolls casemates were complete by Nov. 1348 as an inspection
done by Lt. Burmester RE in that month lists all of them (Canada, Public
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Archives [hereafter PAC], RG8, C, Vol. 1825, pp. 108-19, report of Lt.
Burmester, 30 Nov. 1848).
3.

1846 estimate. Items 1, 2 and 3.

The completion date of this work is

not known but it must have been done by Nov. 1848 (see Note 2 ) .
4.

Cameron W. Pulsifer, The Southwest Front: Halifax Citadel, Manuscript
Report Series No. 263 (Ottawa: Parks Canada, 1978), pp. 74-6 (hereafter
cited as Pulsifer, Southwest Front).

5.

It is impossible to date the changes precisely.

Great Britian, War Office,

Annual Report of the Army Medical Department (hereafter AMD), for 1873
stated that, among the improvements in Halifax for the previous year had
been the provision of increased light to some barrack rooms (p. 67).
There are similar references for 1874 (AMD, 1874, p. 6 6 ) , 1875 (AMD, 1875,
p. 8 8 ) , 1876 (AMD, 1876, p. 78), 1877 (AMD, 1877, p. 148), 1878 (AMD,
1878, p. 103), and 1879 (AMD, 1879, p. 198). In addition we possess a
plan for the alteration of the windows in the officers' quarters in the
Redan dated 30 Oct. 1875 (PAC, Map Division, H4/250-Halifax 1875, "Halifax
N.S. Citadel.

Enlarging Windows. Offrs. Qrs.").

1879 (PRO, W078/2944.

Photographs taken in

These photographs are attached to a plan showing

the progress in the revision of the Citadel armament dated 28 Aug. 1879)
show some of the alterations to the parade side of the casemates in the
Northeast Salient and the Redan.
6.

AMD, 1876, p. 78.
Citadel.

PAC, Map Division, H4-250 Halifax 1875, "Halifax N.S.

Proposed conversion of the top of the Cavalier into a Barracks

...", 4 Oct. 1875 (2 plans).
7.

PRO, W078/2944, "The Citadel Halifax Nova Scotia Plan of Revised Armament,"
28 Aug. 1879.

The casemates altered were CO (converted to expense powder

magazine), CI (converted to an artillery store), C30 (converted to a shell
store), and C33 (converted to an expense powder magazine).

The two new

casemates were C53 and C56 (both cartridge stores).
8.

Harry Piers, The Evolution of the Halifax Fortress 1749-1928 (Halifax:
Public Archives, 1947), p. 61.

9.

PAC, Map Division, H4/250 Halifax 1898, "Halifax N.S. Citadel, Cavalier
Barracks, B.A.E. 1898-9.

Item 13.

Proposed Enlargement of Windows...",

12 April 1898.
10. Ibid., "Halifax N.S., Citadel.

Record Plans of Canteen," 20 Aug. 1902.
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11. Great Britain, Board of Ordnance, "Schedule of Contract for Carpenters'
Work, Ironmongery, Shingling and Tinning, for the service of the Honorable
Board of Ordnance at [blank] Canada."

This title has been altered to

read "... for the service of the Ordnance Branch of the War Department at
Quebec Canada East" (hereafter cited as 1852 Carpentry Contract Schedule)
(Montreal: John Lovell, 1852).
12. Halifax Barracks were commonly laid out in this fashion.

See for example:

PRO, W078/769/7, Plan of North Barracks and adjoining buildings, 1823.
W078, MPHH 197/1, Plan of Artillery Park buildings, 1807.
PAC, Map Division, H2/250-Halifax-1889-1901, Plan of Glacis and Pavillion
Barracks, 1889.
Canada, Department of National Defence, Maritime Command, Maritime Command
t
Museum (hereafter cited as Marcom). Plan Collection, Ground Plans of
Wellington Barracks, 1888.
PRO, W078/769/6, Plan of South Barracks, 1823.
13. Marcom plan collection, plans of Wellington Barracks, specifically:
No. 44 - Soldiers' Quarters Entrance Doors.
No. 40 - Soldiers' Cell Room Doors.
No. 43 - Soldiers' Quarters, Interior Doors.
No. 18 - Officers' Quarters, Servants Kitchen Doors, Ground Floor.
No. 17 - Officers' Quarters Room Doors.
No. 28 - Officers' Wine Cellar Doors.
No. 21 - F.O. Porch Doors.
No. 22 - F.O. Inside Porch Doors.
14. Great Britain, War Office, W.O. Pattern Book No. 2.

Drawings & Specifications

of Pattern Articles to be Adopted in War Department Works and Buildings
1892-1901 (hereafter cited as W.O. Pattern Book, 1901) (Chatham: School of
Military Engineering, 1901).
15. For the written description see PAC, MG13, W055, Vol. 887, fols. 570-88,
Specifications for the Works Proposed in the Erection of a New Infantry
Barracks, Near Fort Needham, County of Halifax, Nova Scotia (hereafter
cited as Wellington Specifications 1852) (Halifax: William Cunabell, 1852).
16. The verbal description are from Ibid., clauses 180, 190, 217, 352, 357, 385,
and 386 in that order.
17. W.O. Pattern Book, 1901, plates 197, 197a, 198, 198a, 199, 200 and 202.
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18. Wellington Specifications, 1852, clause 471.
19. Ibid., clause 506.
20. PANS, MG12, RE54, pp. 6-11, "General Estimate of the expense of Reconstructing
Masonry...Fort George or Citadel Hill", 20 Dec. 1825 and PAC, MG13, W044,
Vol. 203, fols. 294-300, "Estimate showing the proposed appropriation of
the £15,000...granted by Parliament...towards reconstruction...Fort
George...", 1828.
21. Both Boteler's three estimates and Peake's four estimates are in Ibid.,
Vol. 227, fols. 288-309 (Boteler's first estimate), fols. 323-31 (Boteler's
second estimate), fols. 332-7 (Boteler's third estimate), fols. (Peake's
first estimate), fols. 357-76 (Peake's second estimate), fols. 377-96
(Peake's third estimate) and fols. 397-99 (Peake's fourth estimate). All
were drawn up in 1832-3.
22. Jones' estimate exists in three versions:
a. PAC, MG13, W044, Vol. 227, fols. 248-72 (1834)
b. Ibid., W055, Vol. 873, fols. 637-77 (1836)
c. PANS, MG12, RE56, unpaginated, "Revised Estimate for Completing
Halifax Citadel...", 2 Feb. 1836.
The last two are substantially identical.

I usually cite C, and it is

cited hereafter as 1836 estimate.
23. See, for example, Ibid., Item 5.
24. 1843 estimate and 1846 estimate (see Note 2 ) .
25. PANS, RE56, unpaginated, "Report and Estimate of Works and Repairs...", 20
Oct. 1843 (hereafter cited as O.A.E. 1844-5); "New Works.

Report and

Estimate of Works to be carried on at the Citadel...for year 1846-7 (hereafter cited as O.A.E. 1846-7); and "Report and Estimate of Works and Repairs
...1847-8".

There is nothing of interest in this list.

26. 1843 estimate, passim.
27. O.A.E. 1844-5.
28. 1846 estimate, Items 2 and 3.
29. O.A.E. 1846-7.
30. O.A.E. 1844-5.
31. 1846 estimate, Items 2 arid 3.
32. PAC, MG13, W055, Vol. 880, fol. 1005, "Item 3, Plan, Elevation and Section
of West Ravelin...", 31 March 1846.
33. Ibid., fol. 960, "Item No 1, Plan, Elevation and Section of Retaining Walls
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to two casemates of Defence..." and fol. 961, "Item No. 2 Plan, Elevation
and Section of Retaining Wall to be rebuilt...", both dated 31 March 1846.
34. O.A.E. 1846-7.
35. Ibid.
36. PAC, RG8, C Series, Vol. 1653A, pp. 129-63, Ordnance Annual Estimate, 185960, and attached plan.
37. Ibid., p. 239, Item 3 of the Fortifications Annual Estimate for 1861-2.
38. PAC, Map Division, H4/250 - Halifax 1862, Citadel Plan, Sections, and
Elevations of proposed New Splinter Proof Magazines...", 7 July 1862.

See

also Pulsifer, op. cit., p. 75.
39. P.AC, RG8, C, Vol. 1653A, p. 179, "Halifax N.S. Grand Battery, Plan, Elevation
and Section of Proposed Splinter Proof Magazine...," 29 Dec. 1859.
40. Ibid., p. 182, Item 8, Fortification Annual Estimate, 1860-1.
41. Ibid., p. 183.
42. PAC, Map Division, H4/250 Halifax 1862, "Citadel, Plan, Sections, and
Elevations of proposed New Splinter Proof Magazines...", 7 July 1862.
43. The photograph is from Great Britain, National Army Museum (hereafter NAM),
Ace. No. 7408-68 (HDC 108-01-2-874-0203).
44. PRO, W078/2944, photographs attached to a progress plan of the revised armament dated 28 Aug. 1879.
45. HDC collection.

Original source not known.

No HDC catalogue number.

46. There are two slightly different versions of this photograph.

One, from

PANS, is captioned "Field Gun of H.M. Torpedo-Boat Destroyer "Tribune"
at the Citadel..." (no HDC catalogue No.).

The other, a souvenir card,

is captioned "Field Gun's Crew, Halifax, N.S." (PAC, Picture Division,
Ace. No. 1969-137, Box 222, HDC No. 108-01-2-906-0200). These two photographs are nearly identical and must have been taken literally seconds
apart.
47. PAC, Picture Division, PA 28407, a Notman (Naval Series) Photograph,
(HDC 108-01-2-904-0002).
48. 3 Notman photograph (HDC 108-01-2-910-0201).
49. See John Connolly, "Armstrong Gun Emplacement", Research Memo dated 17
Feb. 1980 on file at the Halifax Defence Complex Restoration.
50. Ibid., For a plan showing the location of the new emplacements, see PRO,
W078/2944, "Progress Plan of the Revised Armament," 28 Aug. 1879.
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51. The photographs are attached to Ibid.
52. PANS, Map Collection, "Halifax Citadel, Main Magazine," 8 Aug. 1882.
53. The photographs were included as an appendix to Lt. Colonel Darwin et. al.,
"Report on Restoration of the Halifax Citadel (Fort George)" 1950, a report
prepared for submission to the Royal Commission on National Development in
the Arts, Letters and Sciences (the Massey Commission).

The photographs

are presently held by the PAC and I will cite them by both the PAC accession
number and the HDC catalogue number.
is on file at the HDC.

A copy of the seport by Darwin et. al.

I will hereafter cite it as 1950 Restoration Report.

54. PAC, photo collection, HS12489 (HDC 108-01-2-950-0006).
55. Ibid., HS12450 (HDC 108-01-2-950-0013).
56. Ibid., HS12487 (HDC 108-01-2-950-0003).
57. 1950 Restoration Report, p. 8.
58. Canada, Department of Indian and Northern Affairs, Headquarters Central
Registry (hereafter IAN, H Q ) , file HC-2-V3, Memorandum for the Chief,
signed by E.A. Gurney, 22 July 1951.
59. HDC, 108-01-1-951-0001, "Code Plan for Restoration of Halifax Citadel,"
Sept. 1951.
60. Interview with Mr. Lanigan, Nov. 1979.
61. PAC, MG13, W055, Vol. 883, fol. 781, "Citadel Halifax N.S

", 9 Jan. 1849.

62. PANS, MG12, RE33, pp. 86-97, tabular statement, 28 Nov. 1854.
63. PAC, Map Division, H4/250 Halifax 1891, "Halifax N.S. The Citadel or Fort
George, Ground Plan," 19 Oct. 1891 (hereafter cited as Hill's ground plan,
1891).
64. PANS, MG12, RE13, pp. 187 ff., No. 723, Stotherd

to Burgoyne, 17 July 1856,

enclosing tabular statement.
65. PAC, Map Division, H4/250 Halifax 1891, Hill's ground plan.
66. AMD, 1900, p. 89.
67. See Brian Gallant, "Counter and Musketry" Report on file at the Halifax
Defence Complex Restoration, 1975, Vol. 4, p. 32, photo GV-20.
68. J. Greenough, Counterscarp Study, Manuscript on file at the Halifax Defence
Restoration, 1980.
69. See Pulsifer, Southwest Front, p. 33.

See also Mr. Pulsifer's "Cannons and

Convicts: Casemates 51 and 52, Halifax Citadel, Casemates of Defence and
Garrison Cells", Manuscript on file at the Halifax Defence Complex Restoration, 1978, p. 30.
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1.

General plan of the Citadel showing casemate numbers.
(Parks Canada)
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2.

Soldiers' Entrance Door, Wellington Barracks, 1852.

According to the

printed Specifications, this door was to be constructed as follows:
180. The front and back entrance doors to be 2 and a
quarter [inch] yellow pine deal, wrought, framed, b
braced, and filled in front with one inch deal
battens wrought, ploughed, tongued, with rebated
and beaded joints, pi}t together with white lead
and the joints painted.
Frames to be of pine deal, 5 x 4

inches, wrought

framed, rebated and chamfered, transom 4 x 3 inches;
prepared to receive 2 and a quarter doors, and 2 inch
deal bevel bar sash fixed over the door; secured with
cast iron sole plates and tenons to the stone steps,
and by 2 three quarters of an inch, wrought iron screw
bolts and nuts let into the stone jamb on each side
and run with lead...
(Marcom)
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3.

Cell Door, Wellington Barracks, 1852.

The Specifications describe this

door as follows:
190. Door to be 2 inch red deal, wrought, framed two panel
flush and square on both sides, with deal frame 5 x 4

[inches]

wrought, rebated and chamfered, secured with cast iron sole
plates and tenons to the floor.,, firmly nailed _to two framed
based timbers with T pieces built into the brick work on
each side, and also to the lintel over the opening...
Doors to be hung with two five-inch wrought iron butt
hinges, fixed with one and a half inch strong screws; outside of the door, edges, frame and rebates to be covered
with sheet iron one and a half pound per foot superficial,
laps is not to exceed half an inch, and nailed with 24
inch wrought iron clout nails per foot superficial; strong
wrought iron bolt to be fixed on the outside the door with
hasp, plates and staples.
This was the simplest cell door design
searching this paper.

(Marcom)

discovered in the course of re-

to
to

H
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4.

Soldiers' Interior Door, Wellington Barracks, 1852.

These were des-

cribed in the Specifications as follows:
217. The whole of the interior doors on the ground,
first and second floors..., to be 2-inch deal, wrought,
framed, braced and filled in with three quarters of an
inch deal battens, wrought, rebated and beaded...
(Marcom)
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5.

Officers' Servants' Quarters Doors, Wellington Barracks, 1852.
352. Two inch deal four panel doors, framed square
and flat both sides, hung with 4 and a half inch
wrought iron butt hinges, eight inch iron rim dead
lock and strong home made thumb latch fixed on each
door...
{Wellington Specifications, 1852]
These were apparently interior doors.

No plan

for the Servants' Quarters have survived.
(Marcom)

of the exterior doors

to
to
Ln
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6.

Officers' Interior Doors, Wellington Barracks, 1852.

The Specifica-

tions for these read as follows:
357. Doors in the rooms and entrances from the stair passages to be two inch deal wrought, framed four panel square
and flat; two inch deal jamb linings wrought single rebated,
and ploughed and cross tongued joints with one inch grounds
and architraves... doors to be hung with 4 and a half inch
wrought iron butt hinges, seven inch iron rim dead lock,
brass spring latch, Sc, to be fixed one each door, box
staples to be filled with oak...
The doors for the Field Officers quarters and the Hess and reception
rooms, (the drawings for v/hich have not been located) were similar to
this with the addition of a moulding around the panels on both sides.
(Marcom)
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7.

Officers Mess Wine Cellar Doors, Wellington Barracks, 1852.

According

to the Specifications, these were:
384. Two inch deal four panel square and flush both sides with
two inch deal wrought and rebated jamb linings...
It is interesting that the officers rated a more solid door on their wine
cellar than the men did on their rooms.

(Marcom)

to

to
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8.

Field Officers' Exterior Porch Doors, Wellington Barracks, 1852.
These were designed for the porches leading to the self-contained
field officers' apartments at either end of the Officers' barrack
range at Wellington Barracks.

They have no particular applicability

to us as there was nowhere in the Citadel which rated anything as
elaborate as these.

I include them to show what the most elaborate

of the Wellington doors looked like and for comparison with Figure
11.

(Marcom)
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9.

Field Officers' Inside Porch Doors, Wellington Barracks, 1852.
The specifications describe these as "Two inch six panel bead
and flush square and flat."

The Exterior doors to the Officers'

Quarters and to the officers' servants' quarters were apparently
similar.

(Marcom)
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10.

Doors (External) Officers' Qt" ?' , 1901.

The specifications are as

follows:
To be out of 2" deal; six panel bead flush outside,
square-framed inside, hung folding by No. 3 pairs of
4 in. wrought iron butts to 5 in. x 4 in. fir wrought,
rebated and chamfered frame, with cast iron shoes of
1 1/2 [?] in. metal and wrought double rebated chamfered transom prepared for 2 in. fixed fanlight, the
size of which will be governed by the height of the
passage or porch.

To be secured by No. 2 bright rod

barrel bolts the top one 20 in. and the bottom one
12 in. long, and a 10 in. iron rim two-bolt drawback
lock, with approved brass furniture complete.

To be

painted four times in oil, common colours.
The fanlight to be glazed with 36 oz. sheet glass.
Compare with Figure 9 (W.O. Pattern Book No. 2, 1901)
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11.

Doors (External), Officers' Quarters, Alternative Design, 1901.
This, like the Field Officers' porch door in the 1852 Wellington
Barracks set (Figure 8) is much too elaborate to be directly relevant to our purposes.

I included it here for comparative purposes

and to give an indication of the highest quality of barrack doors.
Only a field officer would have rated doors like this.
Book No. 2, 1901)

(W.O. Pattern
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12.

Door (Internal), Officers' Quarters, 1901.

The specifications for this

door describe it as being:
...

of 2 in. deal; four-panel, moulded on both sides, hung

with one pair of 4 in. wrought-iron butts to 1 1/2 in, wrought,
double rebated jambs with soffits and secured by a lock of
approved pattern, and with approved solid brass knobs with
collar covering screw to spindle.

To have moulded and beaded

architraves 1 1/2 in. thick, 6 in, girth, fixed to inch
framed grounds 5 in, wide.

To be painted four times in oil

common colours.
Compare Figures 6 and 13.

(W.O. Pattern Book No. 2, 1901)
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13,

Doors (Internal), Officers' Rooms. Alternative Design

1901 . The

only real difference between this and the preceeding design is in
the details of the moulding around the door panels and the architrave.
Compare also Figure 8.

(W,0. Pattern Book No. 2, 1901)
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14.

Doors (External), Soldiers' Barracks, 1901 .

The specifications on this

plate read as follows:
[Door] to be out of 2 1/4 in, deal; framed, braced, and stop
chamfered, filled in with inch battens, ploughed, tongued and
V jointed, hung folding by 3 pairs of 4 in. wrought-iron butts,
to 5 in. by 4 in, rebated and chamfered frame, put together
with white lead.

To be secured by a strong 8 in. iron rim dead

shot lock with solid bow keys engraved W + D, and No, 2 bright
rod barrel bolts, the upper one 2 4 in. and the lower one 14 in.
long with sockets, etc. complete.

To have framed and rebated

transom prepared for 2 1/4 in. bevel bar fixed fanlight, the
size of which will be governed by the height of passage or
porch.

The door posts to have cast iron shoes of 3/8 in. metal

leaded into stone.
common colour.

To be painted four times in the best oils,

The fanlight to be glazed with 36 oz. sheet

glass.
Compare to Figure 2,

(W.O. Pattern Book No. 2, 1901)
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lu.

Doors (Internal), Soldiers' Barracks, 1901.

These were:

to be out of 2in deal; framed, braced, and stop chamfered
filled in with 3/4 in. battens, ploughed, tongued and V
jointed, hung by 1 1/2 pairs of wrought iron butts to 5
in. by 4 in. rebated and chamfered frame.

To be secured

by a strong 8 in. iron rim dead shot lock, with solid
bow keys engraved W -:- D, and to have a strong wrought iron
Norfolk thumb-latch, medium size.

To be painted four times

in the best oils, common colours.
Compare to Figure 4.

(W.O. Pattern Book No. 2, 1901)
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16.

Doors to Cells & Prisoners' Rooms, 1901.
door I ran across.

This was the most elaborate cell

It was constructed of

2 in. deal frames in 4 panels, and filled in solid.

An

aperture to be formed in upper part, fitted with inspection
plate.

The opening next corridor to be glazed with 1/4 in.

plate glass.

Form trap in door with rule-joint hinges and

provided with a_ 3 in. Hobb's machine-made spring latch.

The

doors to be rebated to open towards and to hang on the left
jamb, entering from the corridor, with one pair of 4 1/2
wrought-iron butt hinges to 4 1/2 in. x 4 1/2 in. wrought
double rebated fir frame, secured to walls by wroughtiron forked wall hooks weighing 2 lbs. each, with caulked
ends for building into walls.

The sill to be of oak, re-

bated fir bottom rail of door.

The inside faces of door

and frame to be lined with sheet iron, 16 B.W.G., bolted
through door with 3/8 in. bolts.
lock of approved pattern.
oil, common colours.

To be secured with cell

To be painted four times in best

The first and second coats on iron-

work to be in red lead.
Compare to Figure 13.
(W.O. Pattern Book No. 2, 1901)
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17.

Elevation of Casemates 9 and 10, 1840 . This elevation was drawn to
accompany Calder's Estimate for re-building the retaining wall.
the doors.

Note

Similar doors appear in the plans appended to Calder's

Estimates for re-building the retaining wall of Casemates 51 and 52/
and best Ravelin. Note also the 6 over 6 windows and the 4 light
transoms.

(Public Archives of Canada)
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18.

Sallyport Doors, 1858.

The written description of these doors is,

unfortunately, no longer extant.
they are much thicker.
doors were also.

These resemble cell doors, although

As the bar is of oak, it is possible that the

(Public Archives of Canada C-96367)

to
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19.

Elevations of the Citadel Splinterproof " Magazine as proposed

1862 .

These modern re-drawings of the 18b2 plan show the interior elevation
of the magazine door (above) and the exterior elevation of the porch
door (below).

(Parks Canada Drawing)
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Section on C-D

Section and Elevation on E-F
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20.

Major General Doyle and Officers of the 87th Regiment in front of "E"
block, 1872-3.

Two of the more important things this photograph reveals

are the height of the door

opening and the type of door hung.

The

opening seems to be one masonry course higher than it is at present.
can argue about the door, but I personally think it a double one.

One

Whether

it was the only door on the opening, or whether there was an inner door
behind it, is another matter.
windows shown.

One should also note the location of the

That on the left is presently unchanged from the location

shown in the picture.

That on the right is also, although there is now

a second window added between it and the door.

(National Army Museum)
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21.

Looking north from the Southeast Salient Ramparts, 1879. This and the
three following figures give a near complete view of the retaining wall
from C20 to C5Q.

Note especially that the physical appearance

of this part of the fort has not changed all that much since these photographs were taken.

In this photo, note also the C35 door (to the left

of the man holding the measuring rod in the centre of the picture).
This seems to have a window in it.

(Public Record Office)

en
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22.

The Right Face of the Northeast Salient, 1879.

Note the door in C27

(framed by the staircase retaining wall in the foreground).
also the windows in C26 [just to its right)light over 6 light [3 + 3].

Note

These appear to be 6

(Public Record Office)

to
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23.

Right face of the Redan, 1879.

Note that all visible door lintels are

in the same masonry course as adjacent window li
and the 4 panel door in the porch to C46.

s (compare Fig. 32)

It is difficult to make out

windows in this picture, but several in the Redan, particularly those
in C43 (just right of the salient) appear to be 2 light over 2 light.
(Public Record Office)
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24.

Looking towards the North front retaining wall, ca. 1885.

Fig. 31

shows almost exactly the same area a decade or so earlier and should
be compared with this.

Note the doors visible in C15, (just to the

right of the Cavalier verandah) and C18 (the third door from the left).
These almost certainly have windows, but beyond this, one cannot tell
much about them.

This picture also shows the barrack room windows

in the Cavalier third storey.

(Compare Figures 60 and 62). Note that

some of the Cavalier third storey windows seem to be open from the
top.

These windows were probably double hung.

(Parks Canada)
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25.

The Southeast Salient around 1902.

At the extreme left is the CI door.

This is our only historical photo clearly (well, relatively clearly)
showing the 4 light window

type door.

A fragment of the C2 door is

visible between the second and third sailors in from the left and a
tiny bit of the SI door is visible behind the head of the seventh
sailor from the left.

(Public Archives of Canada)
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26.

"D" Block, 1904.

The door jamb is partly visible.

Note that the door

appears to be a single one, hung on the left hand side and opening inward.

Note also the 2 light over 2 light windows shown.

These were

probably the standard window in the upper Redan after the reconstruction
of the 1870s.

(Public Archives of Canada PA28407)
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27.

The left face of the Redan, ca. 1910.
are shown in this photograph.

At least three different door types

C34 and C35 (the first two doors to the

left of the rampart steps) both appear to have solid doors.

C38 (the

second door from the right) has a double door, three panels in each side,
frieze panel glazed.
similar to C38.
Compare Fig. 33.

C40 (first from the right) might have an outer door

The inner door shown has a large glazed upper panel.
Note also the windows shown.

The 6 light over 6 light

( 3 + 3 ) shown in C34 and C35 were, I think, standard in most ramparts
casemates.

The 2 light over 2 light shown in C36-C41 were definitely

standard in the Redan by this time and probably had been from the mid1870s.

Note that the windows in C39 are open from the top.

firms that the upper Redan windows were double hung.

This con-

(Parks Canada)
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28.

Citadel emplacement recesses, 1879.
the salient of the S.W. Demi-Bastion.
are shown.

The gun shown is. the 64 pdr. at
Two recesses of the brick type

On the one on the left, one can make out the upper strap

hinges and one bolt (on the right panel).

The two objects in the middle

of the door may be either handles or bar holders to keep the door closed.
The former is more probable.

(Public Record Office)
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29.

Citadel Emplacement Recesses, 187S (2). The 64 pdr. emplacement at the
N. Ravelin salient is shown.
the left.

A recess of the granite type is shown to

Note the arrangement of the strap hinges.

The broken off

remains of the copper pintels are still extent in a few locations.
Presumably the hinges were copper also.

(Public Record Office)
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30.

Looking into the Northeast Salient, 1950. Among the few Citadel doors
surviving were the solid door on C19 (left) and the 4-light (?) door on
C20 (second from left).
Photo No. 5)

(Public Archives of Canada, Massey Commission

Ul
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31.

The Redan, 1950.

Note the door on C48 (first door from the right).

This seems to be a 6 panel single door with glazed frieze panels,
but it is difficult to be certain.
Commission Photo)

(Public Archives of Canada, Massey
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32.

Six Panel Door, 1951.

This is one of the four principal types built in

the early 1950s and used in the twelve Redan exterior openings.
the glazed frieze panels.
(Parks Canada)

Note

Compare the door glimpsed in Figure 31.
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33.

Four Panel Flush Door, 1951.

This is another of three principal types

built by Parks Canada in the early 1950s.
a type proposed by Col. Calder in 1843.
used on the Cavalier exterior entrances.

It is basically similar to

Most doors of this type were
(Parks Canada)
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34.

Four Light Door, 1951.

This was the most common type built by the park.

It was used on most casemate entrances, excluding those in the Redan.
(Parks Canada)
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35.

Sallyport Door Reconstruction, 1951. The door shown is apparently a reproduction of one half of a sallyport outer door made by the Park staff
in the early 1950s and based on a then-extant original door.

This speci-

men is presently in storage at York Redoubt. Note the hole for the iron
embrasure and the pattern of the front and back sheeting in the panels.
Compare Figure 18.

(Parks Canada)
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36.

Inside elevation of north door, south magazine.

This door was probably

built in the 1840s and this is the only surviving Calder door.
the herring bone pattern.

(Parks Canada photo)

Note
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37.

Cell Door in C50.

This door was probably built around 1900.

It is a

typical specimen of the nineteenth century British military cell door.
Note the three flush panels and the hardware on the outside and the
iron sheeting on the inside.
(Parks Canada)

For comparison, see Figures 3 and 16.
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38.

Citadel Canteen Door.

This door, which was built around 1901, is

especially interesting for the chevron braces and the stop chamfering.

On the side not shown, this is a coniant and framed and

sheeted door.

(Parks Canada)
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39.

C49 Expense Magazine Door.

This is the only surviving specimen.

There

are, or were, nineteen other tiny expense magazines in the casemates of
defence and all probably had doors like this.

(Parks Canada)
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40.

Plan of the Redan upper storey, 1844. The layout shown is, hopefully, the one intended by Jones.
(Public Archives of Canada)
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41.

Plan of the Redan Basement, 1844. Again the layout shown is, hopefully, the one originally intended.
(Public Archives of Canada)
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42.

Left side of the Redan, before 1875.

This photograph is one of the

which shows any part of the courtyard before the window alterations of
the mid-1870s.

Figure 21 shows much the same view after the conversion.

Note that the doors to the Upper Redan Casemates have remained unchanged.
The oversize pre-conversion door opening to casemate 46 which appears in
Figure 20 is thus either a unique item, or (more probably) the door
opening to a small wooden porch in front of the masonary opening.
Archives of Nova Scotia)

(Public

O
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43.

Iron Embrasure for Sallyport Doors.

One of several extant specimens.

The cylindrical iron embrasure revolves.

(Parks Canada)
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44.

Canteen Floor Plan, 1902.

Note the double entrance doors and the swinging

door on the entrance to the tap room.

(Public Archives of Canada)
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45.

Ground Plan, 1849.
of Canada)

The first of the three base planes used in the distribution lists.

(Public Archives

o

46.

Ground Plan, 1891. The second of the three base plans used in the distribution lists.
of Canada C4389)

(Public Archives
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47.

Ground Plan,-1908.
of Canada)

The last of the three base plans used in the distribution lists.

(Public /Archives
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48.

Record Plan of the Cavalier, 1877. The longitudinal section shows, among other things, the windows installed in the new barrack rooms, while the transverse section, at bottom centre, shows the window in
the gable. The plan of the top floor shows the layout of the barracks after conversion.
(Public Archives of Canada - H3/250 Halifax-1877)
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49.

Proposed Alteration to Cavalier Windows, 1898. The double casemates shown here were cefctainly installed,
probably in 1898-9. The glass size in the windows may have been different from that shown here.
(Public Archives of Canada)
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50.

The Cavalier, around 1880. Of interest in this picture are the third storey barrack windows,the dormer
window in the south end dormer, and windows in the south wall of the building. (parks Canada)

H

51.

The Cavalier, 1928. This is the earliest photograph yet found showing some of the post 1877 windows in
the north end of the building. (Nova Scotia Museum. A Gauvan and Gentzell photograph)
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52.

The interior of one of the Cavalier casemates, ca. 1915.
window at the right.

Note the

What can be seen behind the curtain appears

to confirm that the casement windows in the Cavalier were built
as specified in 1898.

(Public Archives of Nova Scotia)
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53.

Plan of proposed new Upper Redan Windows, 1875.

The exact location

shown is not identified, but it is clearly one of the upper Redan
casemates provided with an external door (C36, 38, 30, 33, 36 and 48).
There is every indication that the new windows were not built as
shown and that all new windows were built adjacent to existing ones.
There is also evidence that the arrangement of glass in the sashes
of the new window was different from that shown here.

This may, how-

ever, show how the glass was arranged in the sashes already in place
in 1876.

Although the new officers' windows did not appear as shown

here and the alterations were not carried out as proposed,
double hung, as shown.

(Public Archives of Canada)

they were
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54.

Spring Sash Fasteners.

This specimens from Melville Island is, I

think, similar to, though smaller than, the brass quadrant spring
sash fastenings provided for Wellington Barracks.

Fasteners of this

type are the preferred option for Citadel single or double hung windows.
(Parks Canada photo)
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55.

Soldiers' window, 1852.

For a description of this window, see text,

Single and Double Hung Window Frames.

(Marcom)
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56. Officers' Window, 1852.

The basic sash and frame is virtually identical

to those in the Soldiers' window.

The principal difference between the

officers' and soldiers' sashes was the torus moulded bars on the frame.
(Marconi)
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